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Abstract

During the school year 1977/78 four computers equipped with LOGO and Turtle
Graphics were installed in an elementary school in Brookline, Mass. All sixth grade
f.otudents in the school had between 20 and 40 hours of hands-on experience with
the computerS. The work of 16 students was documented in detail.

This volume includes: (1) an overview of the Brookline LOGO project, (2)
description of the learning styles of different students who took part in the
project, (3) the experiences of students at both extremes of the range of abilities
present in a typical public school, (4) a breakdown of the computer programming
skills and concepts learned by the students during the course of the project, (5) a
breakdown of the mathematical and geometrical skills and concepts learned by the
students during the course of the project, and (6) a description of the results of a
brief exposure of students to a dynamic turtle which simulates Newtonian motion.
(See LOGO Memo 54 for Part III of this report.)
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Brookline Report iii General Pref

LOGO AT THE LINCOLN SCI-100L

GENERAL PREFACE

September 1979 will begin the fourth year of a highly productive relationship
between the M.I.T. LOGO group and the Lincoln School in Brookline, Mass. This
report presents a particular slice of what has been learned from the experience -
the slice that we think is likely to be most relevant to teachers and administrators
with enough foresight to be interested in what schools will be able to do with the
next generation of personal computers -- thise that can be expected to become
the dominant species of school computer in the first few years of the 1980's.
This is not very far away. By 1982 a "BASIC speaking" TRS-80 with virtually no
graphics will seem as obsolete as the time shared computers which are now so
rapidly being displaced by the little micros. And 1980 is hardly too soon for
schools to be thinking about what they will be doing in 1982.

An important part of the work at the Lincoln School was carried out under a grant
from the NSF program for Research in Science Education. Parts II and III of this
report constitute the final technical report to the NSF on what was done with that
grant They describe the learning experience of sixteen sixth grade students who
learned LOGO during the school year 1977/8 under conditiods designed to allow
us to collect and analyze an unusually large body of data about their progress.

Part II presents systematic analyses of this data from a number of points of view
that will be of interest to educators. It defines a set of programming concepts
and skills that it then demonstrates to be within the reach of most sixth grade
students. By careful examination of data about the learning paths of the marginal
students it develops conjectures about how the proportion of students "proven to
be capable of learning to program" could be further increased in the environment
defined by systems as flexible as LOGO, Moreover it shows how even with the
existing techniques LOGO's flexibility allowed students with the most severe
learning problems to make significant gains in directions other than learning to
program.

The report presents a detailed analysis of the mathematical content of an
experience with a LOGO/turtle learning unit. It describes some tests of transfer
of learning gains into non-computational contexts.

The report also focuses special attention on "exceptional students" at both ends
of the spectrum of school performance. Finally, it shows how programming in
LOGO bears on the important problem of bringing out and enhancing individual
cognitive styles.



v General Preface

Part III gives the report a dimension of concreteness and specificity that is often
missing when the identity of the individual students in an educational experiment
disappoars into summative statistics. To prevent this we asked the teacher to
write reports on each student. These reports are personal in two senses: they
discuss each student individually, presenting each student's intellectual personality
and his or her learning experience as seen from the personal perspective of a
teacher who had the opportunity to get to know the students particularly well

These two parts of the report, promised to NSF at this time, are now being made
available general diffusion we shall add an introductory Part I, which will be
available in the spring of 1980, to provide readers, unfamiliar with our work, with
a context for understancfing the research reported in Parts N and III. This will
include a discussion of LOGO's educational and computation-theoretical
perspectives ard of other related work in Europe and in Quebec as well as in the
United States.

The future of an intended Part IV is less certain. The work with the sixteen sixth
grade stulunts was the beginning of something bigger, the spreading of LOGO
culture in the schools. The most satisfying mark of success is the fact that the
Etrookline school system used its own funds to allow LOGO's presence at Lincoln

continue after the NSF grant ended. If we have the resources to do so we
shall be adding a Part IV describing these further developments. This document
will, if it comes into being, act as a more concrete guide to schools who wish to
emulate the kind of work we report here.



1. Overview: Brookline LOGO Project

This document describes what sixt n sixth grade students made of a LOGO/turtle
learning environment and how we interpreted their reactions to iL We begin in
this first chapter by presenting in a general way the conclusions we have drawn
from the study_. Each of the later chapters deals in greater detail with some
aspect of the work It should be read in conjunction with the document called
TART III" which contains the teacher's report on each student.

1. Participants

The sixteen students were selected according to two criteria each of which was
intended to insure a variety of students including "average and 'exceptional"
students at both ends of the spectrum of academic achievement. The first
criterion was distribution on national achievement scores. Table 1.1 shows these
scores for fifteen of the students. The sixteenth student, Karl, had not been
tested with his classmates due to "severe learning disabilities". The second
criterion was the judgment of the classroom teachers who knew the students
personally. Teachers were asked to rank them as below average, average, and
above average. Our sample includes six students from each of the "non-average"
groups.
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TOTAL LANGUAGE TOTAL RATH TOTAL BATTERY
SCORE SCORE SCORE

NAME TOTAL READING
SCORE

Harriet 98 99 92 99

Dennis 77 90 72 83

Gary 79 78 74 80

Donald 82 64 66 73
Laura 71 76 64 73

Kathy 52 71 56 60

Arrow 49 53 69 57

Ifni ca 69 64 40 56

Albert 48 57 51 51

Darlene 49 66 40 49

Kevi rr. 45 26 74 45

Betsy 38 37 32 32

Deborah 35 44 19 28

Ray 11 28 40 24

Tikia 15 2 2 3

The Students' CTBS Scores (Percentiles), April 1978
Table 1.1

Adults in the Classroom

The teacher involved in the study had taught for seven years in the school and
had been trained in LOCO at M.I.T. during the year preceding the work with the
students. Before joining the school staff he had participated in the E.D.C.
Elementary Science Study (ESS) project. He was selected as someone who had
had experience as an elementary school teacher and who had been involved in the
development of new educational materials.

Besides the teacher three kinds of observers were present from time to time:

8



Overview. Brookline LO procedures and Conclusions

(1) regular professional observers who were net rnet...Jers of the M.I.T. staff;
(2) occasional observers who were rot members a! the M.I.T. project staff;
(3) members of the M.I 7. staff.

2. Learnin /Teaching Goals and Str e 'es

2.1 The Classroom

The classroom included four independent computer5, each with its own keyboard,
display screen and disc drive. A printer was available for use with one of he
computers when necessary. The stuef...nts were with noteba3ks, graph
paper, drawing paper, different kinds of pens, ,is and markers, and a full set
of stationery supplies. A small round table near blackboard provided a setting
for group lessons or discussions and for informal conversation among the students.
Samples of the children's work were displayed on bulletin boards around the room.

The students worked in classes of four, so that there was always a one-to-one
ratio of students to computers. The Inngth of the class periods ranged from 40 to
90 minutes as a function of the overall school schedule. Table 1.2 shows the
distribution of meetings. We note in passing that we Jelieve that the ratio of
students to computers is essential to the results we obtained and will be typical
o the computer-rich world of the near future. On the other hand, we believe
that the student/teacher ratio of 4/1 would not have been necessary under more
operational conditions.

CLASS STARTING ANV NUMBER OF TOTAL NUMBER TOTAL HOURS
ENDING DATES CLASSES PER OF CLASSES OF EXPOSURE

WEEK

I 11/4/77-12/21/77 4 25 25 1/6

II 11/4/77-12/23/77 4 24 25 1/6

3/13/78-6/1/78 3 28 37 1/3

3/21/78-6/2/78 3 25 36

Table 1.2

Fall classes met four times a week, for periods ranging minutes to 90
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minutes. In the Spring t was possible to arrange to hold the classes three times a
week, end to standardize the times at approximately 80 minutes for each class.
Each of the four groups had approximately 4 hours of exposure to LOGO per
week. Late notification of the sward Ey the National Science Foundation resulted
in a late start for the fall classes, and a total duration of approximately three
weeks less than that of the Spring classes.

2.2 Our Goals for the Students

The LOGO system is designed to be flexible enough to serve as a vehicle for
many different patterns of learning. Thus en important part of the design of the
project was making a set of decisions about what we hoped the students would
learn and what strategies the teacher would adopt to bring this about_ It was
part of the strategy that while the teacher would exert some pressure for the
students to achieve the goals we had set for them he would also allow deviations

he felt that a particular student would not respond to the pre-determined goals.
This policy proved !a be immenrely valuable. Significant deviations took place in
two cases. In each of these the student taught us something very profound about
how a computer can be appropriated to the service of en individual's leaning
needs. In one 01 the cases the student eventually returned to the "standard goal)
in the other the deviant student (Tina)had a learfiing experience of a totally
different but extremely rich sort. We shall return to the,deviant students after
discussing the goals we set up in advance as the educational objectives of the
classes. In presenting them here we make an artificial separation of five "kinds'"
of learning. The reader familiar with LOGO methods will understand that in fact
these happen simultaneously as aspects of an organic whole . The students do
not perceive them as separate in the early stages of learnins indeed, only those
students who achieved a relatively high level of sophistication did so at all in the
course of the study.
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The five general teaching objectives were as follms:

Objective 1. Learning to feel comfortable with and in control of the
computer. Students learn that they can decide what the computer will do:
they teach the computer instructions for each of their individually
conceived projects.

Objective 2. Learning the elements of he LOGO computer language. This
includes

(A1) The idea of computer instruction In a formal language: its syntax,
effect, and associated error messages; the LOGO commands FORWARD,
RIGHT etc. and the arithmetic operations.

(A2) The idea of sequential procedure and the ability to translate an
informally defined plan into a working program;the LOGO commands TO,Chin

(A3) The use of sub-procedures and superprocedures.

(14) Editing and debugging; LOGO commands EDIT, PO, POTS, etc.

(81) Control of contimiing processes with loops and/or recursion;

(82) Use of variables;

83) Conditionals and stop rules;

(B4) Writing interactive programs;

The subgoals listed above are divided into two groups by the labels A
and B. This is a post-hoc classification on the basis of observation of
these classes. It has become apparent that group A defines a coherent
and accessible minimum core knowledge of programing. What this means
and what it implies will be developed below in Section 5, Sumn.ary of
Findings, and in later chapters.
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Objective 3. Learning the "subject matter" of Turtle Geometry. Major
subgoals include

(Al) The use of numbers to measure lengths and angles; an intuitive
as well as a formal mastery of the turtle commands FORWARD, RIGHT
etc. Formal and intuitive understanding of special angles: 90, 360,
180, 10.

(A2) The group properties of numbers; for example, seeing FORWARD
10 FORWARD 10 as equivalent to FORWARD 20, seeing BACK 10 and
FORWARD -10 as inverses of FORWARD 10; the modularity of the
rotational group with respect to 360 degrees.

(A3) Internal relations of angles defining poly_ gons and other regular
figures; POLY, SPIRALS.

(A4) Similarity and symmetry; the similarity theorem in Turtle
Geometry (if you leave the angles alone and double the lengths you get
the same shape twice as big.); the symmetry theorem (if you leave the
lengths the same, and reverse the direction of the angles, you get
"mirror ImageTM.

(A5) Cartesian coordinate systems.

(BD Noy- Cartesian coordinate systems; inventing ad hoc coordinate
systems, polar coordinates, etc.

(82) The concept of state; state transparent procedures.

(83) Curves as made up of "infinitesimal" line segments; algorithm or
a circle es a

REPEAT [FORWARD 1 RIGHT 1].

(84) Combining movements; eg.
SPIN 50 MOVET 50
produces a circle.

(85) The Total Turtle Trip theorem.

Items in group A are computation-theoretic forms of items of knowledge
found in standard school curricula Most of the students had encountered
related ideas in their previous school work. However, are tests show

12
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that their understanding and use of the ideas were, to say the least,
shaby. Items in Group B, on the other hand, are computational forms of
material usually found in college courses on calculus, topology etc We
could not compare this knowledge acquired in the LOGO environment with
what had been learned in school.

Objective 4. Understanding the Relation between Force and Motion

it is now widely recognized that most college students who have not had
several courses in physics have incorrect ("Aristotelian") ideas about
physical dynamics and that this is very hard to remedy by traditional
teaching. With the small time' in these LOGO classes it would
have been absurd to se a goal of having the students "understand
dynamics". But it was realistic to set a more limited goal: to find
situations in which the elementary school student could meaningfully come
to grips with laws of motion. The most direct form of achieving this was
the creation of computer "games" in which the students' knOWledge of
turtles could be used to manipulate dynamic turtles which in fact behave
like Newtonian particles. The educational ohjectives were for the student
to become sufficiently involved in such activities to feel the contradiction
between the turtle and his intuition and to give him/her the intellectual
tools that could in principle provide a way out of the dilemma. Our
research goal was to demonstrate the possibility of doing so, to identify
more precisely the content of the students' "Aristotelian" physics and to
probe its resistance to change. This component of the work, reported in
chapter 6, is of a much more exploratory nature than the work on
geometry with which we have had very much more systematic rxperienca
in the past.

Objective 5. Developing Problem-Solving Skills.

Those skills stressed in the present project and discussed in this report
include

(a) "playing turtle" and "playing computer";
(b) the concept of a "bug' in a computer progr m and strategies
debugging and planning;
(c) procedural thinking;
(d) the usefulness of generalizations and "big Ideas"; and
(e) the development of a language with which the student end adult
participants In the project were able to discuss these skills.



tigh the teacher had certain goals in =mind for the students, he allowed
them a_ diyersiti7of paths to get there. This allowed for the fact, clearly
documented' in the following chapters, that since student vary in which
aspects of the,Lopo work therinitially-find easiest, they get.to.the same end
result most e4feCtiveiy by following individUally chosen Oath!. Thus, for
example, some of the 16 students quickly became adept at using elements of
Turtle Geometyy but had more difficulty with_the-eyntax of the computer
language. ',ForFor ethers, the reverse was true.- As,the students began to
develop their own working styles and lets of priorities, they developed a
sense of confsd -ice about what they had done and about their individualized
paths to learning LOGO

The initial contact with the computer was concentrated on (1) learning the
elementary, TURTLE commands (FORWARD, BACK, RIGHT, LEFT and
CLEARSCREEN), (2) mastering elements of syntax such as spacing and the use
of numerical inputs and (3) reading and acting on error messages. The
students would then be encouraged to define their own tasks, typically
involving drawing a specific, "simple" figure such as a square, a house, a
flower, or their initials. Their first drawings were done by direct command.
They are encouraged to keep a written record of the steps as they go along,
and gradually learned to translate these lists into their first computer
procedures.

Having procedures that could be saved, repeateci, shown off to friends and
integrated into a larger design built the student's sense of pride and
confidence. The fact, that the student's first procedure was a personal
invention (even if developed in collaboration with the teacher) was critical in
setting the tone of the relationship with the computer through the whole
period.

After, the, introductory phase the students' ways of working rapidly diverged.
Some were most, interested in repeating simple figures, introducing variations
and repeating again. For these students the natural next step was recursion
and the use of variables and some took the step in a fairly short time Others
had elaborate ideas for computer drawings, and for these the natural next
step was the use of superprocedures and subprocedures. An interchange of
approaches occurred as students began to show each other their work and to
swap ideas. Students were encouraged to borrow each other's procedures,
even to copy them line-by-line at times. (A lot of very useful debugging can
occur when a "copied° procedure leads to an unexpected result.)

14
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As the classes continued, the teacher helped the students choose projects or,
suggested projects based on their interests and abilities. His role in general
was to introduce new material when appropriate, to help the students
improve their programming styles through the use of model programs and
suggestions for debugging, to encourage them to investigate certain areas
more deeply, and in general, to help them to consolidate their learning.
Particular attention was paid to developing a language for problem solving
situations in and out of LOGO work.

The students met at intervals for group lessons where they could share and
discuss their work. Each kept a notebook of drawings, written plans, printed
records of their procedures, other information, and a brief daily comment
about what they had accomplished.

Throughout the year, the teacher made a daily study of each "dribble file";
i.e. the complete printed record, key stroke by key stroke, of interaction with
the computer. This was valuable both as a source of data for reporting and
analysing the progress of the srtudents and also as a daily guide in planning
teaching strategies.

3 Data Collection

Data sources included:

1. Dribble files, that is a complete record of each student's interaction
with the computer. Following each class, printouts of the dribble files
were carefully annotated by the teacher and/or a regular observer.

2. The teacher's anecdotal records of each student's daily work.

3. A daily compilation of each student's work -- printouts of procedures,
hard copy of computer drawings, etc.

4. Observatithis by Ms. Dunning, conducted on a regular basis; her
written reports focused on student-teacher, student-student and student-
computer interactions.

5. Regularly conducted observations by members of the MIT LOGO Group.

6. Occasional observations by other members of the MIT faculty, Dr.
George Hein, other evaluation consultants and visit( a to the LOGO

5
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classes.

7. Informal meetings and workshop with the, classroom_oo eacher and the
school principal.

R. A series of preipost student _interviews developed by the project staff
in collaboration with Dr. Hein a Dunning, and carried out by Ms.
Dunning. Pre-interviews were useful in providing us with baseline
information about each student's interests, skills, problem-solving abilities,
and attitudes about themselves, their school work and towards computers.

9. Interviews with the classroom teachers, conducted by Dr. Hein, after
the conclusion of each series of classes.

10. Seminars and meetings with evaluation consultants who commented n
the data

1.1 Comments made at parents' meetings, school "open house" etc.

12. An independent study made by Ms. C. Solomon on the diffusion of
LOGO knowledge in the school during the year following the work
reported here.

4 Themes of Our Research

We present our findings in terms of four themes:(1) can elementary school
students learn to program computers? (2) What is the relationship between
programming and learning mathematics? (3) What is the relationship between
programming and cognitive style? (4) How can we evaluate the work?

The first theme is a set of concerns about whether students can program
computers. This cannot be formu!ated as a yes or no question. If the criterion for
what counts as programming is sufficiently trivialized the answer is tautologically
affirmative whereas if the criterion for what it is to program is made sufficiently
rigorous the answer would almost as clearly be negative. A better formulation
would be to ask what kinds of -prograrriming can be done by various -ciitegoriea of
students. But to give an exhaustive answer to such a question would be a
momentous, and perhaps even definitionally impossible task. At best it is a
question that can be answered only through a lengthy process of multiple
experiments so that experiences in different programming contexts could be
compared. This study is a step in that direction. We are possibly the first to
have set up a Ikrell considered definition of programming (that was not dictated by

16
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the accident of a particular programming language simply being there) and to have
published (for example in this study) a detailed account of how a representative
group of students actually fared with it This is not the place to delve deeply into
the philosophy of design of the definition of programming embodied in the learning
goals listed above. For such a discussion the reader must consult our theoretical
writings (see the MIT Logo bibliography.) Here we confine ourselves to
enumer: ting a few design criteria for what constitutes a "good programming
experiel,ce".

i) As computer science has developed a certain number of powerful ideas
ave come to be recognized in the field of programming. Among these is
le cluster of ideas -related to the modularity of pure procdures, the
oncept of top-down, "structured".:programming etc. One of Our .criteria
as been to 'capture for students as many as possible of the e poWerful
leas including, 'in particular, the 't711ample cited-of procedural Modularity.

We have, of course, not been 'able to capture all -the powerful ideas of
compUter .science. But -ve have made-an attempt to capture- some of
them.

(ii) There has grown up in the "computer culture" 'a rich tradition of using
computational :ideas as tools to think about other .matters. For example,
the. cognitive -sciences now use ideas from Artificial Intelligence to think
about .psychology.. We have tried to provide, within our 'concept-of
programming, ideas about thinking-styles -- ideas that can be used by
students and their teachers as tools to think about other matters of
interest.

(iii) Third, we refer to the "holding power" of programming. For many
people this activity has an exceptionally powerful quality of engagement
of attention. We believe that the search for the proper subset of
programming knowledge to give students must take account of, such
affective criteria. Thus we 'pose the question: what kinds of
prograMming wili be most engaging for what categories of students?

With these criteria in mind, we fixed on one particular vision of programming for
the purpose of this study. Our concerns have to do, on the one hand, with
whetherAhis approach to prograrming does engage students, whether in fact they
learn to do it and, the other hond, with whether what they are learning is non-
trivial, and whether it cap_ tures some of the intellectual and aesthetic content of
programming.

This brings us to our econd theme, the relation between learning to program and
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learning other areas of knowledge. In this study we have picked one such area of
knowledge; geometry. It is our contention that computational concepts allow

me essential parts of geometry to be captured more concretely, more deeply
and more intuitively than traditional conceptual ,frameworks. For example where
Euclid,uses the static concept,of a point we use the dynamic one of a turtle. This
allows a more direct-and intuitive access to formal geometry. Another perhaps
more immediately obvious example is the difference between the idea of angle in
Euclidein geometry and in Turtle Geometry. In the latter an angle is an, action, an
amount of turning, something that-Yoti(thi'wOuld-begeonitir) eithdo with Your
own body or with your mental body image. Similarly, the relation between
mathematics and physics becomes more immediate In this conteptual framework;
for the Newtonian particle turns out to be representable as a species of
computational turtle closely enough related to the geometry turtle for each to
serve as a means for thinking about the other.

In short,the general concept of this second theme, is that of synergistic domains
knowledge. We maintain that LOGO and Turtle Geometry are synergistic in the
sense that it is easier to learn both together than to learn-either separately.
Perhaps the triplet geometry/physics/LOGO is even more powerfully synergistic.

The third theme is the relation of programming to general intellectual skills and
styles. The question of the impact of computers, on how people think is a
controversial one There is a popular view that "programming teaches you to
think logically_ ." There is the view of certain critics who leer that it does this too
well, that is to sayit encourages an overly "logical" or "analytic" of thought
at the expense of intuitive, empathic, holistic thinking. There is also the f( ar that
it can encourage isolation of the individual who comes to relate more to the
computer than to other people.

The data presented here certainly makes no claim to settle the controver. y. The
issues are much too big for so modest as experiment But it does perm, t us to
take some steps towards clarifying them. As background we recall that members
of the MIT LOGO group have generally taken a more modulated view than those
expressed above. We are suspicious of any statements of the form "programming
computers has effect X." The experience of programming and the use of concepts
from computation allows for such wide variation that consistent effects would be
surprising. The task for educators is to learn what these different effects can be
and to learn how to turn them to advantage for intellectual growth.

The first publication f[ om the MIT LOGO group was a paper by Papert called
Teaching Children Thinking. The thesis of this paper was\not at all that computers
would enhance thinking in any automatic sense but rather that exposure to
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programming could be used to enhance students ability to think about their own
thinking. The stories of the sixteen > Brookline students are rich in information
relevant to planning strategies for doing this For example, they show more
clearly than previous studies how programming can be a sensitive medium for the
expression of different intellectual styles. Different students working on similar
projects come up with very different solutions. In other words the computer
helps to eXternalize the individual's style so that it can be confronted by both
learner and teacher.

The fourth theme is evaluation: how do we know what really happened and how
do we decide whether it is "good?"

Most of this document is devoted to our attempt to describe what was learned
insofar as it could be seen in the LOOO environment itself. This is by no means a
trivial matter of factual reporting. It involves making interpretations of observed
behaviors and conjectures about the nature of the obstacles the students had to,
overcome. For example, while the count of how many students eventually used
the command 'RIGHT correctly is a mere matter of statistics, much more complex
Issues are raised when we ask why a particular student uses the command only in
the context RIGHT 30 (rather than RIGHT 20, RIGHT 90, etc.) or why another
student takes so long to appreciate the synonymity of RIGHT 90 and the sequence
RIGHT 45 RIGHT 45.

Two other important classes of evaluative question are touched on, but in a very
much less elaborated form. First, the issue of transfer. We obviously would like
to know how the knowledge gained in the LOGO environment is integrated by the
individual student into other activities in school and out of it We did not have
the resources to study this kind of question in great detail and, in any case, are
inclined to believe that the time course of the study was too limited for deep
effects to show themselves. We did, however, proLe the transfer of lk few parts
of what is learned in LOGO that is particularly close to topics of study in the
normal classroom: For example, we shall report below on a simple experiment to
show that working with Turtles leads to a measurable improvement in the ability
to estimate angles.

A second question of evaluation about which teachers will went to know much
more than we can tell them is how LOGO compares with other approaches to
learning to program For example, is it really better than the much more easily
accessible BASIC? The final answer will come from formal or informal comparative
studies. In the meantime we think that anyone who has 'taught BASIC to "average"
and "very weak" students at elementary school level will recognize that many of
the key breakthrough points in our students' learning simply could not happen in a
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typical BASIC environment.

Although_ what we are able to say here about these latter. two issues is slight, we
have learned a great deal about what kind of study we need in order to elucidate
them further. The simplest such conclusion is relevant to our sense of how much
exposure = to computers can be expected to produce large and generalized changes
in intellectual growth. We are at present engaged In a series of experiments on
different 4egrees of involvment,_including_one in which. a group_ of __8_,year. old
students will have almost unlimited access to computers at home as well as at
school over a period of two years. Other conclusions have to do with the need to
pay close_ r attention to affective and social aspects of the learning experience.
Some of our .students show very strong affect in their relationship with the
computer and the entire experience. It has become quite obvious that when we
look for "transfer" this ought at least to include transfer of feelin
also be conjectured that this is not simply an additional factor to b
well as the more ",cpAtitive" parts of what is learned It is increasingly plausible
that the way in which the computer experience will transfer to the learning of
traditional mathematics is mediated by a change of feeling and-is masked by failure
to look at the student as a whole person. One strategy for follawing through on
this observation is to look very much more closely at the kinds of experience
reported, here in our discussion of "exceptional" students.

5. Sumrnary of findings

Theme 1: A Core Set of Pro ammin Skills

approached the. project with a definite concept of what we hoped to have the
students learn, namely at least the set of objectives in group A and hopefully
thine in group B. (See section 2.2 for these objectives.)

But we also had a flexible attitude regarding both method and thee possibility of
mogying specific content goals. Specifically, all the students were introduced to
a pre-planned LOGO/turtle learning unit and were under some pressure to fellow
it But deviations from the plan were allowed when it became clear to the
teacher that this would lead to a more meaningful learning experience for the
student and for us.

Which Students Learned To program?

Of the sixteen subjects we find that two did not achieve the set of skills in group
A and so cannot be said to have learned to program" in any significant sense.
This does not mean that they learned nothing. On the contrary, we have reason to
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believe that the experience profoundly influenced at least one of them.

Our sample size was ce:tainly too small to allow for any conclusions too be
drawn about the two "non-programmers". However, we do note that they were
the two students with the lowest scores on the. National Achievement Tests: Tina
with a total battery percentile. score of 3 (1) never learned to write procedures
at all while Ray, with a score of 24, learned to write procedures and even used
sub-procedures, but did not reach our criterion of being able to do so
independently of help from the teacher. Karl, the student with severe learning
disabilities who did not have! a test score, reached the criterion quite adequately
although in an interestingly personal way. (Tina's and Karl's experiences are
discussed in chapter 3, below, which focuses on exceptional students. Further
details of their work can be found in Part III which contains individual reports
written by the teacher.)

We had hoped to be able to demonstrate that ALL students irrespective of level
of academic achievement could learn to program In fact, the strongest statement
of this kind that we can make. on the basis of the present study is that all
students except those in the lowest quartile of school performance did reach our
criteria.Hovvever we are able to maker a much stronger statement of a somewhat
different and much more important kind:

ALL students irrespective of performance level were engaged
bar .computer activities in the LOGO environments all
underwent significant observed learning and we made
significant progress towards developing a methodology o
channelling this learning toward mastery offfirogramming.

The most significant idea in the direction of this general methodology is a
development of the concept of "micro-world" which has guided much of our
thinking ztver the past few years. The new development of the idea is well
illustrated by the ' .3x perie nc e of one of the subjects in the present study. .This Is
Deborah who will be discussed at several places in the following chapter& Very
schematically Deborah's progress could be described as having three phases.
During the first she made little progress towards mastery, of LOGO. Her behavior
was dominated by a lack of security and negative self imagm In a second phase
Deborah defined for herself a very restricted sub-world of-the LOGO/turtle world
by placing severe restrictions on what commands she would use and what forms
of projects she would undertake. Within this personally constructed micro-world
she could feel sufficientl secure to ex lore and become comfortable, with the
machine the turtle and with the formal context of programming The third stage
developed just in time for us to observe at the end of the study. Deborah



spontaneously broke out from the self-imposed boundaries of her micro -world to
egin exploring the large "official" turtle world.

Deborah's experience was made possible by the flexibility Of the LOGO computer
system and by the teaching methodology that hat- developed with it. Study of the
details of what took place has led 'us to a general research orientation of
inalliasing the ease with which this pattern can be followed by other students.
From a theoretical point of view it has confirmed our long-standing belief in the
importance of creating systems that can be appropriated In a personal way by
individual students.

More Advanced Programming Concepts

Since the work in the classes was highly project-oriented each student's needs
for concepts In group B varied according to the kind of project each adopted.
Thus a count of the students reaching a criterion of mastery of each concept is
not an informative measure.. We note, however, that half the students reached
independent mastery of at least one of these group B concepts. Of these eight
students, si&also mastered at least one other group 13 concept, while the other
two were apparently very close to doing so. The group B concept most
frequently mastered was loops and recursion

The students who went farthest in mastery of the listed group B concepts were
Harriet, Gary, Kevin and Dennis. Reference to the list of achievement scores
(l'able 1.1) shows rather close agreement between high scores and mastery of
group B concepts except for Kevin who had a low total score but a high
mathematical score.

We feel that these results confirm us in our separation of the group A and Group
B concepts and in approaching programming via the first set. We call attention to
the fact that this is made possible by specific and deliberately designed features
of LOGO. By contrast, in BASIC, it is impossible to write interesting programs
without using some of the "advanced" concepts so that the "non-mathematical"
students have difficulty getting started and the gap between "mathematically-
minded" students and others is widened

5.2 Theme 2: Turtle Geometry umnIyrwgiAWnains

As far as it appeared from our study, the students did not distinguish between
learning programming and learnirf Turtle Geometry. Their initialwork at the
computer, and in some cases all their work, consisted of developing programs to
produce graphic effects on the computer screeno. The separation of the



knowledge required to develop these programs into programming knowledge,
arithmetical knowledge, geometrical knowleclo, heuristic knowledp, et& does not
appear to have been of much concern to them They rnry be right in their
attitude. We, however, felt it necessary to make these distinction& One reason
was to make our work more inteliigiNe educators used to thinking in terms of
subjects each of which has, a distinct curriculum Another, more fundamental,
reason was to classify LOGO-related knowledge according to the type and style of
intellectual skills required The boundaries brAween school subjects are often
artificial. For example, it appears to us to be pedagogically and epistemolog;cally
wrong to separate "calculus" from "physics" at the introductory levels. The
boundaries we have described, on the other hand, reflect real differences in
intellectual approach These distinctions have aided the students and provide a
useful structure vat' discussing their intellectual gain&

In chapters 4 and 5 of this report we shall present detailed analysis of the
intellectual content of what one group of students involved in the project actually
learned in .LOGO/turtle work That analysis, taken with chapter 6 -- where we
show how turtle work brings a beginning student into touch with some
fundamental ideas in physics shows that a great deal of traditional knowledge is
embedded in and exercised by work with turtles.

5. Theme 3:- Identifying Intellectual StVlea.

The study has provided us with new data concerning the diversity of intellectual
styles, and the effect of learning LOGO on an individual student's image of herself
or himself as a learner. For example, even when two students end up with very
similar products, an analysis of the dribble file, which shows the process by which
they arrived at their result, indicates that there is no sense In which they "just
did the same thing". The data from the project has yielded some very fine
examples of convergence of different processes and has contributed to further
work on classifying intellectual styles. We see this as' extremely important both
for theoretical psychology and for the development of strategies for teaching and
learning.

The most striking dichotomy of styles one sees in a LOGO environment is that
between what computer programmers would refer to as "bottom up" as againgt
"top down" programming. The top down programmer is a planner. He starts with
a clear model of an end result. His first step is to translate this into a program
the details of which are left blank but whose structure has, been fixed from the
outset. Here,- Donald represehts the extreme example of a top-down programmer
who worked steadily to turn a hand-drawn face into a computer program that
drew a face remarkably like it. Over a period of twelve sessions Donald worked
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t fill in the gaps in a program HEAD, that n on its almost final form by
the second of tho twelve session& (See pp. 2.12, 2.13, below)

Deborah also produced a face. A glance at her first and last drawings, pp. 2.7
and 2.8, will show immediately that= she was following a very different process.
She has been much freer than Donald in allowing the final product to emerge as
she went along. The difference is even more striking when we look at the stages
of emergence of her protedure as shown on p 2.8. The procedure was built up
line by line as she worked at it with little trace of Donald's preference to
structure the whole before beginning on the part& Following Levi-Strauss, Bob
Lawler has proposed to call Deborah's cognitive style a "bricolage" or tinkering. A
certain well-established intellectual tradition tends to look down on the style of
the bricoleur and see the obsessional planner as the model to follow and impose
on student& Research by Lawler and others at as well as the results found
in the Lincoln study indicate that the styli of bricolage may be much more natural
and much more productive than is usually adnated. Certainly we are convinced
that the turning point in Deborah's development in LOGO came when the teacher
found a way to let her feel supported in developing an extreme form of bricolage
in her work. -Possibly this was one of, the first times when this girl felt that she
had achieved success and acknowledgment through work in her own personal
style. And ivar response to this sense of security was so great that she was able
to make some tentative essays into the planner's style of work. Thus even
educators who do not admit bricolage as a valid mode of work in itself should give
it credit as a stepping stone to the ability to experiment with a variety of styles;

(More details of Deborah's work can be found in chapter 2, below, and in her
profile in Part III)

5.4 Theme 4: A Tentative Measure of 'Transfer"

The results cited in this section are intended only to illustra e a direction of work
in progress. They are incomplete and at best on the fringe of statistical
significance. Nevertheless, our considered judgment is that they are highly
plausible and reflect real trend& We offer them as a guide to others who may
want to pursue such questions more rigorously, as we are now doing ourselves.
With these qualifications, let us turn to a particular issue: the transfer of
knovledge about angles and angular measure from the Turtle context to more
generO ones.

What should we measure? It is clea0y not sufficient to test knowledge of
discrete "facts" such as "a square angle is called ninety." We want to measure
the use of the knowledge in a context where the student has to apply it less
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literally. On the other hand, we do not want to confuse the issue of the student's
knowledge about angles with problem solving methods in other domains. Our
compromise was to 'study the student's ability to perform on the task shown In
figure 1.2.

We have data about this task from three categories of subjects.

Category I: Students who took part in the study reported here.

Category II Students who took part in another less systematic LOGO /Turtle
computer experience.

Category III: Students wlio had no computer experience.

Each subject went through the test twice, before and after the computer
experience in the case of categories I and IL We adopted an arbitrary scoring
method to give a numerical value to the differences obtained and found (no doubt
coincidentally) that category I came out ahead of category II by about the same
score difference as category II was ahead of category III.

These differences do not quite make statistical significance but are so convergent
with many other observations that we believe them to reflect genuine change.
But we need to probe further into the nature of what is changed For example, it
could be improved ability to use numerical estimates in general rather than
improved knowledge about angle in particular. The question is elucidated a little
by the performance of the same subjects on another task, the one shown in figure
1.1. Here again we find categories I and-II doing better than category But the
differences are less pronounced. One possible interpretation of the comparison
between the two tasks is based on a conjecture that may prove to be critical in
this kind of study. The students came to both tasks with "intuitive" knowledge
that has been built up over many years and in informal as well as formal settings.
The new knowledge acquired in the Turtle (or any other) learning environment has
to "compete" with knowledge that is already-firmly rooted. HoW firmly it is rooted
might influence how much time is needed for new knowledge to displace it. This
would account for smaller improvements in the case of estimates of length than in
the case of estimates of angle. It would also suggest that sensible measures of
change have to allow for longer periods of time than we were able to use in this
study. As we have already said, we haya begun deeper explorations of such
issues in studies with a much longer time course. As an indirect consequence of
the length of the new studies, we shall also be able to collect much mare varied
information about the development of each subject
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ude by citing two other tasks, largely with the intention of reminding .

sders that sixth grade students in public schools ,have ;a need for learnin
intellectual skills that one would expect to be quite easy by that age. The tasks
in figures 1.3 and 1.4 are self-explanatory. The test scores we obtained follow a
different pattern from what we saw in the estimation tasks: about half of the
subjects_could do them as well as a sophisticated adult, (whereas no subjects
performed "perfectly" on the estimation tasks.) Given this, it will not be
surprizing that those students who who did not obtain perfect scores on the pre-
test all showed major improvements on the task of figure 12 (which is, of course,
very close to the turtle work) and about half showed striking improvement on the
task of figure 1.4 (which is related to programming btA not a direct transposition.)
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If this length is 100

Hew long are these?

(b)

(d)

Draw a line which you think will be

(f) 150

(g) 400

(h) 99

Task 1

Figure 1 .1
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this angle is 40 units

What would you est

(a)

a e these be?

(d)

Task ?

'Ffgure 1
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Can you give one step for the series of
Forward and Backward steps given?

Example:

FD 20, BK 10, FD 20 ----7) FD 30

(a) FD 30, FD 40, FD 30'

(b) FD 60, FD 80

(c) FD 80, Bk 20,,FD 30

FD 50, BK 40, FD 50, BK 40, FD

Task 3

Figure 1.3

Tasks



1 4 Tasks

START AT THE ARROW AND GO
TO THE DRAW A LINE
ALONG Y UR PATH.

Now describe your path
saying how many blocks
you go before turning
and which way to turn
and how to go on from
there.
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2. Learning Styles in the LOGO Environment

In this chapter and in Chapter 3 which deals with "exceptional" students, we
present brief summaries of the learning experiences of several of our
experimental subjects. In presenting the different learning processes of these
individuals we describe varied approaches to geometry, computer programming,
choice of projects, planning and debugging and problem solving that are available
to students of LOGO. Each summary has been chosen to illustrate a particular
approach to LOGO. The work of these students' and of the rest of our
experimental sample is described more fully in Part III of this report, in which
detailed, comprehensive profiles of the work of each of our sixteen subjects are
pre anted.

We present here-a' summary of the experiences of four students, Kathy, Deborah,
Donald and Kevin. Kathy specialized in a "bottom-up" approach, building up
complex designs from a set of modular subprocedures. Deborah also made use of
a "bottom-up" approach although hers was based on exploring the effects of long
sequences of direct commands, selecting successful designs and copying the steps
to create procedures. Eventually Deborah learned to make use of subproce lures
and planned and carried out a major project. Donald worked in a "top -down"
manner, starting with a definite plan, writing a superprocedure to define his
project, and carefully planning each sub-procedure before Carrying it out. Kevin's
work fit somewhere between Donald's and Deborah's; his plans were more vague
than Donald's and he was willing to alter them as he worked, while creating
structures that helped him carry out his projects.

1. Kathy. A Modular,ippn-V A iroach_to LOGO Activities,
Kathy was a student with a subtle sense of ht.mor who derived a great deal of
intellectual pleasure from her work. When difficulties were encountered, she
preferred to resolve them on her own, although without a great deal of
persistence. When she did ask for help, she usually accepted the teacher's
suggestions, and readily learned new ideas in the context of the projects in which
she was engaged.

Kathy carried out dozens of small projects in the course of her LOGO experience.
She, shifted back and forth between open ended explorations and small goal
directed projects. Her favorite activity was to repeat and combine existing
procedures to produce unexpected results. Often she would Interrupt en
exploration to pursue a particular idea which had been suggested to her by the
designs she had just created.
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One of the ways in which Kathy structured Aar work was in her choice of
procedure names. Her procedure names often indicated the relationship between
a new procedure, and the subprocedures from which it had been built. Thus, a
symmetrical design was called BARN because it was built by repeating a
subprocedure called HORSE A procedure called WORMY was made by doubling all
the sizes in a similar design called WORM. And, in a rare example of top-down
naming, a procedure called. MONSTER was made up of subprocedures MO, and
TER.

Kathy's approach to her work is exemplified by a series of small projects which
made use of a BOX and a TRIANGLE procedure as fundamental building blocks. The
BOX and TRIANGLE procedures were constructed during periods of careki
directed explorations.

TO BOX
1 FORWARD 100
2 RIGHT 90
3 FORWARD 100
4 RIGHT 90
5 FORWARD 100
6 RIGHT 90
7 FORWARD 100
END

Figure 1.1

TO TRIANGLE
1 LEFT 90
2 FORWARD 100
3 RIGHT 120
4 FORWARD 100
5 RIGHT 120
6 FORWARD 100
END

Figure

Box was the first procedure completed by Kathy and her group, and they
immediately followed by constructing a series of figures making use of BOX as a
subprocedure. (See examples in section 13.2 of Chapter 5). It was quite natural
for her to repeat TRIANGLE as well She was pleased with the result, calling it
BUTTERFLY. She than repeated BUTTERFLY six times until the figure "closed"
This new design she called 7BUTTERFLY (reflecting an initial miscount of how many
repeats of the BUTTERFLY procedure she had used).
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To BUTTERFLY
1 TRIANGLE
2 TRIANGLE
ENO

TO 7BUTTERFLY
1 BUTTERFLY
2 BUTTERFLY
3 BUTTERFLY
4 BUTTERFLY
5 BUTTERFLY
6 BUTTERFLY
END

Figure 1.3 Figure 1.4

Following her initial exploration with triangles, Kathy's teacher suggested that she
put her TRIANGLE and BOX procedures together to make a "house". After some
goal-directed exploration, the HOUSE procedure resulted. Kathy immediately
repeated HOUSE four times (calling this new procedLre HOUSE4) until the design
closed. Next she wanted to see how her HOUSE4 and 7BUTTERFLY designs would
go together. She named the result HB47, indicating its relationship to HOUSE4 and
7BUTTERFLY.



TO HOUSE
1 TRIANGLE
2 RIGHT 30
3 BOX
END

TO HOUSE4
1 HOUSE

2 HOUSE

3 HOUSE
4 HOUSE
END

Figure 1.5

TO HR 47
1 HOUSE4
2 7941-TERRY
END

This sat of projects culminated when Kathy declared that H947 looks like a
spider,TM and returned to goal-directed activity, adding a series of drabs to the
desigN to produce the procedure SRI.

TO SRI
2 RCIRCLE 30
3 LCIRCLE 30
4 RCIRCLE 20
5 LCIRCLE 20
6 91( 30
7 RCIRCLE 10
8 LCiRCLE 10
END

Although Kathy had constructed H947 and I
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shapes over and over to make a symmetrical design, she was also able to make
explicit use of both right/left symmetry and similarity of shape in the process of
constructing her "spider". It was this; combination of more or less random
explorations involving existing procedures, with expert use of heuristics such as
similarity and symmetry-when working in a goal-directed manner, that most
commonly characterized_Kathy's work.

2. Deborah: A Cuntrastin "Bott m-U oach

Unlike Kathy, who is a bright student, successful in all of her academic work,
Deborah is considered to be a "slow learner". In class she often appears to be
withdrawn, indifferent to the subject matter or to her fellow students. When she
began work in LOGO, she w& totally dependent on the teacher -- requiring his
reassurance on matters as routine as when to type a carriage return.

Deborah was able to build her confidence and understanding slowly by limiting her
choices of LOGO commands and inputs, limiting the goals of her work, and by
working in a way that .minimized the chances of error. It was as if Deborah
invented an unstated set of rules governing her work in LOGO which helped her to
be successful.

Deborah used as few different commands as possible in her work. Basic TURTLE
commands along with RARC and LARC were almost the only commands she used
For inputs to TURTLE commands, she used only multiples of 10, up to 100. If a
larger effect was needed, she would use additional steps, as in FORWARD 90,
FORWARD 30. In fact, Deborah began by using only inputs of 30, and gradually
expanded to include other numbers, while continuing to use 30, 60 and 90 as her
favorites.

Deborah's patience in a one-step-at-a-time mode of operation was quite
remarkable. Her format was quite stereotyped (1) carry out one TURTLE step
(turn, move or penup); (2) check to see if that looks right on the screen; (3) if so,
write down the step and continue; (4) if not, clear the screen, retype all the steps
previously written down and try another choice for the questionable one.

While Deborah began her LOGO experience by asking for help at literally every
turn, she had a deeply engrained resistance to new ideas or concepts. For a long
time she rejected the use of subprocedures, although that modification in strategy
would have greatly expanded her possibilities. It was as though she deliberately
provided herself with a very definite and restricted "microworld" in which to
operate.
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On the other hand, the "microworld" which Deborah chose for herself, the world of
FORWARD 30 RIGHT 30, is very nearly as rich as all of Turtle Geometry. it
includes squares, triangles, 'circles," stars,' "men," "rabbits," and a variety of
abstract designs, as well as the mathematical concepts of perpendicularity, inverse
operations, the Total Turtle Trip theorem, symmetry, similarity, estimation of
lengths and angles, planning and debugging, and procedure writing.

By limiting her inputs to numbers such as 30, 60 and 90, Deborah enhanced the
possibility that her explorations would produce interesting results. At the same
time, she seemed to have a high degree of visual intuition, often choosing precisely
the correct input to produce a desired effect. For example, during one LOGO
session the class watched a film which featured computer designs, among them, a
six-painted star. When Deborah came back to class, she drew a six-pointed star
with the computer, without making a single mistake. She began by turning the
TURTLE RIGHT 30, and used a combination of FORWARD 70s and RIGHT 600 to
complete the star. The actual rotations required to construct the star were RIGHT
120 at the points, and LEFT 60 at the inner vertices. The way Deborah
accomplished these rotations was quite typical of her work. After each forward
step, Deborah would turn the TURTLE RIGHT 60. She kept turning it RIGHT 60,
until the TURTLE was headed in the right drection. This required two repeats of
RIGHT 60 at each point, and five repeats of RIGHT 60 at each inner vertex. At
ono inner vertex she missed the correct orientation, and calmly repeated RIGHT 60
for a total of eleven times until the TURTLE was aimed in the right direction.
When she copied the steps in her notebook, she copied all eleven RIGHT 60s
without any hesitation.

not u ii quite late in the series of cissse0 that Deborah was reedy to
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undertake a major project. She drew a picture of a rabbit in her notebook, and
asked the teacher if he thought that would make a good project. He suggested
modifying the rabbit, to make use of straight ratter than curved lines, and redren.7
the picture for her in more simplified form

Figure 2.2

Although Deborah began by trying to draw tha rabbit as a long series of commends,
she quickly accepted her teacher's suggestion that she break the problem into
parts, and make each part a separate subprocedure. While her work was directed
toward an overall goal, and involved a certain amount of "top-down" planning, she
constructed the rabbit piece by piece, in her usual exploratory fashion. Once again
her choice of inputs to FORWARD and RIGHT comands were such that it was
relatively easy for her to make the design come out the way she wanted. Without
any apparent planning, she chose the length for the sides of the rabbit's heed
(FORWARD 90 FORWARD 30) in a way that made it easy for her to locate the
eyes and nose symmetrically. The angles and lengths she chose for the ears -- a
departure from her usual 30 or 60 degrees -- resulted in almost perfect
symmetry. Details of the project are given in the profile of Deborah's work, in
part III of this report.
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HAT

tritLEEVES

iAT

LITTLEEYES

FACE Figures 2.3

ROBOT

TO'RABOTT
5 HAT

LITTLIEyEs
IS-FACE. -

20 .PENUP
25-- FORWARD 70
30 FORWARDS
35:RIGHT20
40Y.TENDOWN
45 CARS
50-1RIQHT-90.

55'TORWARD-:50
6e-fORWORD.--.3:-

65:':FORWARD90
70-FORWARD'..-5
75-FORWARD:I
80 RIGHT 90
85 RIGHT Zet
90'!EAR
END

With the completion of her rabbit project, Deborah had almost totally reversed her
initial feelings of dependence and incompetence. She invited her parents, teachers
and school principal to visit the computer lab, and in many ways, demonstrated to
her visitors and classmates her new found sense of confidence, satisfaction and
power.

3. Donald: A Structured, Tap -Down Approach to 10GO_Activities

Donald provideO a striking contrast to both Kathy and Deborah. Donald's work was
'haracterized by a strong component of advanced planning, and the creating of
structures fain which problems could be ;solved. At the same time, Donald was
quite ineffective...at the vioually-based, exploratory modet of problem solving
which were so useful to Kathy and Deborah. He had difficulty estimating angles,
and making use of the visual feedback provided by his exploraiion3 to improve his
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next attempt.

Throughout his Work Donald was extremely receptive to uuggestions from the
teacher, often making use of new ideas before he fully understood them. in this
way, he was able to incorporate into way of working, strategies that Would

continue 'to prove useful, as he gradually came to understand them through use in
more than one context. He seemed to have the confidence that he could make use
of the teacher's suggestions effectively and that he would eventually understand
them, even if the concepts were a bit had% at first.

As an example of both the effectiveness drawbacks associated with Donald's
structured planning approach as well as of his difficulties with visual approaches to
problem solving, we consider his construction of a "house" from a square and a
triangle, a common LOGO task, tackled by many students at an early stage of their
LOGO experience.

At first Donald attempted an exploratory approach to solving this problem. He
began by drawing a triangle on the screen, mking use of TR, a state transparent
equilateral triangle procedure:

TO TRI
I FORWARD 100
2 RIGHT 120
3 FORWARD 100
4 RIGHT 120
5 FORWARD 100
6 RIGHT 120
END

Figure 3.1

Having started with the triangle, tin framework Donald established for solving the
problem involved changing the "normal" orientation of a "house," to correspond to
the initial orientation of the triangle. When Donald was asked to draw a picture of
what he was trying to accomplish, he made this diagram:



Figuri3 3.2

Since he was now dealing with two disorientations, the gap between the TRI and
BOX procedures, and the tilted orientation of the entire shape, Donald had more
difficulty than he could handle, and in an entire period of exploration, he never
succeeded in resolving the problem in this form.

At the next class, the teacher suggested that Donald draw the BOX fire This
suggestion provided him with enough new insight to devise a plan for solving the
problem' Donald's plan allowed him to avoid the usual problem of `,finding the
rotation needed to attach the triangle to the upper left hand corner of the box.

Figure 13

Instead, Donald moved the TURTLE tc the upper right hand corner of the box,
reversed its direction, end than drew the triangle so that its first side wee along
the top of the box.
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TO HOUSE
1 BOX
2 RIGHT 90
3 FORWARD 1.00
4 RIGHT 90
5 FORWARD 100
6 RIGHT 180
7 TRI
END

2.11= Donald: _Working Style

Figure 3.4

Donald had one major project which occupied him for more than 12 class periods
-- more time than any other student devoted to a single project. This project
began with a plan, a cartoon-like drawing of a man's head, which formed the basis
of Donald's work. After one brief session of exploratory work, Donald revised his
plan, and worked with his teacher to create a superprocedure, designed to draw
the entire figure.



Donald's First Pan
Figure 3.5

Donald's Revised Plan
.Figure as

Donald's original superprocedure, TO HEAD, included the first six features of the
head; the outside (BOX), EYES, NOSE, MOUTH, BEARD and HAIR. Once the
superprocedure was written, each subpropedure became a mini-project, requiring
one or two classes to resolve. Each feature of the head required it's own
construction plan, a combination of the analysis and exploration needed to carry it
out. While working on the features of his head, Donald make use of a greet deal
of teacher assistance -- especially in developing approaches to geometric analysis
that were necessary to overcome his diffitulties with visual problem solving.

In the course of his work Donald encountered, estimation of, distances and angles,
the geometry of arcs and circles, the Total Turtle Trip theorem, and the use of
both grid-based and intrinsic coordinate systems. lie learned to use
subpradures and sub-subpmedures, to use patterned procedures making use of
a REPEAT command, to make use of variables to control the size and shape of his
"hat" and "flower and to use a POLY procedure with a conditional stop rule,



Although Donald only learned these approaches to the extent nece sary to solve
the pEirtiCular problems inherent in his project, each succeeding use the same
concept, reinforced his exposure to it, deepening his sense of mastery.

Donald's final figure, drawn by the superprocedure, HEAD, row
literal translation of his revised plan, figure 3.6, Into a computer pr

TO HEAD
1 BOX
2 EYES
3 NOSE
4 MOUTH
5 BEARD
B HAIR
70 EARS
80 HAT
BS FLOWER
END

.-

4. Kevin An Ex "TURTLE Driver"- an intermediate Exam

In his LOGO work, Kevin combined certain qualities that were present in the styles
of Kathy, Deborah and Donald. What particularly distinguished Kevin's style from
that of the other three .etudents discussed in this chapter was his superior ease
and comfort in manipulating the TURTLE both in moving the TURTLE from place
to place on the s display screen, and in finding ways of combining and
simplifying series of urtle steps, to facilitate his work.

Figure 3.7

en almost

Like Deborah, Kevin worked in a step-by-step fashion, taking careful notes as he
worked Unlike Deborah, Kevin was able to examine his lists of steps, (combining
FORWARD 150, BACK 10 into one step, FORWARD 140, for instance) eliminating
unnecessary step_ s. Like Deborah, Kevin chose inputs to LOGO commands and
procedures very effectively. Unlike Deborah, he often made connections between !
the inputs he used. For example, when drawing a right isosceles triangle he began
with a rotation of 45 degrees. When asked why he chose 45 degrees, Kevin had
two responses: first, "it looked about right" and second, "45 is half of 90".



TO OF
1 Itri15
2 FD 100
3 iltT

FD
T1

FD 140
FEND

Z14 Kev

f=igure 4.1

Kevin was also like Donald in that he usually .ngaged in goal directed work,
including one long term project, and in that he made use of particular structures to
help him respire issues- that arose in carrying out his projects. Unlike Donald, he
did not perticipate in creating those structures for himself, nor dict he, engage In
any significant advanced planning. In his major project, drawing a large "turtle",:
Kevin learned to use subprocedures to break his problem into manageable
"chunks" or when he needed to repeat the same procedure more than once as part
of his project. The names. Kevin chose for his procedures and subprocedu'7
sometimes had p randOrn quality, such as the name OF for procedure Which dr.,.
a triangle, or the name LIFS for a procedure that drew a set of nested squares.

Kevin's project to draw a large "turtle" provides examples of t way in Which
utilized various structures to help with his work. Having drawn a circle, of radius
90, to form the "shell" of his "turtle", Kevin made use of an arc procedure that
turns through a variable angle, as a 'way of moving around the "turtle's" shell. He
had noticed that the small dots which appeared when the circle and arc procedures
were used occured at intervals of 10 degrees. Using this discovery he created a
system of intrinsic coordinates for the purpose of moving around his "turtle's
shell. He would count the dots, and use an input of 40 to move a distance of
4 dots along the shell, etc.

Another structure which Kevin used to draw his "turtle", was the creation of the
Modular subprocedures, FOOT and BKFOOT. Kevin would Move the LOGO TURTLE
around the "turtle's" shell using an arc command until he reached the point where
he needed to locate a "foot" of the "turtle". The two 'procedures, FOOT and
BKFOOT, were equivalent tip a state` ransparent procedure which- drew a foot of
the "turtle" and returned the TURTLE to the shell, ready to move around to the
next point at which a foot,Would be located.
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The last set of projects that Kevin worked on provides a nice exiimple of the way
in which Kevin came to understand the use of variables and stop rules. After
having explored the effects of different inputs to a POLY procedure (see Chapter
5, Section 1 for a discussion of POLY), Kevin built a design by keeping the angle
constant while varying the size of the POLY. The teacher helped hint talk through
this procedure:

TO TUNNEL :SIZE
10.POLY.,:SIZE 45
20 IF :SIZE - 105 STOP
31 TUNNEL, :SIZE+5
ENO

Next, he repeated the p with an angle of 90 de

Figure 4.3
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TO LIFE :SIZE
10 pOLY-;SIZE. 90
20 IF':SIZE 150 STOP
30 LIFE :SIZE + 2
END

'LIES

Figure 4.4

Kevin then asked+ "the amount the POLYs grow each time could.,be iged
if the largest size could be changed He picked Pie variable names "SET, and
"LARGE for these antit a with some ayrrta h alp from Ns tom, w it
the procedure;

TO UFC :SIZE ;SET :LARGE
10 POLY :SIZE 90
20 IF :SIZE :LARGE STOP
30 UFC :SIZE + :SETS :LARGE
END

LifC 5 1.N C lit(3

Figure 4.5

In the course f exploring the use of different inputs to this pr Kevin was
delighted to discover that keeping all the inputs the same had the effect of
-producing a variable sized square. He understood that the reason the procedure
drew only one square was that the starting and ending sizes ere Identical.

Kevin's:major difficulty in using the omputer was an initial reluctance to plan
ahead:- or to structure his work more than one step-at a time When new idenis
Were presented to him in a way that enabled him to simplify his work, he was able
to absorb them 'relativaly painlessly and incorporate them into his thinking.
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5. Learning _fit -yies of the Students.

We have given a description of the differences in learning style among four
different students carrying out very similar tasks in order to provide a sense of
the differences that existed among all 16 of the student& To offer a better some
sense of the scope of these variations among the group, we will attempt a
differentiation of the rest of our 16 students based on how their approaches
compared with those of our models. Since this greatly oversimplifies the different
ways in which these students worked, the reader is urged to read the full profiles
in Part III of this report, and the descriptions of the work of exceptional children
presented in the next chapter, to get a better sense of the flavor of each
student's particular LOGO experience.

ants

Monica and Darlene showed a lot of similarity to Kathy's style of work. Both made
a lot of use of repetition to create designs, and preferred small, easily completed
explorations to long term projects. Neither had Kathy's interest in relating the
procedure names that they used to the ways in which their procedures were
constructed. Darlene was unusually curious about the possibilities inherent in the
LOGO language, and in the computer system we were using, and explored a lot of
different kinds of projects, without settling on any major area of interest.

Although Jimmy was s quicker and more articulate learner than Deborah, his work
was similar to hers in many respects. He worked in a linear step-by-step fashion,
limiting himself to a few key ideas in carrying out LOGO tasks. He had a great deal
of resistance to suggestions for new ways of doing things, and had difficulty making
effective use of subprocedures. Jimmy was also like Deborah in his excellent
intuitive manipulation of the TURTLE. Jimmy's work had a much finer level of
detail than Deborah's, and like Kathy, he was able to make excellent use of
symmetry and similarity in planning his steps.

Dennis and Harriet showed a certain amount of similarity to Donald, in the way that
they made use of top-down approaches and in the structures they needed to carry
out their work. Dennis also had difficulties solving problems by visual exploration,
similar to those encountered by Donald. Harriet had no difficulty with visual
explorations but preferred to work on challenging tasks in which the visual effects
were less important than other aspects of programming. In particular, Harriet
carried out two elaborate interactive projects -- designing a tictactoe game, and
writing a "madlib" program. Although Harriet needed help with the syntax and
programming knowledge to carry out these tasks, she was able to understand how
to create complicated structures for her projects, once she was given a model of
how they functioned.



Laura probably belongs in a category of her own. Her projects tended to involve
large scale designs, which required complex strucures. Although her creative
ideas were sophisticated and unusual, she lacked the patience and insight
necessary to develop the structures she needed to carry them out Since Laura
did not like to ask for help, or to appear to be having difficulties, she experienced
some frustration from time to time.

Karl, Albert and Betsy all had a degree of similarity to Kevin, in that they utilized a
mixture of top-down and bottom-up approaches, and that they wire able to make
use of the particular structures ceded to I. "Ty (4.1 a task withaut necessarily
understanding those structures in a more general way. Kari and Albert tended to
prefer shorter projects, while Betsy usually worked on more complex projects,,
making use of a number of subprocedures.

Gary, Tina, and Ray worked in more unique ways that cannot easily be compared to
those of our four "model students," Their work will be examined, along with Karl's,
in Chapter 3 dealing with exceptional children.



3. The Ex erience of Exce tional Children in the LOGO Learning Environment

One of the most striking results of the Brookline LOGO experiment has been the
success experienced by exceptional students. We include within the category
" excepional," two groups of students whoie education often poses problems
within conventional elementary school, programs -- intellectually gifted students,
and students with significant learning disabilities. While the educational
difficulties encountered by these groups of students differ markedly, both groups
experience difficulties related to their inclusion in educational programs designed
primarily for average student&

Faced with a choice between mainstreaming these students, and isolating them in
special programs, schools have usually decided that the disadvantages of isolation
outweigh the possible advpntages of specialized programs. Even when
educational programs are partially individualized teachers continually confront the
task of providing challenges and enrichment for gifted students and tutorial and
remedial help for the learning disabled, while including them in an overall academic
program designed for students of an average range of abilitie& The successful.
LOGO experiences of exceptional students, working side by side with students of
average ability, indicates that a LOGO learning environment may prove useful to
schools in meeting the problems posed in educating these students.

It should not be surprising that intellectually gifted students were successful in
LOGO classes -- many computer education programs have. been targeted for
bright students who have generally been successful in learning to program
computers. What is surprising is that the students with the lowest level of
previous academic success should also be successful in an educational context
involving a full range of students working together. In this chapter we will
describe. the work of three exceptional students, Gary, Karl and Tina. Gary was
one of three students, in our experimental sample of sixteen students who are
considered "gifted" by their teachers. Karl and Tina are two of the three
students in our experimental sample who have been diagnosed as having "learning
disabilities," and who receive a minimum of one hour of specialized one-to-one
tutoring each day.

1. The Work of Gary: An "Intellectual! Gifted" Student

Of 911 our experimental subjects, Gary seemed the most predisposed to success In
LOCA. Combining a strong prior interest in computers with a learning style that
encompassed both analytical and trial-filnd-error approaches, Gary was able to
successfully carry out projects in a number of different areas.
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Gary had had some previous exposure to computers, had attended a personal
computer fair, and had been pressuring his parents to buy him a computer. He
absorbed new ideas voraciously, and rarely had to be shown something twice. He
tackled extremely ambitious projects, and always stayed with a project until some
kind of completion was achieved

1.1 Gary's Learning style as Been Throuteh LOGO Week

Gary's work demonstrated some clear characteristics that set him apart om most
of the other students:

Gary easily understood the use of a procedure as an entity, recognizing the
usefulness of naming a series of steps, and thereafter considering them as a
"unit"; he often wrote procedures without trying out the steps individually first,
recognizing that the series of steps could be considered to have a "total effect,"
as though it were a single command

Gary had faith in his ability to solve problems by reasoning as well as trial-and-
error. He was constantly trying things out "in his head, making use of a number
of "abstract principles" to simplify and debug his work as he went along: A series
of FORWARD and BACK commands would easily be combined into one command;
left/right reversibility would be used to correct an.error. At one point, for
example, Gary had typed RIGHT 99, and saw from the effect that he should have
used LEFT 99. He then used the computer to add 99 .1- 99, and, typed LEFT 198
In writing his procedure later, he simply used the correct command LEFT 99,
without ever having tried it explicitly-

Gary tended to "plunge into a problem" impetuously with very little advance
planning, drawing on a quick analysis, based on partially understood idea% He
then enjoyed the process of debugging his original idea, or of moving in a new
direction, if his result was significantly different fro_ m what he had intended. In
the first class, Gary noticed that repeating a simple three step procedure made a
"pattern" that looked something like a "circle" When another student suggested
making a smaller circle inside the first one, Gary began to make a new circle by
using the same proce( with smaller inputs. When his new circle came out
larger than the original'. a, Gary was delight sd by the surprise. He then tested
another approach -- make all the inputs exactly half of the original, which led to a
"circle" of almost the same size as his first one And so on, until he had tried
many variations,

Gary ended to work in a step-by-step fashion, rather than, make use of planning.
While he generally had an overall idea of what he was trying to do, he tended to
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incorporate subprocedures one after another, rather than to break down his
problem into parts and plan his subprocedures in advance. He showed that he
was capable of using a more structured approach when asked by his teacher to,
rewrite his STARSHIP procedure. He reworked the problem and created a set of
simple modular subprocedures to draw his starship design.

Gary often sought out bugs, testing for extreme situations: the largest possible
inputs, the largest number of REPEATS, situations which would produce error
messages, as a way of understanding both the capabilities and limitations of the
computer, beyond the needs of any specific project on which he was working.

Gary's work was usually directed toward ambitious goals. He worked on four
major projects, during his seven weeks of LOGO classes, While he enjoyed brief
detours, such as the "circle" exploration described above, his work was usually
directed quite specifically at his particular immediate goal. Between projects, he
often appeared to be restless; once a new task was selected, he was off and
running again.

1.2 Gary's

Gary carried out four major projects, the last of which was Still in process when
the series of classes ended: a rather elaborate "face" built from n large number
of subprocedures; an interactive "math quiz" which gave a user a series of two-
digit addition problems; a .computer animated "starship" design; and a "morse
code translator" which was intended to translate a printed sentence into a line of
morse code, and vice-versa.

His FACE project involved learning to use a large number of sub-procedures, and
a great deal of Turtle Geometry -- especially arc and circle procedure& Gary
used functional procedure names, _abbreviated procedure name", and "nonsense"
names, all in a rather elbaorate scheme to "hide" the sub-procedures which
actually "did the job". (See Figure 1,1) Of caurse, this complex set of
subprocedures was extremely difficult for Gary himself to debug, and he often
had to trace through the entire "tree structure" of his project to find a bug in a
particular procedure.
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TO FACE TO ENM TO EN TO M
10 ENM 10 EN 1 EYES 1 MOUTH
END 20 M 2 NOSE END

END END

TO NOSE TO EYES TO MOUTH
1 F007 1 F006 10 F008
END END END
END

TO F006
1 F005
2 PENUP
3 LEFT 90
4 Fr:AWARE,' 80
5 PENDOWN
6 RIGHT 90
7 RCIRCLE 45
8 PENUP
9 RIGHT '90
10 FORWARD 160
11 LEFT 90
12 PENDOWN
13 LCIRCLE 45
14 HIDETURTLE
END
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TO F005 TO F007
1 LCIRCLE 90 1 PENDOWN
2 RGRCLE 90 2
END 3 FORWARD 100

4 RIGHT 99
TO F008 5 FORWAFD 30
1 PENUP 6 RIGHT 90
10 PENUP 7 RARC 10
20 FORWARD 70 8 RARC 10
30 PENDOWN 9 HIDETURTLE
40 RIGHT 90 END
50 PENUP
55 RIGHT 90 TO S
60 FORWARD 166
70 RIGHT 90 10 PENUP
80 FORWARD 70 20 SHOWTURTLE
90 LEFT 90 30 LEFT 90
100 PENOOWN 40 FORWARD 80
110 LARC 80 50 LEFT 90
120 HIDETURTLE 60 LEFT 9
END 70 PENDOWN

END

Gary's second project, a math quiz, involved the use of conditionals, PRINT
statements, the naming of variables, and random numbers. Although he planned to
extend the project to include subtraction, multiplication and division, he decided
to go on to other activities after completing the addition portion of the quiz.*

Gary's Starship project involved Turtle Geometry once again. (See Figure 1.2) In
order to avoid the type of debugging problems he encountered in his FACE
project, Gary decided to carry out his starship project by writing one long
procedure. This led to a large number of unanticipated bugs as well. Although
Gary successfully debugged his lengthy procedure, his teacher suggested that he
redo his starship project, making use of simple procedures and subprocedures.
This time, having experienced both extremes -- an unnecessari!y complex
hierarchy of subprocedures, and an unnecessarily long single procedure, Gary
developed a set of modular, easily readable and easily debugged subprocedures
to carry out his STARSHIP design.

"During the following year, Gary went back to this project and completed
making use of a LOGO computer provided by his school system.
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Old Starship Procedure

TO STARSHIP

10 RIGHT 90

20 FORWARD 100

30 LEFT 90
40 FORWARD 50
50 RIGHT 180
60 FORWARD 100
70 PENUP

STARSHIP

Figure 1.2

71 LEFT 180
72 FORWARD 50

73 LEFT 90
74 FORWARD 100
75 RIGHT 90

New Starship Procedures

90 LEFT 90 TO STARSHIP TO STA TO WINGR
95 PENDOWN 10 STA 5 WRAP 10 MO
100 FORWARD 100 20 WINGR 10 C 20 RIGHT 90
105 RIGHT 90. 30 WINGL 20 LI 100 30 LI 50
110 FORWARD 50 END END 40 MOVE
120 LEFT 180' END

(continued, next page)
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(Old Starship, cont.)

130 FORWARD 100

140 PENUP

141 RIGHT 180

142 FORWARD 50

143 RIGHT 90
144 FORWARD 100

145 LEFT 90
155 PENDOWN

160 RIGHT 90

170 FORWARD 30

180 LEFT 90
190 FORWARD 30

200 LEFT 90
210 FORWARD 60

220 LEFT 90
230 FORWARD 60

240 LEFT 90
250 FORWARD 60

MO LEFT 90
270 FORWARD 30

280 PENUP

290 LEFT 90
291 FORWARD 30

292 RIGHT 90
300 HIDETURTLE

310 PENDOWN

320 RCIRCLE 10
330 LCIRCLE 10

340 PENUP FORWARD 30

345 PENDOWN

350 RARC 10
360 RARC 10
370 PENUP RARC 10

380 RARC 10

390 LARC 10
400 LARC 10
410 HIDETURTLE

END

3.7 Gear. Crewing a

(New Starship, c

TO WINGL

10 MOV

20 LEFT 90

30 LI 50
35 RIGHT 90

40 HIDETURTLE

END

nt.

TO MO

10 RIGHT 90

20 FORWARD 100

30 LEFT 90

END

TO C

10 SQ.1

20 PENDOWN RCIRCLE 10

30 LCIRCLE 10

40 PENUP FORWARD 30

45 PENDOWN

50 REPEAT [RARC 10] 2

60 PENUP REPEAT [RARC 10] 2

70 PENDOWN REPEAT [LARC 10] 2

80 PENUP REPEAT [LARC 10] 2

90 BACK 30

END TO SQ.1

5 PENUP

10 RIGHT 90

20 FORWARD 30

30 RIGHT 90

35 PENDOWN

40 FORWARD 30

50 RIGHT 90

60 FORWARD 60

70 RIGHT 90

80 FORWARD 60

90 RIGHT 90

100 FORWARD 60

110 RIGHT 90

120 FORWARD 30

130 RIGHT 90

135 PENUP

140 FORWARD 30

150 FORWARD 30

END

TO MOV

10 LEFT 90
20 FORWARD 100
30 RIGHT 90
ENO

TO LI :LE
5 PENDOWN

10 RIGHT 90
20 FORWARD :LE
30 LEFT 180
40 FORWARD 2 s
50 RIGHT 180
60 FORWARD LE
7.(1 LEFT 90

END.
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For his last project, Gary decided to create a Morse Code Translator as the first
step of a project to actually transmit morse code over radio waves, which he had
read about in a computer hobbyist magazine. In creating the Mores Code
translator he had to make use of LOGO's list and word processing capabilities; of
recursive procedures which used the concept of the empty word" and the "empty
list" in STOP rules, and of conditionals which were used to decide which particular
set of Morse Code symbols to output. (This set of procedures is discussed more
fully in Chapter 4, Section 7.3.3)

1.3 Conclusions

Gary absorbed a great deal in approximately 25 hours of LOGO nlasses. His
projects involved a number of different content areas: Turtle Geometry,
Interactive programming, animation, list processing, etc. His enthusiasm remained
at a fever pitch throughout the series of classes. When the cycle of LOGO
classes was finished, Gary helped establish an after school "computer club," so
that he could carry on his work.

The computer activities provided the kind of challenge and scope of intellectual
activities that Gary wanted and needed to develop his abilities most fully. The
fact that this challenge and scope was not alwart present his regular classes was
attested to frequently by his classroom teachers. A LOGO capability in a
classroom could help teachers meet the needs of students like

2. The Work of Karl: A Severely Learnini-Disabled Student

Kari is a student who has been diagno Jed by the school staff as having severe
learning disabilities. Related to his difficulties in reading, writing and arithmetic,
are readily obaervable hearing, speech and motor ability problems which interfere
with communication. Karl who is large for his age and somewhat awkward in
manner, has f3W friends among his classmates other than two or three selected
"cronies."

In his LOGO work Karl demonstrated the ability to plan and carry out complex
projects invillvrig several subprocedures, to understand gewetric concepts, to
carry out mathematical calculations in his head, and to wor't In both a well
organized step-by-step fashion and in an open-ended exploratory mode. While
Karl often needed help with routine tasks such as remembering the spelling of
LOGO commands, he was able to make use of reasoning abilities that allowed him
to surpass in the LOGO classes what he was normally able to accomplish in either
his regular classes or his special tutoring sessions,
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2.1 Karl's Working Style in the LOGO Classes

Karl enjoyed the sense of control and accomplishment that he experienced in the
LOGO classes. He had to overcome severe typing and spelling problems, and to
find ways of organizing his work, in order to achieve this success. While spelling
and typing difficulties made his work much slower and more painful than that of
his peers, they did not seem to dampen his enthusiasm or impede his learning
process.

Karl's work alternated between carefully planned geometric designs and a more
random, exploratory use of commands that he did not fully understand. As he
began to discover consistencies in the effects produced by different commands,
he gradually came to exercise more purposeful control over tha outcomes of all
his work.

Karl created a number of planned geometric designs making use of direct
commands and previously defined procedures. Once a procedure was competed,
however, he enjoy/ :'Drrbining procedures and SPIN commands randomly to see
the effect. He would then sit for long periods of time watching the different
combinations. As the classes went on, he came to have more and more interest in
controlling the designs, planning his combinations more carefully, and even editing
his "conglomerate" procedures so that random effects were systematically
eliminated.

Karl developed an experimental approach to using the computer system and the
LOGO language -- he would "ask questions of the computer" by trying things and
seeing what happened. He used a method of successive approximations to find
the largest possible input to a SPIN command, and to determine the limits of the
TURTLE screen. He found the shortest procedure name (one letter) and the
"longest" (QWERTYUIOPASIJFGHJKLZXCVBNM). He experimented with the adding
and subtracting of extremely Pang numbers, to test the computer's limits in doing
arithmetic. Karl also made a point of learning to use all the peripheral devices
that were part of the computer system: the Floor TURTLE, plotter and printer.
Although seemingly random, It is clear that these explorations were an important
part of his effort to establish control over the environment in which he was
working.

Karl made a major effort to exercise control over his typing difficulties as well.
His typing was characterized by a painfully slow and poorly coordinated approach
to using the keyboard. When he wanted to find a particular letter on the
keyboard, he would scan with his eyes, moving his index finger back and forth, as
his eyes shifted. Often his finger would pass the correct key several times

CO
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before hitting it. If a wrong key was hit, an error message would result, and the
whole process would begin again. Although he gradually improved his typing, he
continued to have difficulty finding familiar keys.

Karl used the same random scanning strategy for finding' numbers. Although he
knew that the numbers were on the top line of the keyboard, he was unable to
make MR of their inherent order to make them easier to find. This was
particularly striking when he was numbering steps in a procedure. Going in a
sequence 1, 2, 3, 4, ... he conducted an individual "search" for each number, using
his scanning and finger moving technique.

Karl also had difficulty reading error messages end spelling LOGO comrnaeds.
Although he was gradually able to include the new terminology in his sight
vocabulary, he was unable to sound out words, even though he had seen them
before. He either "knew" a word, or could not read it. Before long, he had
become familiar ,-/ith the most common commands and error messages, and knew
how to respond to them. He continued to have a problem whenever an unfamiliar
error message appeared.

Karl developed his own strate 'tor overcoming these problems. He learned to
write short procedure names and abbreviations for commonly used LOGO
ccrimands. He kept a notebook of all the commands and procedures that he had
learned or created, so that he could easzily find the.conwect spelling If he couldn't
remember it. At one point he named a procedure
QWERTYUIOPASDFGHALZXCUBNM, utilizing every letter of the alphabet, in their
sequence on the keyboard. Since he could move his finger in order across all the
letters, this procedure narneWeqiiirSifrio Scanning and was easier for Karl to type
than even a three letter procedure name such as TAM, which required scanning.

One of the Karl's major activities was an animated "car project in which the
TURTLE moved continuously, while it's motion could be altered interactively as
the user typed certain keys on the keyboard. The letters he used to control the
moon of the turtle -- QW ER AS and F -- are all located in a group on the
left hand end of the keyboard. Originally he had planned to make a cardboard
cover for the keyboard, with a hole cut in it so that only those letters could be
seen. He found this to be unnecessary, however. By concentrating his attention
on one small corner of the keyboard, he w e able to select the correct keys
easily, without any of the scanning or memory problems that occurred when he
had the entire keyboard as his Feld.
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2.2 Some Examples of Karl's Work

Karl's earliest LOGO procedures were simple geometric designs. His first project,
TAM, was a rectangle, and the second, CULL, resulted from repeating TAM four
times. His third project, ACE, made use of symmetry, and the properties of
circles in a carefully planned format.

TO TAM
1 FORWARD 190
2 LEFT 90
-3 FORWARD 100
4 LEFT 90
5 FORWARD 190
6 LEFT 90.
7 FORWARD 100
END

Figure 2.1

TO CULL TO ACE
1 TAM 1 RCIRCLE 50
2 TAM 2 LCIRCLE 50
3 TAM 3 FORWARD 100
4 TAM 4 RCIRCLE 53
END 5 LCIRCLE 50

6 BACK 100
7 BACK 100
8 RCIRCLE 50
9 LCIRCLE 50
END
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Having completed these designs, Karl's work entered a phase in which he created
wildly spinning designs by random accumulation of pre..lously defined procedures.
ACE2, ME, and ACE2 are examples of this type of procedure which culminated in
the procedure BU:

TO ACE2 TO ME TO ACE2
1 SPIN 1020 1 TAM 1 SPIN 1020
2 ACE 2 CULL 2 TAM
END 3 ACE 3 ACE

4 ACE2 4 ACE2
TO BU END 5. ASE

1 SPIN 200 6 HIDE TURTLE
2 CULL END
3 ACE

ACE2
5 ME
6 NO
7 NO
8 XX78055
9 PLUS
10 TAM
END

At this point, Karl began to assert more control over the effects of his work. He
spent an entire class period editing BU, producing an elegant spinning design by
going through the procedure step by step, systematically eliminating all random
effects.

TO BU
1 SPIN 200
2 CULL
3 ACE
4 HOME
9 PLUS
END

2.3 Karl's Animation Project

Karl's major accomplishment was a set of procedures which animated the turtle in
such a way that he could "drive it around" on the display screen. He was given
the initial concepts for the procedures and filled In the specific instructions
himself. The procedure ideas he was given were.
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TO CAR TO CH
5 PENUP 10 MAKE "LETTER KEY
10 MAKE "D 10 20 IF :LETTER a "R RT 30
20 CH 30 IF :LETTER = "L LT 30
30 FORWARD :0 END
40 CO 20
END

The command KEY was given as a "primitive" which "tells the computer ch
letter you type on the keyboard!)

Using this basic idea. Karl was able to define his own system of commands to
control the TURTLE'S motion:

TO CAR TO CH
1 WRAP 10 MAKE "LETTER KEY
5 PENUP. 20 IF :LETTER = "R RIGHT 30
10 MAKE "D 10 30 IF :LETTER = "W LEFT 30
20 CH 40 IF :LETTER = "F MAKE "D :0 + 5
25 WAIT 5 50 IF :LETTER = "S MAKE "D :0 - 5
30 FORWARD :0 60 IF :LETTER = "A PENUP
40 CO 20 70 IF :LETTER = "Q PENDOWN
END 80 IF :LETTER "E MAKE "b 0

END

The letters "R" (right turn), "F" (faster), "5" (slower), and "E" (emergency op),
all are abbreviations for their functions while the letters "W", nd " were
chosen for their position on the keyboard.

Using these seven keys Karl could turn the TURTLE in any direction, make it
speed up, slow down, or stop, and could decide whether the TURTLE should draw
a line as it moved. Karl discovered that repeatedly pressing "5" would slow the
TURTLE down, and eventually make it move backwards. By alternating between
the "A" and "Q" keys he could make the TURTLE draw dotted lines. 3y slowing
the TURTLE down and carefully controlling its direction, he found he could use this
device to create interesting free-form designs, or to write his name in script
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2.4. Affective Aspects of_ Karl's LOGO Ex erience

At the beginning of the LOGO classes, Karl tended to have a 'deadpan" expression
at all times. This corresponded to his appearance when seen fw interviews, or
on random occasions throughout the school. Even when he was sucwissful in using
the computer for the first few sessions, his expression continued to ba blank and
non-committal

As he began to feel successful, Karl became more assertive and curious. He
asked what error messages meant, and sought to understead how to use new
commands. He made a point' of finding out how to use the Plotter and Printer, so
that he could make his own "hard copy" of his computer work. At about the same
time, he began to express an interest in the work of other children, and to show
them his work. He invited a friend to class and swapped programs with him, his
behavior demonstrating that he was feeling good and enjoying himself. His face
was becoming more expressive, his posture more relaxed.

Changes in Karl's atitude toward his classroom work were noted by his regular
teacher. She reported that he was beginning to show that he really cared about
his school work, that he had begun concentrating on his work in a way that she
had not seen before, and that he seemed to have a great deal more confidence in
his ability to carry out academic tasks. She attributed these changes directly to
his feeling of success in the LOGO classes.

Karl's success in his LOGO classes demonstraied that with an appropriate
educational environment, he was able to function at a higher level of ability than
he had demonstrated in schoolwork, even with a great deal of one-to-one
tutoring.

Ely the time of his final interview, after the end of the LOGO classes, Kati had
become significantly more articulate. He listed ten uses for a tin can (as opptsed
to four uses for a brick in the first interview). Instead of carrying out the four
color permutation task, he asked "Can I just show you how I do it?" and
proceeded to describe a system for finding six permutations that started with
each of four colors. With some difficulty, he correctly calculated that there were
twenty four possibilities in all, am' leaning over to speak directly into the
interviewer's tape recorder, he said: 'Twenty-four. I'm a brain!"
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3. The Work of Tina: A Leai-Disabled Student

Tina is a student with severe learning disabilities, whose academic abilities are
extremely low compared with her desolates. Like Karl whose work was
described above, she was successful in the LOGO clams, making use of abilities
that she was not using to, full sdvantage in her regular classes, or in her daily
one-to-one tutoring sessions.

Tina's-pattern of computer use was unique among our sixteen experimental
subjects in that she was not interested in Turtle Geometry and never learned to
write her own LOGO procedures. On the other hand, Tina established an intense,
personal relationship with the computer, and, using the computer as a text editor
and word processor wrote a series of stories that represented a major
achievement in the area of creative writing.

3.1 Tina's Attitude Toward the Computer

In the first class Tina established a special relationship with one 67 the four
computers. She personalized it by giving it a name. Peter, and behaved toward
the computer in much the same way a child might behave toward a. favorite doll,
pet, or much younger child. Tina was extremely possessive of the computer she
called "PeterTM, and would not allow other students to :Ise that particular machine
during her classes.

In the early classes Tina made a number of efforts to communicate with the
computer, typing questions such as "Wtot's your name?" and responding angrily
to error messages with messages of her own.

Gradually, Tina's relationship with the computer tempered somewhat. She was
shown how to make the computer communicate, and was helped to write the
-procedure, WHO:

TO WHO
1 PRINT [MY NAME IS PETER]
END

The teacher continually stressed the fact that the computer was "dumb
machine", controlled by Tina and her frier&- As well as by the teacher and other
programmers. Tina eventually developed a more balanced understanding of her
role in relation to the computer. Her behavior with the computer became much
more matter-of-fact, and although she continued to share credit with "Peter" for
her accomplishments, she no longer expressed anger at error messages. As she
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came to understand the mechanical predictability of the computer's responses to
her, and as she began to take more pride in her own accomplishments, "Pete
came more and more to take on the status of a personal fantasy -- one which a
child knows is a fantasy, but persists in "playing" sometimes because it's fun.

In her actual work with the computer, Tina had some ideosyncrasies that
differentiated her from other students. Although she had a great deal of difficulty
starting work at the beginning of a class period, Tina insisted on completing any
task before the end of the period. Her work often ended with a rush, or with
requests to stay late to finish up. Once a class ended, she never returned to a
task regardless of its actual state of completion.

Tina also had a need to have di her work be "correct". When she made a typing
error, or received an error message, Tina would clear the screen immediately by
typing a long series of carriage returns. This habit interfered with her learning,
as it prevented her from maintaining continuity in her work, and elminated the
possibility of an appropriate response to an error meaeage. Even completed
stories were often removed from the screen before they could be read, much
less responded to.

In addition to her compulsive aversion to errors, Tina had a strong desire for
neatness. She regularly straightened up the LOGO classroom, reminding other
children to put their things away, etc. She loved the printed copies of her work,
and always made multiple copies to give to her friends, family and teachers.

3.2 Tina's Use of the Com.1:Qr as an Editor

Tina devoted most of her time and effort in the LOGO classes to writing, editing
and printing copies of a series of "stories" that she wrote. A special program,
LETTER, was created for her use, allowing her to type a story directly into the
computer without having to write a procedure or use PRINT commands. She used
this procedure to write two "letter t° and seven "stories" during the course of the
LOGO classes. At least three additional stories were discarded without being
finished.

Tina wrote about people who were part of her life. Her first two letters were to
her aunt and her mother; Tommy, Ann, Sonny_ , and Donell, subjects of her stories
are all Tina's relatives. Harriet, Mr. Lewis and Miss Hirsh, are a classmate and
two of her teachers. Each story was written during one class period, and was
never continued or changed, once it had been finished.

The letter, HELEN, is representative of Tina's first two attempts to use the
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computer for writing:

DEAR HELEN HOW ARE YOU IN YOUR NFW HOME. I AM

FOR YOUR NEW HOME AS SOON AS ICE '1W MONEY

LOVE TINA

Tina: Writing Stories

TO GET YOU SOMETHING

In writing this letter Tina regularly askld for spelling and punctuation help. She
was concerned that it be gramaticaliy correct, and in 7.R -per form. A great deal of
time was spent making sure each line was correct, be going on to the next.

Once she shifted from writing letters to stories, Tina became less concerned with
spelling and uammar (although she continued to ask for 'eelp in these areas).
Instead, she was more concerned with the details of the story: the names of the
characters, the places they lived, the sequence of events, and the feelings of the
characters involved Tina heel deep feelings about her subject matter. Her story
SONNY, is typical of her style and intereity of feelin7:

SONNY IS A LITTLE BOY HE LIVES WITH HIS AUNT HELEN IN CALIFORNIA

HE HAS BEEN LIVE WITH HER FOR 3 YEARS. HE IS GOING TO A HOME FOR

LITTLE WONDERS 4 WEEKS AFTER THAT TO

COUPLE A ADOPTED SONNY HE WAS THE HAPPIEST BOY THAT YOU EVERY

SEEN. I GUESS IF Ti AT WAS ME I WOULD BE HAPPY IF SOME ONE WOULD

ADOPT. BUT SEE I AM NOT ADOPT I HAVE MY ON MOTHER AND i AM

GLAD THAT I HAVE MY ON MOTHER.BECAUSE THE KIDS THAT HAVE FEELS

REALLY BAD. THAT'S WHY ALL TI-E KIDS IN THE WORLD SHOULD BE

GRATEFUL TO THEIR PARENTS. THE END.

After Tina had completed SONNY, her fifth piece of writing, she was asked for
some samples of writing done in class. "I don't have time to write stories in
class," was her reply. "I've got too much work to do." Tina's English teacher and
her learning disabilities teacher confirmed the fact that she had done virtually no
creative writing in-school during the year Her English teacher explained that she
rarely completed any work, and pointed out that her computer stories were
among her first finished pieces of work.

After completing each of her stories, Tina printed out between ten and twelve
copies to be distributed to her friends, family and teachers. The widespread
distribution of her stories was an indication of the pride and satisfaction she felt
in her work.

We have attempt to determine the reasons for Tina's success at writing with a
computer when many other approaches had resulted in failure. While our findings
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hat speculative, we feel that we can offer the following insights:

--Tina is fanatic about work being complete" and free of errors. Using
the computer, she could rubout her errors as they occurred, and correct
them without destroying all her previous work. Once she declared a
story "finished" she never proofread it or looked back to see if she
could find any other errors,

--Tho teacher in the LOGO classes offered no correction or criticism of
her work, limiting his role to answering her questions about spelling,
punctuation and grammar.

--The printed computer output had a "professional" quality that Tina
liked. She could give away as many copies as she wanted -- thus
obtaining positive feedback about her writing from many different
people.

--Tina felt that her work was unique, special, and competent. Since ,

only Tina was writing stories using the LETTER proram, she did not have
to compare her work with that of any other students.

The combination of these and other factors produced a. profound effect on Tina
that was apparent to everyone who dealt with her ouOide of the LOGO classes.
Having taken pride in her computer stories, Tina became more conscientious about
her other school work, beginning to complete assignments consistently cr the first
time all year Having been accepted by the other students in her LOGO class, her
"social position" within her class as a whole improved. Thus, although Tina's LOGO
experience wash perhaps the least conventional of all the students, it seems to
have been possibly the most profound
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The process of learning to 'write procedures, particularly more complicated
ones which involve subprocedures in an organized hierarchical form, is quite
complex. In developing a systematic way of describing student behaviors and
student !earnings in this area, we have separated our observed behaviors
into seven interrelated categories for analysis.

1. Acquiring the sense of command

2. Developing the notion of n procedure as an entity

3. Separating the process from the product of a procedure (how a
procedure works versus what the end result looks like).

4. Acquiring flexibility in establishing hierarchies of procedures
including;

-"playing TURTLE" or "playing computer"

becoming,,_aware of stage change equivalence and
transparency

ate

functional naming of procedures and subprocedures

-modularity

--creating functional procedures

5. Fitting a procedure into a hierarchy: "top-down" versus "bottom-up"

6. Developing patterned procedures using REPEAT, recursion and looping

7. Using variables in procedures
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1. A ui in the Sense of Command

Although the idea of "command" may seem quite obvious to an adult
computer scientist, a beginning student may require some time to
develop a purposeful sense of deliberately controlling the TURTLE by
particular commands. As one might expect, most students develop a
sense of command after some degree of initial contact with a computer.
Sometimes a student who has developed a sense of command with
regard to basic TURTLE instructions, may revert to seemingly
purposeless behavior when in initial contact with a new command or
idea.

Behaviors Observed;

1.1 A Student sees no connection between commands typed_ at the computer
terminal and the actions of Ahe TURTLE.

Example; The student looks only at the text display screen. Following a
teacher's instruction, s/he may type instructions such as FORWARD 100 or RIGHT
45, without looking at the graphics display screen to see what the TURTLE does,
Such a student is likely to be more interested in messages typed by, the computer
such as "YOU HAVEN'T TOLD ME HOW TO FD19", than in the motion of the
TURTLE.

1.2 A student types random Instructions on the Keyboard, and then looks to
see what the TURTLE has done.

Example: Having as yet no basis for predicting the types of inputs that might be
useful for controlling the TURTLE, a student may type commands such as
FORWARD 555 or RIGHT 1 choosing numbers on the basis of previously
familiar number patterns, or because they are easy to type. The student then
looks at the screen to see what has happened, but is. often confused by seemingly
random effects or "OUT OF BOUNDS" messages.

1.3 A student who seems to have mastered the sense of command with regard to
TURTLE commands such as FORWARD and BACK, RIGI4T and LEFT, etc. reverts to
the use of random inputs when given the opportunity to make use of a procedure
such as POLY or POLYSPI (see Chapter 5, Section 1).

Example. Having not understood the connection of the POLY procedure with
FORWARD and RIGHT commands with which s/he is already famiiiar, the student
chooses inputs to POLY such as 123 456 or 555 555, based on their familiarity as
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number patterns or because they are easy to type. Working in this. way, the
student may -see no consistency between the inputs to POLY and the results
obtained, and may temporarily lose a sense of controlling the behavior of the
TURTLE.

2. Deve 0 n the Notion of a Procedure as an Enti

Merely acquiring the idea of a procedure in a form sufficiently rich and
flexible to allow efficient planning, writing and debugging of programs as
complex as those produced by our subjects is a significant
accomplishment. Learning the proper LOGO syntax is probably the least
problematic step. A more interesting issue-is coming to think of a
sequence of commands as "a thing_ having well-defined internal
constraints and external properties.

Internally, the strict sequential nature of a procedure is a new
experience for most students. Extetyw one may sometimes consider a
procedure to be a command, to invoke a particular image on a graphics
screen, for example. Side-effects, such as a net move or turn that
results from running a procedure, will be discussed in the sections that
follow.

Behaviors Observed:

2.1. The student uses a ocedure name cedu which e did
not define.

Example: A POLY or CIRCLE procedure; is given to a student by a teacher or
another student. The student may realize that this procedure is derived from
direct LOGO commands, but s/he uses the procedure as though it were a direct
command, without particular concern for how the procedure itself works; product
logic dominates the student's process.

2.2. The student is o_ bserved to repeat a sequence of coien
achi.evin theye-etition of a icular effect- without kiln evidence of
thinking of_the sequenceof commands as an entity.

uter commands,
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Example:

2.2.1 A student may draw a square, using direct commands: FORWARD 100,
RIGHT 90, etc., until the square is complete. S/he repeats the, sequence of
commands to draw one or more additional squares, with increasing ease and
swiftness, but without defining a procedure.

2.3. The student creates a sequence of steps, and expresses the desire to
reat or preserve those steps, for further UM

Examples :.

2.3.1 A student may draw a square using direct commands. Then s/he may say,, "I
want the computer to do that again." Or "Will the compyter remember how to do
that?" This indicates that the student is consciously aware that a particular
sequence of commands can produce a replicable effect.

2.3.2. The student gives a name to a particular sequence of steps, and using
proper LOGO syntax (including TO, line, numbers and END), creates a Low
procedure by copying a particular list of direct commands in order o repeat a
previous effect.

Having caused the computer to draw a square using direct commands, FORWARD
100, RIGHT 90, FORWARD 100, RIGHT 90, FORWARD 100, RIGHT 90,' FORWARD
100, the student writes a LOGO procedure:

TO SQUARE
1 FORWARD 00
2 RIGHT 90
3 FORWARD 100
4 RIGHT 90
5 FORWARD 100
6 RIGHT 90
7 FORWARD 100
END

Figure 2.1

2.3.3. The student chooses a name for a procedure, and then uses correct LOGO
syntax to write a procedure using a random list of Instructions. A procedure is
written, and tried out afterwards. One can see this as exercising the abstraction
"writing a proceoure."
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TO JOHNNY
1- FORWARD 45
2 LEFT 63
3 FORWARD 22
4 RIGHT 77
5 BACK 99
END

4.5 Separating Process from Product

Figure 2.2

5para_ig the Process from the Product of a Procedure

Distinguishing between the internal constraints and the external
properties of a procedure involves distinguishing the "process logic" of
how a procedure works from the "product logic" of the result of running
the procedure. We have observed that most students initially treat a
procedure as the picture product it produces. Often the side effects of
drawing a particular picture a net move or rotation of the TURTLE --
forces a student to relax the boundary between the internal and
external asp_ects of a procedure, in order to appreciate how a particular
procedure affects what happens next. This boundary can become
particularly problematic whdn the student needs to create one; for
example, in creating process elements (FORWARD 100 RIGHT 90, as
"one side" of a square), or in creating subprocedures. This will also be
discusssed in section 4.1, below.

Behaviors Observed:

a 1 A Student is Su
Once

he_Effect_ Procedure More than

A common occurance is that a student creates a SQUARE procedure, such as that
shown in Figure 2.1. Running SQUARE twice produces the surprising effect shown
in figure 3.1a. Continuing to run SQUARE results in the shape shown in figure
3.1b, after the fourth SQUARE.
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Figure 3.1a

3.2 Failing to account for the process ocedure

EXAMPLES:

Future 3.1b

3.1.1 Darlene used a series of commands, FORVVARD 40, RIGHT 40, FORWARD 40,
RIGHT 40, ... to make a nine-sided polygon. She carefully COUrAL3.1 and found that
there were nine FORWARD 40 steps and eight RIGHT 40 step.=. She tried to
repeat the drawing as follows:

REPEAT [FORWARD 40] 9'
REPEAT [RIGHT 40] 8

Figure 3.2

Her procedure drew a straight line which resulted in an OUT OF BOUNDS message.
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Darlene was not fully aware of the process of her design. 'From the product point
of view, she had probably. .isolated. the FORWARD 40 steps as the only ones
which. had visible results -an,' gated the RIGHT 40S .as "additional ingredients in
the recipe." In .reality it was the repeat of the process element, FORWARD 40
RIGHT_ 40, which was needed to produce her desired result.

3:2.2 The following sequence of steps may be suggested to draw a "bailoon on a
string" or a "lollypop ".

FO 100

RCIRCLE 20

Those steps, however, produce the following figure.

Figure

Betsy who had a pattern of "product oriented" behaviors, saw this bug
misplacement of the circle end corrected it by "moving the circle" up and to the
left, i.e. moving the TURTLE up and to the left before starting the circle.

Figure 3.46 Figure 3.4b

On the other hand, a student who is aware of the process that the TURTLE
follows to draw the circle (even if students never look at the steps of the circle
procedure, they see it acted out in boring detail each time RCIRCLE is run) notices
that the TURTLE repeatedly goes forward and turns, thus drawing the first part of
the circle in the direction initially pointed by the TURTLE. A simpler debug is
possible with this enriched view -- turn the TURTLE 90 degrees before starting



the. RC RCLE process.

FORWARD 100
LEFT 90_
RCIRCLE 20

Figure 3.5e Figure 3.5b

3.2 "Pia ing to Uncover the Process kink of a
Procedure or Subprocedure.

One way to help students resolve this kind of difficulty. Is to su2gett that
students "play TURTLE", that is, "put themselves in the TURTLE'r; place," and
physically carry out a set of instructions. This is often used to help students
draw a circle with the TURTLE. First the student is asked to walk in a circle,
then to separate his motion into distinct forward and turn steps. In doing so, most
students realize that a "TURTLE circle" can be drawn by retreating a very small
step and a very nail turn over and over again.
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4. Acquiring Flexibilily in Establishin- Hierarchies_of Procedures

The most flexible and efficient use of procedures in hierarchies, raises a
number of issues which many students learn ed to cope with as part of
their LOGO experience.

BEHAVIORS OBSERVED

4.1 Pa attention to state chan uivalence and state transparency

This section extends the thread of dish. Dishing the process and the
product of a procedure, begun in section B, into the development of the
concept of TURTLE state, state change, and state change equivalence.
From the viewpoint of a TURTLE procedure all that is important about a
particular subprocedure is its net change of state (net motion). Any
subprocedure with an equivalent state change can be substituted and
will not affect in any way the rest of the procedure. Students use this
knowledge in a number of ways. For example, a student may realize
that a quarter circle is equivalent to going forward the radius, turning
90 degrees and going forward the radiw 7gain, and use that in his
planning.

Figure 4.1a Figure 4.1b

Another way of insuring modularity is to write procedures with no r,et
state change. Such "state transparent" procedures can be introduced or
left out at any point of a superprocedure with no effect on the rest of
the process.

4.1.1 An -Exam le of Failure_ lo Relate the State of he TURTLE Proces_
Procedure to the-Product

Albert had great difficulty "unpacking" the process of what he had done, once a
series of steps were combined into a procedure. Although he was quite
competent at moving the TURTLE around the screen, he seemed to lose track of
what to do when he had to move the TURTLE from the ending of one
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to the start of another. This is shown most cle rly in the project n which l had
the computer draw his initials.

Albert had no difficulty creating the subprocedures, A and J, which drew each
initial.

FINISH

START.

Figui a 4.2

FINISH 4

STA

The TURTLE finished drawing the A at point 2, and began drawing the J at point
3. Despite a very clear idea of what he wanted to result to look like, he had no
idea of how to plan the interface steps. It took a trial and error process involving
seven attempts before the A and J were aligned correctly.
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TURTLE MOVED TO

Awa en

RESULT

4

5 SAME AS TRIAL #3 SAME AS TRIAL

Figure 4.3

THE J WAS "OUT OF BOUNDS"



4.1.2 Jimmy's Racetrack

Jimmy, in contrast to Albert, always seemed to know eactly where the turtle had
to move to construct the next part of his design. Jimmy had completed the Inside
of an "oval" racetrack by using the series of commands:

FORWARD 150
RARC 40
RARC 40
FORWARD 150
RARC 40
RARC 40-

Figure 4.4

Without "visible" calculations or planning, he moved the turtle over as shown, and
used these.Commandslo draw the outside of the racetrack.

PENL'P
LEFT 90
FORWARD 40
RIGHT 90
PENDOWN
FORWARD 150
RARC 80
RARC 80
FORWARD 150
RARC 80
RARC 80

Figure 4.5

When asked by an observer how he knew where to place the turtle to draw the
outside, and how he chose the input for RARC to draw the outside of the track,
Jimmy replied that he knew that RARC was the same as "turning a corner," and
that since he knew that he wanted the track to ba 40 units wide, he made the
radius of. RARC 40 units larger than the radius he had used fore the inner track.
This explanation, together with the way he moved the turtle, indicated that he
was taking into account the "net effect" of the RARC procedure -- its starting and
ending states -- as well as its product -- what it looked like in carrying out
his plan.
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4.1.3 Witing.S ate transparent Procedures

The clearest way to eliminate confusion between the product drawn by
a subprocedure and the steps necessary to put it in the right position, is
to make the subprocedure itself state - transparent. A state transparent
procedure begins and ends with the turtle in the same state, so that the
problem of locating the procedure on the screen can be solved
separately from the problem of drawing it. Although the use of state
transparency was not consistent among our students, some of them did
come to understand and apply this idea.

In Gary's STARSHIP, for example, the three major subprocedures, C, which drew
the "cabin" of the starship and WINGL and WINGR, which drew its wings, were
state, transparent. Each of them ended in the same state it began. For more
details of these procedures see section 4.6.1 below.

STARSHIP
Figure 4.6

4.2 Functional Namini

C

Figure 4.7
WINGR

Figure 4.8

In defining a superprocedure clearly it is helpful to give subpmedures names
which describe their function in the superprocedurel rather than an Intrinsic
property of the subprocedure itself. For example a certain CIRCLE becomes an
EYE in a FACE.

4.2.1 The student may begin by choosing names for procedures according to
the shape that they draw, such 83 SQUARE, TRIANGLE, STAR or DIAMOND.

2
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EXAMPLE:

4.14 Functional Pr edure Names

HOUSE could be drawn using the subprocedures SQUARE and TRIANGLE:

TO HOUSE
10 SQUARE
20 RIGHT 90
30 FORWARD 100
40 RIGHT 30
50 TRIANGLE
END

Figure 4.9

4.2.2 Later the student may choose names for procedures ccording to their
purpose or function in a hierarchy.
Examples:

TO HOUSE TO FRAME TO ROOF
10 FRAME 10 BOX 10 RIGHT 30
20 ROOF 20 RIGHT 90 20 TRIANGLE
END 30 FORWARD 100 END

END

The FRAME and ROOF subprocedures need not use existing procedures BOX and
TRIANGLE. They might include all the steps necessary to draw those shapes.

4.2.3 Darlene made partial use of this epprolch in her CAT project (see Section
5.2.1).

Her procedure names EAR, EAR1 and TAIL were descriptive of their function in
her design, while her procedure names RIBIT, WEE and TURN, were randomly
chosen.

4.2.4 Donald's HEAD sup_ erprocedu re (sae section 5.2.2) mode consistent use
of functional procedure dieniall.
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TO HEAD
1 BOX
2 EYES
3 NOSE
4 MOUTH
5 BEARD
6 HAIR
70 EARS
80 HAT
85 FLOWER
END

4.3 Modularity

4.15 Modular Procedures

It is usually efficient to use certain procedures as modules, often having
several different functions in the same or different superprocedure.
This may involve writing the procedure in a more general form (say, with
size inputs) than might appear necessary on first thought.

4.3.1 -Modularity: Deborah's "Square" and "Diamond"

Deborah, who had worked with square: roe .o long time, had made the statement,
"Now I know all about squares." Whe ,a picture of a tilted square,
Deborah ignored her SQUARE procedure, and attempted to define a new
procedure. After a great deal of experimentation, she realized that her new
shape required 90 degree turns at each corner, and she eventually defined the
procedure.

TO DIAMOND
1 RIGHT 40
2 FORWARD 30
3 RIGHT 90
4 FORWARD 30
5 RIGHT 90
6 FORWARD 30
7 RiGHT 90
8 FORWARD 30
END

Figure 4.10

4.3.2. Kevin used his TRIANGLE procedure as a subprocedure in two different
ways. He repeated it four times to make a FLOWER. Later, He combined it with
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a BOX procedure to make a HOUSE.

Figure 4.11

Figure 4.1

4.3.3 Kevin's major project was to draw a "turtle". He used the same pair of
subprocedures, FOOT and BKFOOT, four times, to draw the "turtle's' feet.
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FOOT
Figure 4.14

4.4 Modular Debuggtng

417 Modular Procedures

BKFOOT

Figure 4.15

A student realizes that a subprocedure is an "entity" which can be debugged
without changing other elements of a -project in which it is embedded. Tha-
student will then have to take into account the way in which changing one
subprocedure effects the rest of a project.

44.1 A student may have written the following buggy proc. edures:

TO BALLOON TO STRAG
10 STICK 10 FORW.A0 100
20 RCIRCLE 20 END

END

BALLOON prc 'Jces the picture, shown in figure 4.17a instead of h shown in .
figure 4.17b as intended.
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Figure 4.17a

Mcdular Procedures

Figure 4.17b

This can be debugged by changing the subprOcedure STRING, without changing
BALLOON as c-. slows:

TO STRING

10 FORWARD 100
20 LEFT 90
END

This will produce the desired effect (figure 4.17b) when the command BALLOON is
given.

4.4.2 Suppose, however, that BALLOON is itself a subprocedure in anoP design.

TO PERSON
10 BALLOON
20 BACK 40
30 ARMS
END

PERSON is supposed to draw;

TO ARMS
10 RIGHT 90
20 FORWARD 30
30 BACK 60
40 FORWARD 30
50 LEFT 90
END
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Figure 4,1Sa

When the original_ version of
BALLOON 1-s used, PERSON produces a buggy drawing:

Figure 4,18b

When STRING i, debuggell, so th &t BALLOON is correct, PERSON has a
different bug:

Figure 4.18c

This can be debugged by euiting BALLOON:
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TO BALLOON
10 STRING
20 RCIRCLE 20
30 RIGHT 90
END

Both BALLOON and PERSON now produce the desired effect (Figure 4.18a):

4.5 Systems of Procedures

As a student masters a number of these approaches, s/he may be able
to combine several of them into a -system" of .rocedures and
subprocedures to carry out a complex task. In particular, the process of
a procedure may have parts and even modules which are not evident in
the final product. In terms of student behaviors, for example, beginning
students rarely separa! he interface steps needed to go from one part
of a design to another, ct irdepenclent subprocedure, though that is a
practice which can aid readability and debugging. Some students do
begin to use these runctional procedures after some programming
experience.

EXAMPLES:

4.5.1 The second version of Gary's starship design used functional procedure
names, state 'cansparent subprocedures, STA, WINGR and WINGL, and interface
subprocedures MO, MOV and the modular procedurd LI :LE.

The procedure STA draws the central part of .3 STARSHIP, while WINGR end
WINGL make use of LI, MO, and MOV, to draw the twr wings. LI :LE, draws a
symmetrical lire of any length. MO and MOV shift the illTLE 100 units to the
righf_ and left respectively. (See Figures 4.6-4.8, p. 4.13.i

TO ST ARSHIP TO WINGR TO WINGL
10 STA ! 0 MO 10 MP!
20 WINGR 20 RIGHT 90 20 LEFT 90
30 WINGL 30 LI 50 50
END 35 LEFT 90 35 RILA-IT 90

40 MOV 40 MO
END 50 HIDETURTLE

END
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TO LI :LE
5 PENDOWN
10 RIGHT 90
20 FORWARD :LE
30 LEFT 180
40 FORWIV'rt 2 * :LE
50 RIGHT
60 FORWARD :LE
70 LEFT 90
END

TO MO
10' RIGHT 90
20 FORWARD 100
30 LEFT 90
END

TO MOV
10 LEFT 90
20 FORWARD 300
30 RIGHT 90
END

4.5.2 A much more elaborate example of the combined use of these techniq..es is
the system Harriet created for her TICTACTOE game. She needed a large r.f,enber
of subprocedures and variables in order to draw the board-and-play a game of
TICTACTOE, keeping track of the moves, so that the computer could declare a
winner. (For a detead description of the system Harriet created, see the profile
of Harriet's work, in part Ill, CHAPTER 8).
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5 Plain a Procedure Into_a Hierarch "T -down" v "Bottom-Up"

There are two opposing modes of placing procedures in a hierarchy.
The most natural is to take procedures at hand and fit them al primitive
elements into a superstructure. This is a "bottom-up" approach.
Alters atively one may design the superstructure as an outline rirse and
then implement the necessary new subprocedures. This latter, "top-
down" approach, usually allows better fitting of the hierarchy of the
process to the logic of the product and hence makes procedures easier
to plan, reac- and debug. Our examples detail some of the stages in
coming ft: learn both of these complementary approaches and some
interesting "pathological" use of the flOikiiiS as wail.

73EHAVIORS OBSERVED:

5.1 The "Elottot :aUp" Approach

In this section we present a sequence of successively more coreplex uses of
the "bottom-up" approach.

ExampIes:

5.1.1 The student uses one of her own procedures as an entity in a design
involving simple repetition of that procedure with possible intervening steps.

A student ine,flicts the nomputer to carry out the following series of steps;
SQUARE, EQUI -1E, SQUARE, SQUARE, or SQUAW., RIGHT 40, SQUARE, RIGlir
SQUARE, RIGHT 40.
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Figure 5.1

4.23 Bottom-U 1ierarc(Iies

Figure 5.2

5.1.2. The student combines several self- written procedures in one design.

For example: SQUARE, JOHNNY, SQUARE:

5.1.3. Th$, student i es proced rrrrr that incorporate previously written
rroc,,dures:
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TO WINDOW
1 SQUARE
2 SQUARE
3 SQUARE
4 SQUARE
END

or TO .;!!NKY

1 .5.:,14RE

2 JOHNNY
3 SQUARE

END

5.1.4. The student incorporates existing procedures as sub-elements of a planned
design. This involves a goal-directed moving and turning of procedure-shapes
with TURTLE commands.

Example: A "house" built from a triangle and a q la-

TO HOUSE
10 SQUARE
20 RIGHT 90
30 FORWARD 100
40 RIGHT 30
50 TRIANGLE
END

p

A "face" built from square procedures of different sizes.

-ur 5.5

Eire 5.4

Note that using procedures as subprocedures in this fashion is distinct "free-
hand" construction of such designs using only basic TURTLE commands.
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5.2. The "Top7Dowe Approach

EXAMPLES:

5.2.1. A student divides a task into manageable chunks by breaking a long
problem into subparts, which become subprocedures. For example, Darlene's
prc-edure, CAT:

TO CAT
1 RIBIT
2 WEE
3 EAR
4 EAR 1
5 TURN
6 TAIL
END

;draws two circles for the cat's body and head
;moves the turtle to draw the cat's left ear
;draws the left ear of the cat
;moves the turtle and draws the right ear
;moves the turtle to draw the cat's tail
;draws the cat's tail
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Darlene's CAT is atypical of this stage in separating off same interface steps
(WEE and TURN) as subprocedures. More typical is what she does in EAR1 which
moves the TURTLE and draws the second ear. Note the use of both descriptive,
functional subprocedure names, EAR, EAR1, and TAIL, and non-descriptive, non-
functional names RIBIT and WEE

5.2.2. A student breaks a long problem into subparts, but uses a "cumulative
hierarchy" structure in which each procedure contains ik predeceasor procedure
as the first step, and then adds additional steps. The following set of procedures
draws a person.

9 5
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Figure

TO PERSON TO LEG2 TO LEG1
10 LE r2 10 LEG1 10 BODY
20 F3 = T 135 20 LEFT 90 20 RICHT 1
30 FORWARD 5C 30 FORWARD 50 30 FORWARD
40 RIGHT 90 40 BACK 50 40 BACK 30
50 FORWARD 50 END END
60 BACK 100
70 HIDETURTLE
END

TO BODY TO HEAD
10 HEAD 10 LEFT 90
20 RIGHT 90 20 RCIRCLE 15
30 BACK 50 END
END

HEAD BODY LEG 1

Figure 5.8

06

LEG 2 PERSON
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Note that the process hierarchy does not match the hierarchy of the product,
defeating readability and modular debugging. LEGI draws a lot more then a leg
and legs can't be run by themselves to try them out.

Jimmy used this kind of approach in his long robot project Details are given in
Jimmy's profile, Chapter 9, Part III of this report.

523 A student engages in full top-down advance planning of a project, perhaps
even writing procedures into the hierarchy before defining them. Donald's project
was to draw a head.

Donald's Plan

Figure 5.9

TO HEAD
1 BOX
2 EYES
3 NOSE
4 MOUTH

5 BEARD
6 HAIR
7 EARS
80 HAT
85 FLOWER
END

Figure 5.10

First Donald planned his project by means of a drawing. First he wrote the
superprocedure HEAD containing the first six subprocedures. Donald then created
each subprocedure in order. After completing the head as far. as the hair, Donald
added the subprocedures EARS, HAT and FLOWER as he completed them. All of
the elements were present h his initial drawing. In writing This subprocedures
Donald did not separate out the interface steps, but inclOded them at the
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beginning crf each new subprocedwe.

4.29 Tap -Down Hierarchies
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6. Deve o in = Patterned Procedures Usin REPEAT Recursion teration

There are three different approaches which can be used by beginning
LOGO students to cause the same command or series of commands to be
repeated more than once by the computer Using a LOGO procedure
called REPEAT, provided by the teacher; using a procedure name
recursively within the procedure itself and using a process of looping,
in which the computer is directed to go back to a previous line of the
same procedure.

We refer to a procedure in which a set of steps is repeated as a
"patterned procedure; because the student must be aware of a
repeating pattern in the process s /he is using, and because such
procedures produce visual patterns when they are used in Turtle
Geometry In describing student use of patterned proedures, we will
first consider examples of use of the REPEAT command and of other
simple ways that students can cause a repeated sequence oV commz nds
before we consider recursion and looping Initial use of patterned
procedures leads naturally to the use of "stop rules" which require
knowledge of variables. Thus there will be a certain amount of overlap
between this section, and Section 7, "Using Variables in Procedures."

BEHAVIORS OBSERVED:

6.1 Simple Forms of Repetition

Many students begin to repeat a particular set of instructions over and
over, before they have even learned to write a procedure, or even to
distinguish clearly between the effects of inputs to FORWARD and
RIGHT commands. At a later stage, they may make a procedure, and
create an unexpected pattern by repeating the procedure. At a still
later stage a student who has planned to create a visual pattern with
the FURTLE can cmry It out by defining a procedure which Is then
repeated to complete the.

EXAMPLES:

6.1.1 Repetition of a Sequence of Commands

At an early stage of LOGO work, a student may type FORWARD 65, RIGHT 65,
FORWARD 65, RIGHT 65, ... Although this may be begun as a random activity,
once the student notices the visual pattern s/he may keep typing the same

Cl 9
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commands until s/he feels the pattern is "complete". This type of behavior often
occurs when students are beginning their exploration of LOGO, and have not yet
distinguished between the effects of inputs to FORWARD and RIGHT commands
(see Chapter 5, Section 1).

Figure 6.1

6.1.2 Repetition of Procedures

Having defined a procedure, the student may repeat that procedure several times.
The emerging pattern may at first be a surprise to the stuc 2nt. Later, s/he may
deliberately create a procedure in order to make a pattern by repeating it For
example:
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SQUARE
SQUARE
SQUARE
SQUARE

Figure 6.2

JOHNNY
JOHNNY
JOHNNY
JOHNNY

ETC.

6.1.3 Defining a Procedure Pur.ose o Re }eatln a Fix--
Steps

Figure 6.3

A student may define a procedure to aid in drawing a patterned design. Kathy,
for example, had decided to make the TURTLE draw a "circle" by repeating
FORWARD 20 RIGHT 20 a large number of times. To save typing, she wrote the
procedure, ROUND, repeating it four times to complete the "circle

TO ROUND
1 FORWARD 20
2 RIGHT 20
3 FORWARD 20
4 RIGHT 20
5 FORWARD 20
6 RIGHT 20
7 FORWARD 20
8 RIGHT 20
9 FORWARD 20
10 RIGHT 20
END

TO 51 1_L

1 ROUND

2 ROUND
3 ROUND
4 ROUND
END

101
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6.2 The Use of REPEAT

REPEAT is a LOGO procedure given to our students as a primitive;
indistinguishable to them from a LOGO command. REPEAT requires two
inputs: a list of instructions (contained within square brackets, ]) and
a number, telling how many times the instructions are to be repeated
This allows a student to experiment with the number of times a pattern
is to be repeated, as well as to create automatically repeating patterns
without having to learn the more complex process of creating a
recursive or looping procedure.

EXAMPLES

6.2.1 Using REPEAT to Draw Circles

Darlene used REPEAT to create a variety of circles of different curvature. Using
REPEAT she was able to easily explore the effects of varying both size and angle
as well as to discover the connection between the angle turned, and the number
of turns needed to complete a circle (the "Total Turtle Trip Theorem," see
Chapter 5, .ca 4% ?hese !earnings came at an early stage of Darlene's LOGO
activities, before she had the sophistication to incorporate variables in a
repeating procedure. Darlene made several circles, two of which she used later
as part of her CAT design.

REPEAT [FD 3 RT 2] 180

Figure 6.4

REPEAT [FD 2 RT 3] 120

Fi
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Figure 6.6: CAT

6.2.3 Elsine REPEAT to Create Random Patterns

Ray made a number of designs using REPEAT. He would write a procedure with a
few random steps, and then experiment with the patterns created by repeating it
diffirepit numbers of times:

103
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TO SAM
1 FORWARD 17
2 RIGHT 90
3 FORWARD 29
4 LEFT 56
END

TO TIM TO JOE
1 FORWARD 19 1 SAM
2 RIGHT 90 2 LEFT 1 b0
3 FORWARD 36 3 TIM
4 LEFT 61 END
END

REPEAT [SAM] 3u
Figure 6.7

REPEAT [TIM] SO
Figure 6.8

6.2.3 Usin REPEAT to Draw Patterned Eleme

REPEAT [JOE] 30
Figure 6.9

er D

Dona!d used REPEAT to draw both the BEARD and HAIR of his head. His
procedure STRING drew one hair of a BEARD, and rotated the TURTLE a little.
BEARD used REPEAT [STRING] 15, to draw a complete beard. Similarly, the hair
was drawn by using REPEAT [HAIRY] 25, where HAIRY drew a single hair and
moved the TURTLE over.
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STRING

PENUP

ENDOWN

Fi ,re 6 10

REPEAT [STRING] 15

6.3 The Use of Recursion to Create Patterned f rocedur

}EAD

Firs. 6.11

All the students in our 1 OGO classes were Introduced to the use of
recursion at some point during their LOGO experience. Typically, their
fire use of recursion is "to make something keep happenir e :n trying
to make a circle, foe example, they eight be shown or may invent the
procedure:

TO CIRCLE
1 FORWARD 1
2 RIGHT 1
3 CIRCLE
END

Many students incorporate this idea into other project:- which involve
the creation of designs by repeating a fixed series of steps over and
over Students who incorporate this approach into o-their own work
usil.;lly go on to include 'stop rules" to stop a procedure when the
partearn is complete, and variables to allow a greater variety of effects
with the came procedure. Some of the students used recursive
procedures which increment or decrement a variable A few students
used recursive procedures to manipulate variables -- words or lists,
although this was typically after they had had a goad deal of LOGO
experionce. Only the simplest use of recursion is discussed here. Use
of recursion with variables and stop rules is discussed in section 73
below.
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EXAMPLES:

6.3.1 Usin Recursion in cliche" o Re-ea

Monica was a student who used simple recursi
FAN, designed to produce a pattern by rotating a

TO FAN
I TRI

LEFT 10
3 FAN
END

Series of Fixed sups.

great deal Her procedur
le, is a 4:

FAN

Figure 6.12

6.4 The Use of Loo in to Create Patterned Procedures

Looping in LOGO is carried out by using the command GO, for. awed by a
line number, which transfers control to the given line, in the same
procedure. For example, the following procedure draws a "circle

TO CIRCLE
10 FORWARD 1
20 RIGHT 1
30 GO 10
END

For many applications, the issues involved for beginning students are
similar to those encountered in projects involving recursion. Each
approach has its owr distinct advantages and disadvantages, which will
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be mentioned briefly. Except for the use of looping in
specific examples of student work will not be presented

In procedures involving list and word processing; re union is usually
preferred because it makes it easier for a student to talderstand the
process if each new step is carried out by a new procedure with
altered input&

Situations in which looping is preferred are those in which a large
number of repeats (more than 100) are required Looping can continue
indefinitely, while recursion is limited by the amount of storage space
available for new procedures. Looping is therefore to be preferred in
the case of a POLY procedure (see chapter 5 section 1) which can
require as many as 360 repeats before completing a design, or In an
animation, in which a procese is repeated indefinitely.

EXAMPLES

6.4.1 The Use of Looping in Animation Procedures

Karl, developed a procedure in which the TURTLE was made to move continuously
across the screen, and could be controlled by typing commands at the keyboard:

TO CAR TO CH
10 MAKE "D 10 10 MAKE "LETTER KEY
20 CH 20 IF :LETTER = "R RIGHT 30
30 FORWARD :0 30 IF :LETTER = "L LEFT 30
40 GO 20 40 IF :LETTER = "F MAKE "D :0 + 5
END etc.

Karl's work in developing this procedure is discussed more fully in section 7 of
this chapter which deals with student use of variables, and in Chapter 3, dealing
with exceptional students.

Whereas Karl's procedure CAR "animated" the TURTLE, Gary's procedure
MQVESHIP, "animated" his "starship." (see Figure 4.6)
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TO MOVESHIP
10 MAKE "D 10
20 DISPLAY :SHIP
30 FLY
40 CS
50 FORWARD
60 GO 20
END

Variablesles in Procedures

Gary's FLY procedure was similar to Karl's CH, allowing Gary o change the speed
or direction of the starship's motion.

108
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The use of variables major step: in the dev opment of mathematical
thinking A variable in LOGO involves' the assignment of a name to an
°Welt, in such a way that the name of the object can be used rin
procedures to stand for the object. Use: The object might be a
number, a word, a lisi of numbers, words or other lists, or In special
-'eases a "snapshot'. of a LOGO drawing An object may be able to take
on a number of different values, which must be specified before e
procedure can be carried out

The use of variables thus represents a higher level of abstraction than
the use of direct commands. Instead of being able, to see an Immediate
direct connection between the command and the action It produces, the
student must anticipate a variety of different ,actions,*--depending on the
different values of the variable. A variably Sized aqiiare or triangle
procedure can draw a large number of similar,' figuresy' either 'separately,
or one after another, rather than one fixedShape. A procedure can be
made to print out a statement, in which the message or messages to be
printed have not yet been detSimined The use of Variabletv along with
the use of patterned procedures, can unlock the power of a computer
for a student.

The LOGO language deals with variables in a way that requires the user
to distinguish the name of a variable (Indicated by an opening symbol
called "quotes") from the value or thin, of the variable (represented by
a colon: called "dots"). Variables are created in LOGO in two ways. By
using the LOGO cornand MAKE to assign a name to a particular thing:

MAKE "NUM 7

MAKE "MESSAGE "HELLO

MAKE "SENTENCE [HELLO, 1-43W ARE YOU?'

And by including a variable name in the title of a pr

TO MOVE :DISTANCE
10 FORWARD :DISTANCE
END
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TO SAY ;MESSAGE
10 PRINT ;MESSAGE
END

In using variables, the distinction must be maintained between the use of
the name of the variable, and the use of the object or value of the
variable. For example, the command

PRINT :MESSAGE results in

HELLO

While the command

PRINT "MESSAGE results in

MESSAGE

If "DISTANCE has a value of 104 then the command

FORWARD :DISTANCE

will cause the TURTLE to move forward 100 TURTLE steps The
command

FORWARD "DISTANCE, however, will result in an error me

FORWARD DOESN'T LIKE "DISTANCE- AS AN INPUT.

Student use of variables in our LOGO classes fell mainly into three to
categories having some degree of overlap:

1. The use of variables to change the size and /or shape of a drawing;

2 The use of variables to store information which can later be used in a
procedure, or printed as part of a message;

S The *use of variables to control or stop the action of a procedure

lln
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BEHAVIORS OBSERVED:

7.1 Using Variables to Change jhe Size or Sha Turtle Drawing.

The use of variables to change the size or s
concrete introduction to the use of variable&

is fige, p vides a

EXAMPLES:

7.1.1 Varying a Fixed Shape

Once a student has written a procedure to draw a square, for example, and has
isolated the idea of a square, realizing that many squares of different sizes can be
drawn, just by changing the value of all the forware steps in a square procedure,
the student is usually ready to understand the use of LOGO variables to
accomplish this task with just one procedure. The procedure SQUARE can be
"copied" as the procedure NEWSQUARE, by adding :SIZE to the title, and by
substituting :SIZE for each forward step:

TO SQUARE
10 FORWARD 100
20 RIGHT 90
30 FORWARD 100
40 RIGHT 90
50 FORWARD 100
60 RIGHT 90
70 FORWARD 100
80 RIGHT 90
END

TO NEWSQUARE :SIZE
10 FORWARD ;SIZE
20 RIGHT 90
30 FORWARD :SIZE
40 RIGHT, 90
50 FORWARD :SIZE
60 RIGHT-90
70 FORWARD :SIZE
80 RIGHT 90
END

SQUARE

Figure 7.1
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NEWSQUARE 20 NEWSQUARE 50
Figure 7.2

NEWSQUARE 100

Monica and Kathy used a variable square procedure, SQ, to make other designs:

TO BUS TO 4BUS TO STAR
1 SQ i40 1 BUS 1 4BUS
2 LEFT 90. 2 BUS 2 RIGHt 40
3 SQ180 3 BUS 3 4BUS
ENO 4 BUS END

END

BUS

and

481)5

Figure 7.3
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TO WOW
1 SC) 16

SQ 20
3 SQ 40.

4 SO-AO
5 SQ 56
6 SO 60
7 SQ 70
8 SQ 80
9 SQ9P.
0 SQ 100

11 SQ 110
END

Variable Sizeor ShaRe,

Kevin created a similar figure using a POLY procedure jxeci
angle, and a variable size. In addition, he made use of a ret;ursire,
which incremented the value of the size and included a stop rOar

TO FU :SIZE
10 POLY :SIZE 90
20 IF ;SIZE = 100 STOP
30 FU :SIZE + 5
END

Figure 7.5

Using a variably sized equilateral triangle, THRI1 :SIZE, Dennis created a set of
nested triangles by haiVng the size of the triangle with each repeat, and including
a stop rule:

TO Q .:SIZE
10 IF :SIZE .< 10 STOP

:20 THRI I :SIZE
30.-FORWARD :SIZE/2
40 RIGHT 60
50 -Q :SIZE/2
END



TO THRI1 :SIZE
1 FORWARD :SIZE
2 RIGHT 120
3 FORWARD :SIZE
4 RIGHT 120
5 FORWARD :SIZE
6 RIGHT 120
END

7.1.2 Varying the Angle in a Procedure

A common theme in Turtle Geometry is to create a design by using a shape,
rotation, shape, rotation...motif. Students usually used fixed angles in their first
attempts -- Monica's procedure, FAN, (Figure 6.12) for example. An easy next
step would be to make the angle a variable, as Monica did in her procedure
WISHWOW. In similar fashion, Albert varied the angle of rotation of a series of
stars in his procedure AS;

TO WISHWOW :ANGLE
10 WOW
20 RIGHT :ANGLE
30 IF HEADING a 0 STOP
40 WISHWOW :ANGLE
END
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Multi e' Variables

TO AS :ANGLE
10 STAR
20 RIGHT :ANGLE
30 AS :ANGLE
END

7.1.3 Procedures with More Than One Variable

One easy extension of this type of variable use is
variable. For example, a rectangle.

TO RECT :SIZE1 :SIZE2
10 FORWARD :SIZE1
20 RIGHT 90
30 FORWARD :SIZE2
40 RIGHT 90
50 FORWARD :SIZE1
60 RIGHT 90

'70 FORWARD :SIZE2
80 RIGHT 90
END

11 1

RECT 20 50

A990
Figure 7.8

include more than one

RECT 100 10
Figure 7.9

The most .widely used procedure involving two variables is the POLY 'procedure,
described extensively in Chapter 5, Section 1.

TO POLY. :SIZE :ANGLE
0 FORWARD :SIZE
_t-) RIGHT :ANGLE.

30 POLY :SIZE :ANGLE
END

(See Chapter 5, Section 1)

Fascinating extensions of POLY can be explored by incrementing either the size or
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angle variable. Kevin's TUNNEL procedure (Figure 7.15) and his FL)
(Figure 7.6) Br a examples of the effect of incrementing the slits of t
POLY shaps. More generally, incrementing the size of a POLY procedure's
forward step, produces a spiral.effect:

TO SPI ;SIZE :ANGLE
10 FORWARD :SIZE
20 RIGHT ANGLE
30 5P1 :SIZE + 5 :ANGLE
END

SPI 5 144 SPI 5 1
Figure 7.10

Incrementing the angle, however, pro-duces a more unusual affect.

7
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TO INSPI :SIZE :ANGLE
10 FORWARD :SIZE
20 RIGHT :ANGLE
30 INSPI :SIZE :ANGLE + 10
END

Figure 7.11

7.2 Using_ Variables to Store Information

Information is stored in the Computer's memory by assigning a name to a
number, word or 1is2 that can be used update4 or chard at a later
time.

7.2.1 Naming Points

The LOGO command HERE, outputs a list of three numbers specifying the
x, y and heading coordinates of the TURTLE A point can be named by
moving the TURTLE to a particular point, and using

MAKE: MAKE "POINT HERE.

Later, the turtle can be moved back to the same point by the command

SETTURTLE :POINT,

or the coordinates of the point can be printed out i h the command

PRINT :POINT.

This process was used extensively by Harriet in her TICTACTOE game, in which
the user could specify that an X or an 0 shovId be drawn In one of nine boxes.
The procedure then moved the TURTLE to a particular point in each box before
drawing the X or 0:

1 8



Programming 4.50 Namin Message

TO X :POINT
10 IF ;POINT = I PENUP SETTURTLE- P1 PENDOWN EX
20 IF :POINT = 2 PENUP SETTURTLE P2 PENDOWN EX
etc.

"P1, "P2, ... were po nts named at an earlier stage of he process. EX
procedure which draws an X.

7.2.2 Storin_gto be Used Later

The LOGO command REQUEST waits for a user at the keyboard to type mew
and carriage return, and then outputs that message as a Ilst. This allow
procedure to store information ane, ,resent it later.

TO HELLO
10 PRINT [HI, HOW ARE YOU TODAY?]
20 PRINT [PLEASE TYPE YOUR FIRST NAME]
30 MAKE "PERSON REQUEST
40 PRINT SENTENCE [IT'S NICE TO SEE YOU TODAY] :PERSON
END

In use, the procedure would look like this:

HELLO
HI, HOW ARE '.-31.1 TODAY?
PLEASE TYPE YOUR FIRST NAME.
<JOHN
IT'S NICE TO SEE YOU TODAY, JOHN

A message can also be included as a variable in a procedure titl

TO HELLO :PERSON
10 PRINT SENTENCE [IT'S NICE TO SEE YOU TODAY] :PERSON

'END

In this case, the user at the keyboard would have o input the n me in one of two
ways:

9
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HELLO "JOHN
IT'S NICE TO SEE YOU TODAY JOHN

or
MAKE "PERSON "JOHN
HELLO :PERSON
IT'S NICE TO SEE YOU TODAY JOHN

Nar2Ling a Messa &e

A common use of variables to store information is in a quiz program. Here, the
variable must also be compared with another object to see if the answer is
correct.

TO QUIZ
10 PRINT [WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE BASEBALL TEAM?]
20 MAKE "ANSWER REQUEST
30 IF :ANSWER e [BOSTON] PRINT [ME TOO] STOP
40 PRINT [I DON'T AGREE! TRY AGAIN.]
50 QUIZ
END

7.3 Using Variables to Control or Stop a Recursive Procedure.

A student who creates a repeating design by using recursion often
wants to stop the computer after it has completed drawing the design
onCe. At this stage of work a student begins to confront Important
issues which lead to a richer understanding of the logic of computer
programming Among these issues are the exact wording of a stop rule,
and its location in a procedure. The procedure STAR, for example, Is
intended to draw a twelve-pointed star:



4.52 Variables in Condit onai Statements

TO STAR
10 TRI
20 RIGHT 30
30 STAR
END

Figure 7.12

When it continues to draw redundant triangles after completing the
design, a student can add a stop rule: IF HEADING 0 STOP", (aesuming
the TURTLE starts in the "heme" position). Beginning students usually
assume that the stop rule can simply be added as the list step of the
procedure The reasoning Is that since "the last thing the computer has
to do is stop, the stop rule should come last ". This is a natural
consequence of the step-by-step sequential programming they have
done up to this point. In the edited version of STAg however, the stop
rule has no effect:

TO STAR
10 TRI
20 RIGHT 30
30 STAR
40 IF HEADING 0 STOP
END

The computer continues to re-execute STAR at line 34 and never
carries out line 4a Students can learn to, debug this kind of error by
"playing computer," and "acting out" the execution of the procedura
Once they have realized that "line 40 Is never execute" and that the
stop rule must be placed before line 30, in the procedure, the problem
is still not resolved Placing the stop rule at line 5:
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TO STAR
5 IF HEADING = 0 STOP
10 TRI
20 RIGHT 30
30 STAR
END

terminates execution of the procedure immediate! if the TURTLE starts
at Me "home" position. Placing the stop rule at line 15, stops the
procedure after drawing only one triangle.

It may require a lengthy process of trial and error, including "playing
computer" several times before the student realizes that the stop rule
must be placed between lines 20 and 30 in order to have the desired
effect:

TO STAR
10 TRI
20 RIGHT 30
25 IF HEADING = 0 STOP
30 STAR
END

Another bug might occur if the. TURTLE's initial heading is not O. In a
recursive procedure, this can be resolved by initializing the stopping
condition before executing the recursive procedure:

TO STAR! TO STAR
10 MAKE "START HEADING 10 TRI
20 STAR 20 RIGHT 30
END 25 IF HEADING = :START STOP

30 STAR
END

7.3.1 A Stop Rule in a Repeated Design

Monica's procedure, WISHWOW, incorporated a variable angle as well
rule:

stop
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TO WISHWOW :ANGLE
10 wow
20 RIGHT :ANGLE
30 IF HEADING. 0 STOP
40 WISHWOW :ANGLE
END

WISHWOW 90 stops after four repeats of the commands WOW, RIGHT 90;

WISHWOW 60 steps six repeats of WOW, RIGHT 64 etc.

WISHWOW 90
Figure 7.13

7.3.2 Incrementing Variables in a R ecursive Procedure

WISHWOW 60
Figure 7.14

Recursive procedures provide a simple mechanism for incrementing end
decrementing variables. Students are often introduced to this technique by being
shown a sample procedure, COUNTDOWN:
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TO COUNTDOWN :NUMBER
10 PRINT :NUMBER
20 IF :NUMBER = 0 STOP
30 COUNTDOWN :NUMBER -
END

Kevin made use of this technique in his procedure, TUNNEL, which was built by
using a POLY procedure in which the angle was kept constant (45 degree%) and
the size continually increased:

TO TUNNEL :SIZE
10 POLY :SIZE 45
20 IF :SIZE = 105 ST
30 TUNNEL :SIZE + 5
END

Figure 7:15

7.2.3 Usin Recursive Procedures to Mani Variables Words and Lists

The use of recursive procedures to manipulate words and lists was not
attempted by many of our students. Although students could have been
introduced to these activities in a simple way, our major focus on Turtle
Geometry in these classes led us to defer word and list manipulation
until students needed it for particular projects -- usually near the end
of the series of classes.

In order to manipulate words and lists a student needs to understand
the use of the LOGO commands FIRST, BUTFIRST, LAST and BUTLAST.
The command FIRST outputs the first character of a word or the first
word of a list BUTFIRST outputs everything but the first character of a
word, or the first word of a list:
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PRINT FIRST "HELLO
H

PRINT BUTFIRST "HELLO
ELLO
PRINT FIRST [HOW ARE YOU?]
HOW
PRINT BUTFIRST [HOW ARE YOU?]
ARE YOU?

LAST and OUTLAST have similar effects on the last element of a word or a list.

Gary made use of these commands in a Morse Code project. Gds procedure,
PRI2 :SENT, took an English sentence as input, and printed the Morse Code for
that sentence with single slashes between letters, and spaces between words.
The merge code translator was built up by first creating a lengthy procedure,
CODE, which output the correct sequence of dots and dashes for arty letter or
number:

TO CODE` :LETTER
10 IF :LETTER "A OUTPUT -.-
20 IF :LETTER "B OUTPUT "-,..

And so forth, with one line of the procedure for each letter of the alphabet.

The procedure PRI :WORD prints the correct sequence of I tters for an ntire
word:

TO PRI :WORD
10 IF :WORD e " STOP
20 TYPE CODE FIRST :WORD
30 TYPE "I
40 PRI BUTFIRST :WORD
END

PRI "HELLO

..././.--./.--/---i

The procedure PRI2 :SENT, prints the correct sequence of letters for an entire
sentence:
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TO PRI2 :SENT
10 IF :SENT = [ STOP
20 PRI FIRST :SENT
30 TYPE "
40 PRI2 BUTFIRST :SENT
END

PRI2 [HELLO HOW ARE YOU]

--/---/---/ / /./ /---/--/
In creating these procedures Gary had to understand tha difference between
words and lists, and how this effected the wording of the stop rules in PRI (which
manipulated words) and in PRI2 (which manipulated lists of words). He also had to
carry out a process of trial and error to determine the location of the stop rule in
each procedure. When the series of LOGO classes ended, Gary was engaged in
the process of reversing the code -- that,is, writing a set of procedures which
would take a string of Morse Code symbols as input, and print out an English
sentence.

7.4 1422pk_g_i Procedures With Stop Rules

To add a stop rule to a looping procedure, one has to consider the location and
wording of the stop rule, just as with recursive procedures. To add a stop rule
to a procedure to draw twelve-pointed star, we simply write:

TO STAR
10 TRI
20 RIGHT 30
25 IF HEADING = 0 STOP
30 GO 10
END

Figure 7.12

To generalize this to a case in which the initial heading is not 0, a line setting the
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ending condition can be added within the same procedure, while the analogous
situation requires two procedures when recursion Is involved (see section 5.3.2);

TO STAR
S MAKE "START HEADING
10 TRI
20 RIGHT 30
25 IF HEADING :START STOP
30 GO 10
END

When increments ion is required, however, looping requires an extra tep to
change the value of the variable. Compare this looping version of -COUNTDOWN,
for example, with the recursive version, described in Section 7.3.2,

TO COUNTDOWN NUMBER
10 PRINT :NUMBER
20 IF :NUMBER - 0 STOP
30 MAKE "NUMBER :NUMBER - 1
40 GO 10
END



5. Turtle Geometry: What the Students Learned

The ways in which students control the movements of the LOGO TURTLE is
an important aspect of their behavior in the LOGO learning environment. In
this section, we shall describe the range of student behaviors in the "learning
environment" of "Turtle Geometry", and relate these behaviors to
fundamental understandings in mathematics.

We have organized our observations into six general c gories:

1. Qualitative structuring of the number worlds.

2 Quantitative structuring of the number worlds. ,

3. The "group properties" of the number worlds the structuring o
mathematical operations.

4 The use of "TURTLE Coordinates" -- the beginnings of differential
geometry.

5 The use of coordinate systems the "global structure" of the
geometric world

6. Theorems and heuristics -- movement towards formal mathematics.

ualitative Structuring of the "Number World"

The use of numbers as inputs to TURTLE commands forces a student to
recognize the different roles for numbers within Turtle Geometry, as well as
the different properties of numbers within each role The primary distinction
that a student has to make is between the use of numbers as inputs to
FORWARD and as inputs to RIGHT and LEFT. For example, in producing
figures, the input to FORWARD determines the size of the figure, while the
input to RIGHT determines the shame. As an input to FORWARD, a bigger
number produces a "bigger" effect, while as an input to RIGHT, a bigger
number usually produces a "different", but not necessarily "bigger" effect.
RIGHT 180 reverses the TURTLE's direction, while RIGHT 360 causes no
rotation at all (for a T.V. TURTLE!).

Loosely speaking, inputs to FORWARD are mainly "quantitative," while inputs
to RIGHT are largely "qualitative." FORWARD is conceptually a "continuous
function", while RIGHT is conceptually a "discontinuous function:" FORWARD



Turtle Geomet Different at FORWARD RIGHT

90 and FORWARD 91 produce "timost the same effect, while RIGHT 90 and
RIGHT 91 can produce extremely different effects in some circumstances.

These discontinuities become apparent when a sequence of instructions is
repeated a number of times. It is the effect of a repeated difference is
rotation that is *discontinuous" even when two single rotations appear to be
very close. Compare two squares made by the commands

REPEAT [FORWARD 90 RIGHT 90] 4 and REPEAT [FORWARD 93

Figure 1.1,a

4

Fie 1.1.1)

No matter how often these commands are repeated, the results will be
similar squares of slightly different sizes. In contrast, consider the effect of
a small change in the angle. Compare two figures drawn by the commands

REPEAT [FORWARD 90 RIGHT 90 ] 4 and REPEAT [FORWARD 90 RIGHT 93] 4

Figure 1.2a Figure 1.2b

The figure on the right is "almost the same" as the one on the left. If,
however, we repeat both FORWARD 90 RIGHT 90 and FORWARD 90 RIGHT
93 a few more times, the differences become more apparent:

REPEAT [FORWARD 90 RIGHT 90 ] 8 and REPEAT [FORWARD 90 r HT 93] 8

1I.
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Figure 1.3a Figure 1.3b

and if we repeat the two pairs of commands a lot more times, the two
figures becorre significantly different in appearance:

REPEAT [FORWARD 90 RIGHT 90] 100 and REPEAT [FORWARD RIGHT 93] 100

Figure 1.4a

These differences are shown
LOGO procedure, POLY:

TO POLY :SIDE :ANGLE
10 FORWARD :SIDE
20 RIGHT :ANGLE
30 POLY :SIDE :ANGLE
'END

ire

Figure 1.4b

eneral way by the behavior of the

When the command POLY (with two inputs) is giver?, it will continue to repeat
fixed FORWARD-RIGHT combination, until the computer runs out of storage space.
The first input determines the amount the TURTLE will move forward each time;
the second determines how much it will turn. Varying the second (angle) input,
while holding the first constant, producos dramatically different s:



Tuinet Behavior of POLY Procedures

POLY 100 90
Figure 1.5

POLY 100 144
Figure 1.8

oittliftq

trat

144.1

J4 ;1.40%

r-

IF

POLY 100 179
Figure 1.10

POLY 100 93
Figure 1.6

1 '1

POLY 100 120
Figure 1.7

POLY 100 145,
Figure 1.9

POLY 100 180
Figure 1.11
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On the other hand, varying the first (side) input, while holding the second
constant, produces a set of geometrically similar shapes:

POLY 10 144
lre. 1.12

POLY 50 144
Figure 1.13

POLY 1Od 144
Figure 1.14

One of the learner's earliest challenges in the control of the irunTLE is to
comprehend and make use of this qualitative difference in the effects of
numbers as inputs to TURTLE commands. (Other roles of numbers in the
LOGO environment have to do with the use of line numbers to order a
sequence of steps in a LOGO procedure, and the use of numbers as counters
in determining how often a series of steps will be repeated)

BEHAVIORS OBSERVED:

1.1 buts Chosen b- Non Geometric Considerations

Numbers used as inputs to both FORWARD and RIGHT commands have no apparent
geometric regularity. They may be determined by non-geometric considerations
such as ease of typing, or previously familiar number patterns. At this stage of
comprehension, interesting effects may be produced, but in an uncontrolled way,
subject to unexpected 'disasters" such as "OUT OF BOUNDS" messages.

EXAMPLES:

1.1.1 A student may repeat a pair of commands FORWARD 99 RIGHT 99, several
times to make an interesting design:
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Figure 1.15

1.1.2 A student makes a procedure by using the commands FORWARD 123, RIGHT
123, FORWARD 123, RIGHT 123, FORWARD 123. An interesting design may be
made by repeating this procedure a number of times:
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TO JANE
1 FORWAM 123
2 RIGHT 123
3 FORWARD 123
/1 =HT 123
5 FORWARD 123
END

TO JANE
Figure 1.16

REPEAT [JANE] 3
Figure 1.17

IEPEAT [JANE] 30
Figure 1.18

A

1.2 More S stematic choice's of tpAs.

The student's choice of input numbers becomes more systematic, but s/he
still does not differentiate between FORWARD/BACK and RIGHT/LEFT
commands.

Examples:

1.2.1 One simple regularity consists of reducing all inputs to relatively small
numbers (say under 100) in hopes of avoiding "OUT OF BOUNDS" messages.

1.2.2 Another undifferentiated regularity consists of using multiples of ten as
inputs, apparently reflecting the observation by the student that small changes In

-)4
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inputs to FORWARD (and to RIGHT and LEFT in cases where polygons are not
involved) produce very small effects. At this stage some students repeatedly use
a few key "round numbers; e.g., 30, 50, 90 or 100, for inputs to all turtle
commands.

1.3 Differentiation Between Linear end Angular Inputs

The student differentiates between linear and anar uses of numbers. Typically
this involves at first the discovery that certain special angles" produce uniquely
desirable effects. Eventually the student clearly differentiates between the two
by dropping the use of the "special angle" numbers: 90, 120, 180, etc. as inputs
to FORWARD (except in certain isolated particular instances). Some students
develop a less significant set of "special inputs to FORWARD": 100, 200, etc.
that are not usually used as inputs to RIGHT and LEFT.

EXAMPLES:

1.3.1 The student discovers the significance of 90 degrees as an input to RIGHT
and LEFT commands. A typical student project is the construction of a square or
rectangle, using 90 degree rotations. (At this point some students still show a
blurred differentiation between linear and angular inputs. Many students draw
their first squares by typing FORWARD 90, RIGHT 90, FORWARD 90,

Figure 1.19

1.3.2 A student uses squares and rectangles to make a variety of designs.
Student procedures WINDOW, CHAMP, DOUBLECHAMP and CULL are good
examples of this type of design:
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WINDOW
Figure: 1.20

CHAMP
Figure 1.21

DOUBLECHAMP

Figure 1.22



CULL

Figure 1.23

L3.3 A stu dent-uses RIGHT. 180 or LEFT 180 to reverse the TURTLE'S direction

1.3.4 The student finds rotations. that produce simple closed shapes when
repeatedly rotating a figure. Repeating RCIRCLE, RIGHT 60, for example,
producei a shape that closes after six repetitions; RCIRCLE, RIGHT 45 closes
after eight repetitions.



Figure 1.24 Figure 1.25

1.3.5 The student uses combinations of 45 and 90 degree rotations, a series
of 120 degree rotations to draw a triangle.

RIGHT 45
FORWARD 100
RIGHT 90
FORWARD 100
RIGHT 45
RIGHT 90
FORWARD 141

or,

FORWARD 100
RIGHT 120
FORWARD 100
FIGHT 120
FORWARD 100

Figure

Figure 1.27

.3.6 A student makes use of "special angles" when carrying out planned designs



512 ecial Angles

involving non-right-
by making use at rotations

FORWARD,: -100
RIGHT:30
FORWARD 20-
RIGHT '120
FORWARD 20
RIGHT 30
FORWARD 100
RIGHT 90
FORWARD 20

For example, the "nose cone drawn
30 and -120 degrees;

Figure 28

1.3.7 A student finds "special angles useful for drawing regular polygons or
stars. Using either a POLY procedure or a sequence of repaated commands, the
student finds the angles which will draw a hexagon (60 degrees an octagon (45
degrees), a five pointed star (144 degrees), etc.

POLY 50 60
Figure 1.29

POLY 50 45
Figure 1.30

POLY 50 144
Figure 1.31
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2. Quantitative Struc .urin of the "Number Worlds"

Many students begin LOGO with a very poor ability to estimate the reMtive
effect of numbers. Splitting the "world of numbers" into "length numbers"
and "angle numbers" provides a qualitative structure for that world.
Estimating the practical effects of particular numbers provides a quantitative
structure. We have observed that most students find it easier to make
estimates involving linear numbers than estimates involving angular numbers.
The same holds true Mr-other operations with these numbers, to be
discussed in section 4 below_ This may be due both to a greater ease of
visual comparison of linear magnitudes and to the discontinuous effects of
angular numbers.

BEHAVIORS OBSERVED:

1 Becomi g Aware of Limitin Factors

A student's first quantiative structuring of numbers often occurs when he or she
becomes aware of certain limiting factors and realizes that certain numbers are
too small or too large to be of practical effect in most applications.

EXAMPLES:

2.1.1 Lack of Appreciation of "Orders of Magnitude"

The student discovers that very small inputs to. FORWARD/BACK and RIGHT/LEFT
produce negligible effects, and shifts to inputs larger than 10 for most FORWARD
and RIGHT commands. For a student who has little sense of relative magnitude of
numbers, this step may be far from obvious, and may require a great deal of
experimentation, Ueborah's first LOGO command was FORWARD 10, When she
realized that the effect was so tiny as to be almost invisible, her friends urged
her to "try a larger number". She responded by typing FORWARD 12. At this
point she had no sense how much larger .a number had to be to produce an
apprerlably different effect. (We have found this type of bahavlor to be more
generally prevalent when much younger children (ages 6-9) are introduced to
LOGO.)

2.1.2 Coping with "OUT OF BOUNDS" erro

The student discovers that large inputs to FORWARD and BACK may result In
"OUT OF BOUNDS" error messages. S/he attempts to predict, how !arge a number
can be used as an input without producing an "OUT OF BOUNDS" message,



Eventually s/he is able to create designs that remain "_in= bounds" by limiting the
size of inputs to FORWARD commands.

2.1.3 The Largest Possible Inputs to LOGO Commands

The student discovers upper limits torts for RIGHT/LEFT and SPIN comands.
In this case, the limits do not correspond to physically observable criteria such as
a distanceori the display screen, but are bated on "arbitrary" limits imposed by
the designers of the computer language. Students often find these limits by a
process of trial and error.

2.1.4 Finding that 13600 is the Largest Meaningful Rotation

The student discovers that inputs to RIGHT end LEFT turn the TURTLE more than
once around. This is a relatively early discovery for students using a "floor
TURTLE" as it can be clearly observed that a rotation larger then 360 degrees
turns the TURTLE more than once around It is more difficult to discover with the
"TV TURTLE," because the TURTLE moves instantly to its new position without
visibly rotating.

2.2 Estimating Distances

The student develops strategies for estimating the number of TURTLE steps
needed to move the turtle to a particular point on the screen. The estimate can
be refined by an approach involving successive approximation&

EXAMPLES;

2.2.1 Predicting Large Scale Effects.

A student begins to be able to predict with some degree of accuracy the effect
of particular inputs to FORWARD such as FORWARD 50 or FORWARD 10a

2.2.2 Finding Precise Distances by Successive Approximations

A student moves the turtlelto a particular location, by using a trial and error
approach. For example, Kevin constructed a right isoceles triangle, each of whose
equal sides was 100 turtle steps. To complete the hypotenuse, he used the
following sequence of commands: FORWARD 100 (too small), FORWARD 50 (too
big), BACK 5 (still to big) and BACK 5 (seemed just right).



Estimating Distances

FORWARD 100
Figure, 2.1'

BACK 5
Figure 2.3

FORWARD 50
Figure:2.2

BACK 5-
FigUre

A student may also use a method of successive approximations to find the
distance from the center, to the edge of the screen. The following sequence of
commands is a typical one Starting with the TURTLE in the center of the screen,
a student might type:

?FORWARD 150
?FORWARD 100
OUT OF. BOUNDS
?FORWARD 50
?FORWARD 50
OUT OF BOUNDS
?FORWARD 20
OUT OF BOUNDS
?FORWARD 1
OUT OF BOUNDS

Since the student can not use an input lower than 1, s /he realizes that th0
TURTLE is now situated at the edge of the screen. By adding all the steps that
did not result in an OUT OF BOUNDS message (the steps underlined , the
student concludes that the distance from the center to the top of the screen Is
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50 + 50, or 200 TURTLE steps.

Estimating Rotations

The student develops strategies for estimating the amount of rotation necessary
to aim the TURTLE in a particular direction. The estimate can be refined by a
method involving successive approximations.

EXAMPLE&

2.3.1 Estimating Rotations Less than 90 Degrees

A student estimates rotations of less than 90 degrees with an accuracy of; 10
.degrees. Trial and error- techniques can be used to refine the estimate. A
student may. want to aim the TURTLE towards the upper right hand corner or the
screen. S/he might choose to turn the TURTLE RIGHT 50, knowing that it has to
be less C'In 90 degrees. By moving the TURTLE forwarc4 the student can see
how accurate the estimate was

2.3.2.Estirnating RotationaGreater Than

A student estimates rotations of more than 90 degrees by first turning the
TURTLE through a rotation of 90 degrees and then estimating how much further
rotation is necessary. For example, a student constructing a right isocelei
triangle who has reached the end of the second equal leg might try the sequence
of rotations shown below. Since it might be difficult for the student to see when
the TURTLE is aimed in exactly the right direction,' these steps may be combined
with some FORWARD commands, in order to see exactly how close to the correct
ending point the TURTLE will come

Starting Point
Figure 2.5

RIGHT 90
(too small)
Figure 2.6

RIGHT 50
(too large)
Figure 2.7



LEFT 10
-(still too large)
Figure 2.8

,2.3.3 Estimating Repeated Rotations by Trial and Er

RIGHT 5
(just right)
Figure 2.9

A student develops a trial and error strategy for estimating al repeated rotation.
Consider the process of constructing an eqUilateral triangle 'The student must
first realize that the same FORWARD and RIGHT steps have to be repeated three
times. The following sequence of attempts is a typical one for solving this
problem:

1.

FORWARD 100
RIGHT 100
FORWARD 100
RIGHT 100
FORWARD 100:

2.
FORWARD 100
RIGHT 150
FORWARD 100
RIGHT 150
FORWARD 100:

rotation too small
Figure 2.10

rotation too big
Figure 2.11



FORWARD 100
RIGHT. 125
FORWARD °100
RIGHT-125
FORWARD 100

FORWARD 100
RIGHT 120
FORWARD 100
RIGHT 120
FORWARD 100

It should be noted that some students using this method may decide that RIGHT
119 or RIGHT 121 Is the correct solution to their problem. Unless they "hide" the
TURTLE and-carefully examine the resulting figure, the differences between such
a "solution" and the correct rotation of 120 degrees may not be apparent to
them.

REPEAT [FORWARD 100 RIGHT
(lines .appear to meet exactly)
Figure 2.14

21] 3 HIDETURTLE
(lines overlap slightly)

Figure 2.15

The difference becomes significant when a student wants to ep the figure, or
relate it to other figures (to construct a "house" for example)
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3. The Group Pro erties of he Number World uctu in
Mathematical Operations.

Piaget has demonstrated the significance of the way in which children
develop intellectual structures to deal with mathematical operation& The
most significant of these operations have beed described by Piaget as
'Composition" (e.g. the additive property of numbers) and "inversion" (e.g.
formation of the inverse or negative of an operation). In the LOGO
environment we can observe the development (or lack of development) of
these intellectual structures in the following ways:

-- The use of "composition" is seen in the ways that students combine
or aggregate TURTLE commands so that two commands, FORWARD 50,
FORWARD 50, may be combined as FORWARD 100. Angular rotations
can be similarly aggregated

--The use of "inversion" is seen in the ways that students are able to
use RACK as an inverse to FORWARD and LEFT as an inverse to RIGHT

--The combination of these operations is seen when students aggregate
a series of commands such as FORWARD 100 BACK 30 FORWARD 10
into one command, FORWARD 80, or a similar series with respect to
rotation, LEFT 90 RIGHT 20 LEFT 10, into LEFT 80 (It is our finding that
that students tend to combine these operations more readily with linear
numbers than with angular numbers);

--The use of inversion is particularly powerful in projects involving SPIN
commands

--The use by students of the particular properties of the "rotational
group" -- its modularity with respect to 360 degrees.

Among our sample of sixteen sixth grade students, we have observed a wide
variety of behaviors with respect to these operations: from students who never
made use of composition and inversion, to student; who use them inconsistently
and tentatively, to students who learned to use them 'within certain limited
contexts, to students who used them "automatically" and regularly as part of their
LOGO work. We believe that this particular set of behaviors provides an
unadually good "window" through which we can view an important aspect of the
children's cognitive development.

Instances of this kind of behavior can often be een by an examination of a
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student's dribble files. Typically a student's exploratory work on a project
includes many steps which could either be combined tet a later i>oint, or eliminated
s unnecessary. By taking note of just how readily the stident combines or

eliminates these steps, and under what circumstances, we c t a good sense of
the student's use of mathematical operations.

BEHAVIORS OBSERVED:

3.1 Students Who do Not Make Use of Operations

Many studenti do not easily arrive at the strategy of simplifying heir work by
combining several commands into one.

EXAMPLES:

3.1.1. Failure to Combine Steps

A student will determine by trial and error that the final leg of a right isoceies
triangle can be built by a series of FORWARD steps: FORWARD 100 FORWARD
40 FORWARD 1. (See example 2.2.2 abova When writing a procedure to draw
this triangle, the student would include three separate steps to draw the final
line:

TO TRI
1 RIGHT 45
2 FORWARD 100
3 RIGHT 90
4 FORWARD 100
5 RIGHT 90
6 RIGHT 45
7 FORWARD 100
8 FORWARD 40
9 FORWARD 1
END

Figure 3.1

3.1.2 The Example of Deborah

The student who exhibited this type of behavior most consistently was Deborah.
Although she carried out a number of projects in Turtle Geometry she was never
observed to combine steps. If she was pleased with an exploration, she always
copied all her original st,?ps exactly as she had first used' them Thus although

4 A
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she seemed to understand that two turns of RIGHT 90 and RIGHT 90 were always
needed to "turn the TURTLE around," she never- combined these in one step as
RIGHT 180. Similarly, when she made a mistake, turning: LEFT 90, where she
needed a right -turn, she would correct it by turning the TURTLE RIGHT 90 to
bring it back to its original position, and then. turning it additional RIGHT 90 to
achieve the desired direction. While this showed a limited ability to use the
inverse operation with regard to angles, it should be noted that Deborah always
copied this series of steps as LEFT 90, RIGHT 90, RIGHT 90, rather than as simply
RIGHT 90.

Students who, like Deborah, had a limited strategy of copying all experimental
steps literally, sometimes had fewer bugs than students who attempted to
combine steps and made arithmetical or copying errors.

3.2 Transitional Phase -- Incom- lete and Inconsistent Llse of 0 eratlons.

Students usually begin combining. forward steps before combining rotations
(soMetimes a good deal before). At first, they may be inconsistent, combining in
some cases and not in others. They begin the use of inversion by realizirig that a
forward step can be ,reversed by an equal BACK step and that a RIGHT turn can
be reversed by an equal LEFT turn. It is somewhat later that students are
consistently able to combine FORWARD and BACK steps by subtracting the BACK
from the FORWARD inputs. Many students never achieve the further step of
combining RIGHTS and LEFTS, by subtracting one from the other!

EXAMPLES:

3.2.1 Combining FORWARD Steps but Not Rotational Steps

An example of partial use of composition is seen in Kevin's construction of a right
isoceles triangle, described above (section 22.2). Compare Kevin's initial steps
with his final procedure:



RIGHT 45
FORWARD 100
RIGHT 90
FORWARD 100
RIGHT-90
RIGHT 45
FOEWARD 100
FORWARD 50
BACK 5
BACK 5

Kevin's Procedure (Seven Steps):

TO OF
1 RIGHT 45
2 FORWARD 100
3, RIGHT 90
4 FORWARD 100
5 RIGHT 90
6 RIGHT 45
7 FORWARD 140
END

Figure 3.2

'<twin easily combined four FORWARD and BACK steps in one FORWARD step,
making use of both composition and inversion, but at this point he did not combine
rotational steps at all

322 Jimmy's Boat

A more complex example, of inconsistent use of composition and inversion is
shown by Jimmy's first project in which he drew the BODY of a boat. First he
drew the boat by a series of exploratory steps, arrived at by a process involving
a good deal of trial and error. Compare the original steps as written in Jimmy's
notebook with his procedure:
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Jimmy's 22 Original Steps:
LEFT 90
FORWARD 60
RIGHT 40
FORWARD 20
RIGHT 140
PENUP

FORWARD 70
BACK 70
PENDOWN
FORWARD 70
FORWARD 10
RIGHT 92
RIGHT 2
RIGHT 4
FORWARD 10
FORWARD 4
RIGHT 180
FORWARD 14
RIGHT 89
LEFT 178
FORWARD 20
LEFT 10

A

Jimmy's 15 Step Procedure:
TO BODY
1 LEFT 90
2 FORWARD 60
3 RIGHT 40
4 FORWARD 20
5 RIGHT 140
6 FORWARD 70
7 FORWARD 10
8 RIGHT 96
9 FORWARD 14
10 RIGHT 180
11 FORWARD 14
12 RIGHT 89
13 LEFT 178
14 FORWARD 20
15 LEFT 10

C

Figure 3,3

Jimmy made use of both composition and inversion 'in reducingkhis original list of
22 steps to a procedure of 15 steps. When he used composition in reducing the
group of steps labelled B, RIGHT 92, RIGHT 2, RIGHT to the single step, RIGHT.
96, Jimmy made a small arithrnetical error. When Jimmy .combined. the steps
listed as group, A, he made use of inversion to realize that he could elirritnate the
steps PENLIP, FORWARD 70, BACK 70,-.PENDOWN,' but he did not combine the.
step, _FORWARD 70, ..with the-hextsiep, FORWARD. -la On-the other .hand; he 'did
combine the steps (labeled .C), FORWARD 10, FORWARD 4, -replacing them' with
FORWARD 14.

What Jimmy did with the .steps labeled D, RIGHT 89, LEFT 178, is typical of many
students at this stage. While working, he realized that he had turned the wrong
direction-when he typed RIGHT -89. In. his head he calculated that to 'compensate.
for this he would-need to turn LEFT 89 twice, for a total turn of LEFT 178, which
he used. He did not take the next possible step and replace his two steps by
one, LEFT 89.

1
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3.2.3 Dealing With Copying Bugs.

A common difficulty exhibited by students who are at this transitionl shsge is
problems with copying combined with faulty arithmetic. We have seen an
example above, where Jimmy combined RIGHT 92 RIGHT 2 RIGHT 4 as RIGHT 96.
In this case the results were inconsequential. Often, however, similar situations
have caused rather confusing bugs.

Laura usually had difficulty predicting whether to turn the TURTLE to the right, or
left. Once she made a choice, however, she could easily reverse it. If she
mistakenly typed RIGHT 90, for example, she would then follow it by typing LEFT
90, LEFT 90. This might occur several times within one short project. When
Laura copied the steps over into her notebook she simplified by writing LEFT 90,
eliminating the "unor,eded steps," RIGHT 90, LEFT 90. Unfortunately, she often
made mistakes in copying, and since she had many opportunities for such errors,
extremely puzzling bugs sometimes occured in her final procedures. Since the
original steps had been erased from the text display screen, and since her
notebook reflected only her "simplified" version, she had no easy way of
debugging her procedure, ether than starting all over again.

Deborah's approach of copying all steps could have been very useful to Laura.
Since Laura was conceptually far beyond Deborah and since. Laura was extremely
reluctant to do "extra work", she persisted in her scheme of eliminating
"unneccessary" steps as she copied. Laura tended to "explain" bugs that arose in
this way as inconsistencies of the computer.

3.3 Consistent Use of Mathematical Operations.

Some students came to incorporate these operations into their work quite simply
and easily. Although errors might occassionally be made in arithmetic or copying,
it usually became quite clear when a student understood these ideas with no
difficulty.

EXAMPLES:

3.3.1 A simple example can be taken from Gary's work. The following sequence
of statements occured in his dribble file:

RIGHT 99
99 4- 99
YOU DON'T SAY WHAT TO 00 WITH 19
LEFT 198 151
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Later, when Gary incorporated this as part of a procedure, he simply replaced
these steps by LEFT 99. Gary had turned the TURTLE in the Wrong direction and
wanted to both undo-the wrong turn and make the correct turn in one combined
step. He used the computer to carry out the necessary arithmetic and then typed
the correct command. When copying these steps over, he remembered The
process, and without further ado, used only the correct step, LEFT 99, in his
procedure. Compare this with Jimmy, who kept tho two steps RIGHT 89 LEFT
178, as part of his procedure; or with Laura's regular confusion in copying.

3.3.2 Sophisticated Uses of inversion

example of a more sophisticated use of inversion is the process of moving the
TURTLE over without changing its orientation. In this case the LEFT / RIGHT
inversion is separated by one or more intervening steps. This is necessary when
the student wants to repeat a figure two or more times; for example, three
houses could be drawn by the procedure HOUSES, with its subprocedures- HOUSE
and MOVEOVER:

TO HOUSES
10 HOUSE
20 MOVEOVER
30 HOUSE
4O MOVEOVER
50 HOUSE
END

TO MOVEOVER

10 PENUP
20 RIGHT 90
30 FORWARD 120
40 LEFT 90
50 PENDOWN
END

Figure 3.4
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As part of his STARSHIP project, GARY create like MOVEOVER,
MO and MOV, each the inverse of the other:

TO MO TO MOV
10 RIGHT 90 10 LEFT 90
20 FORWARD 100 20 FORWARD 100
30 LEFT 90 30 RIGHT 90
END END

3.4 The LI Inverse SPINs

Another example of the use of operations occurs in pro;acts nvolving the SPIN
command. SPIN, followed by a number (e.g. SPIN 100) causes the TURTLE to spin
at a fixed rate in the clockwise direction. Once the TURTLE is spinning it will
remain spinning about its original center of spin. Any additional non-spin
commands will be carried out so as to maintain the rate of spin of the entire
detign. SPIN commands allow the usual operations of composition arzi inversion.
Additional SPIN commands result in increased or decreased rate of spin in an
additive manner. If the sum of a series of SPINs is negative, the TURTLE will spin
in a counter clockwise direction If the sum is zero the TURT1.7. will stop spinning.
The inversesof a SPIN command is that same command with a negative input.

To understand how this works, consider the command SPIN 100 FORWARD 100.
This will cause the TURTLE to draw a line of length 100, spinning about the origin.
Any nther commands or procedures added at that point will also be spinning with
the original line.

f=igure 5
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EXAMPLES:

3.4.1 A Car With Spinning Wheels

In one of his projects, Dennis drew a car with spinning wheels. This meant that
he had to make a circle which would spin about its own center, then return the
TURTLE to the center of the circle and make it stop spinning so that the (non-
spinning) TURTLE could be moved over to draw the rest of the car. His
procedure, WHEEL, made use of inversion with respect to distances, angles and
spins:

TO WHEEL
10 SPIN 100
20 PENUP FORWARD 40
30 RIGHT 90 PENDOWN
40 RCIRCLE 40
50 LEFT 90 PENUP
60 BACK 40
70 SPIN -100
END

Figure 3.6

This procedure leaves the TURTLE, unmoving, in the center of a spinning circle.

3.4.2 A "ferris wheel" design makes use of positive and negative SPINS. After
typing SPIN 100, FORWARD 100 the student types. SPIN -100. This leaves the
TURTLE facing straight up at all times (a total spin of zero) while moving around
at the end of a spinning line. Adding a "car" which hangs vertically makes one arm
of a "ferris wheel". Adding seven more "cars" each separated by 45 degrees
results in 'a simulation of the motion of a ferris wheel.
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Figure 17

3.4.3 A Covsbo re "Lasso"

Harriet's procedure LASSO, (described in detail in Chapter 8 of Part III) requiredthe "undoing" of two SPINs, each spinning about a different origin. This required afairly sophisticated use of inversion involving combinations of angles, distancesand spins, similar to, but more complex that Dennis's use of inversion in hisWHEEL procedure.

1 5
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LA 0

Figure

360° Modularity

3.5 The use b students he 360 de =ree modulart of the rotational
group.

The group of rotational numbers has a unique property which distinguishes it
from a linear number system -- its modularity with respect to a "complete
rotation" of 360 degrees. This has some interesting consequences as far as
both composition and inversion are concerned With regard to composition, it
has the effect that as rotations are combined, the total rotation increases
until it is 360 degrees. Beyond 360 degrees, the orientation of the TURTLE
is the same as if it had been turned 360 degrees less. For example two
rotations of RIGHT 90 turn the TURTLE twice as far as one RIGHT 90. Adding
another RIGHT 90 turns the TURTLE three times a far as one RIGHT 90.
Adding a fourth RIGHT 90 however produces no net effect at all! A fifth
RIGHT 90 has the same effect as one RIGHT 90, and so on

With regard to inversion, this modularity means that particular steps can
have more than one inverse. The inverse of RIGHT 90 is LEFT 94 It is also
RIGHT 270, or LEFT 450. Two steps that are conceptually quite different, for
example, turning the TURTLE RIGHT 270 and turning the TURTLE LEFT 94
can have exactly the same effect.

One would expect that some students ould take a long time to become
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aware of these properties, and even longer to make use of them Deborah,
for instance, was never aware that the same effect could be obtained by one
LEFT 90 as by three WIT 90s. Gary, attire other extreme, could make use
of the equivalence of the two with ease, whenver it was useful to do so.

We will not discuss specific behaviors here, as most of them belong not to
the realm of composition and inversion, as discussed in the section, but more
properly to student use of coordinate systems, discussed Section and on
student use of theorems and heuri ics, discussed in Section 6 below
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4. The Use of Turtle Coordinates The Beginninp of Differential Geometry.

When we discuss the use of Turtle Coordinates, we mean the understanding
that the specific consequences of one particular TURTLE action, dependent
on a specific position and heading, can be used to predict a more, distant
effect, achieved by a sequonce of such actions. This involves the
extrapolation of an immediate effect, into a global consequence, and is an
important example of mathematical reasoning. The most common examples of
this are the construction of a "LOGO circle," changing the rate of curvature of
a circle, and the extensions of a circle -- the POLY and POLYSPI procedures
These activities can help a student develop an intuitive feeling for
differential geometry, laying the foundation for an entirely new computational
approach to the subject of calculus*.

BEHAVIORS OBSERVED

4.1 The Construction of a "LOGO circle."

Many students who have been introduced to the LOGO TURTL& and to its
basic commands (FORWARD, BACK, RIGHT and LEFT) find themselves asking,
"Can the TURTLE draw a circle?"

A teacher's response to this is usually to suggest that the student "play
TURTLE" get up and walk in a circle, and try to make a description of what
s/he is doing. Some students spontaneously describe their behaviors as
"keep going forward a little and turning a little" These students may then
be able to immediately translate this description to a series of TURTLE
commands: FORWARD 1, RIGHT 1, FORWARD 1, RIGHT 1, ... or FORWARD 5,
RIGHT 5, FORWARD 5, RIGHT 5, ... Repeating such a series of commands, 360
and 72 times, respectively, will produce a many sided polygon that is visually
indistinguishable from a circle.

*****
*See Abelson and diSessa, turtle Geometry, MIT Press. To be
published in 1980.
********
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Other students have more difficulty separating the "forward" and "turn"
aspects of walking in a circle This may be because they move forward and
turn at the same time when they walk in a circle. If the teacher reminds the
student that s/he has to try to "be the TURTLE" which can only "do one thing
at a time," the student is usually able to recognize that forward and turn
have to be used alternatively by the TURTLE. Some students still do not
realize that the inputs to FORWARD and RIGHT must be uniform, in order to
achieve a circle. Often some direct experimentation with the screen TURTLE
is necessary before students realize that the TURTLE steps that are
repeated must be small and uniform, in order to produce a circle.

For many students, their work in drawing a LOGO circle Is also their first
contact with writing "patterned' procedures -- procedures that make use of
a REPEAT command, looping or recursion. Learnings in this area are
described in Chapter 4, Section 6 of this report

EXAMPLES

4.1.1 Circles of Different Curvature

Most students draw their first circle by using the same input for both FORWARD
and RIGHT commands. It is not until they wish to vary the size of the circle, that
students begin to realize that the forward and turn inputs can be different and
still produce a circle. Typically, a student will try to increase the size of a circle
by increasing both inputs the same amount. Surprisingly, FORWARD 2, RIGHT 2...
FORWARD 1, RIGHT 1, and even FORWARD 10, RIGHT 10, draw almost identical
circles.

Figure 4.1

It is only when a student can separate- the effects of the FORWARD and RIGHT
commands that s/he can change the size of the circle.

Darlene's first successful circle used different inputs for FORWARD and RIGHT;
RIGHT 2, FORWARD 3, ... When she wanted to make a mailer circle she tried
reducing the inputs to RIGHT 1, FORWARD 2. This drew a larger circle. She then
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tried RIGHT 3, FORWARD 2, which was smaller than her original. Her next circle
was RIGHT 3, FORWARD 3, which was larger than the previous one, but smaller
than her first circle. RIGHT 4, FORWARD 2, produced the smallest circle of all In
this way Darlene was gradually able to control the curvature of her circles.

Figure 4.2
RIGHT 2 FORWARD 3

Figure 4.5
RIGHT 3 FORWARD 3

Figure 4.3 Figure 4.4
RIGHT 1 FORWARD 2 RIGHT 3 FORWARD 2

Figure 4.6
RIGHT 4 FORWARD 2
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4.2 The Use of POLY P

The POLY procedure offers students the opportunity to experiment ith
curvature:

TO POLY :SIZE :ANGLE
10 FORWARD :SIZE
20 RIGHT :ANGLE
30 POLY :SIZE :ANGLE
END

POLY procedures allow a student o construct many different making use
of repetition of a fixed distance and turrt This allows the student to experiment
more easily with the global effects of local dianges and to experience the effects
of changing "curvature". Aspects of student work with POLY procedures are also
discussed in Sections 1, 15, and 6.4 of this chapter, and in Section 6 of chapter 4,
which describes student behaviors in learning to wAte ''patterned" procedures.

#.3 Extensions of POLY

Procedures which increment the distance or angle variables in a POLY procedure,
provide a further opportunity for investigation of the global effects of local
actions. Consider the effects of a procedure called POLYSPI:

TO POLYSPI :SIDE :ANGLE :INCREMENT
10 FORWARD :SIDE
20 RIGHT :ANGLE

0 POLYSPI :SIDE + INCREMENT :ANGLE :INCREMENT
END

POLYSPI produces continuous changes in curvature, as the size of the FORWARD
step increases or decreases uniformly. This is similar to the continuous effect of
small changes in a FORWARD step discussed in Section 1, above.

id
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POLYSP 10 45 1

Figure 4.7

5.55 Extensions of POLY

POLYSP! 10 45 5

Figure 4.8

Another procedure, called INSPI, produces discontinuous changesin curva ure, by
uniformly increasing or decreasing the angle variable. This is similar to the
discontinuous effects of making a small change in a rotational step, discussed
above in Section 1.

TO INSPI :SIDE :ANGLE :INCREMENT
10 FORWARD :SIDE
20 RIGHT :ANGLE
30 MP' :SIDE :ANGLE+ :INCREMENT :INCREMENT
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Figure 4.9

1C3

Extensions of POLY

Figure 4.10
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-5. The Use of Coordinate Sys e C3 the GeorneAric
World.

Students working in the area of Turtle Geometry begin by becoming aware of
the local geometry of the TURTLE. It is necessary for them to take into
acount the TURTLE'S position and heading in order to accomplish even the
simplest tasks. Through their work on specific p-ejects, they come to make
use of -- sometimes even invent -- global structures of their They can
use these structures to solve problem; that r.liquire that the:= take into
account aspects of geometry other than the tvrtle's immediate position and
heading. In this section we describe student behaviors That relate to
structures that can be used !o organize two dimensional space: Turtle
Coordinates, domain specific coordinate systems, standard oartesien
coordinates, and various types of polar or ang ar coordinates.

5.1 Dra in a "Bear" Usin Three Different Coordinato Systems

As an example of the way in which the same LOGO project could be carried
out utilizing different coordinate systems, consider this cartoon drawing of
the head of a "bear":

Figure 5.1

The project could be carried out without any use of coordinate systems, by
simply moving the turtle to each location were a circle is to be drawn, and
using the command ECIRaE, with the appropriate input to draw circles of
different radii. Without some advance planning, however, the result is likely
to lack the symmetry of the original plan. Albert's procedure, KEITH and
Laura's procedure, FACE, were carried out without benefit of any coordinate
system, and are typical of this type of effort.
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Figure 5.2 f=igure 5.3

To create a symmetrical "bear it would be simpler to make use of a circle
procedure which started from its own center, rather than the procedures
RCIRCLE and LCIRCLE which are given to our students es "primitives". Such
a procedure can be defined as follows:

TO CIRCLE :RADIUS

10 PENUP FORWARD :RADIUS
20 RIGHT 90 PENDOWN
30 RCIRCLE :RADIUS
40 LEFT 90 PENUP
50 BACK :RADIUS
END

5.1.1 Drawing the Bear with Domain Specific or intrinsic Coordinates

Intrinsic coordinates are coordinates developed for a particular figure, and
involve developing a structure which allows the TURTLE to move around the
figure itself, as part of the process of constructing it. In order to use
intrinsic coordinates for this projeCt, a student would require an arc
procedure, ARCI? :RADIUS :ANGL& whose two, inputs determine the radial?
and the angle of the arc. This procedure allows the TURTLE to move from
point to point along a particular -circle, rather than to try to move the
TURTLE directly to the desired point. In figure 54, the command ARCR 100
120 allows the TURTLE to move along the arc from A to B, rather than
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straight across the circle.

TO BEAR!
10 OUTSIDE1
20 INSIDE1
END

TO OUTSIDE!
10 CIRCLE 100
20 EARS1
END

TO EARS'
10 LEFT 60
20 PENUP FORWARD 100 PENDOWN
30 CIRCLE 20- RIGHT 90
40 ARCR 100 120
50 CIRCLE 20
60 LEFT 90
70 PENUP BACK 100 PENDOWN
80 LEFT 60
END

Figure 5.4

TO INSIDE!
10 CIRCLE 10
20 PENUP BACK 50 PENDOWN
30 CIRCLE 10
40 LEFT 90
50 PENUP ARCR 50 120 PENDOWN
60 CIRCLE 10
70 ARCR 50 120 PENDOWN
80 CIRCLE 10
90 PENUP ARCR 50 120
100 RIGHT 90
110 FORWARD 50 PENDOWN
END



Coordinates

OUTSIDE 1
Figure 5.5

EARSI
Figure 5.6

BEAR1

Figure 5.8

INSIDE 1

Figure 5.7

5.1.2 Drawin the Bear Using Polar Coordinates:

Polar coordinates involve locating points using distances from a common
center, and angles measured from a common (vortical) reference line. It
would be a simple matter to draw the bear using polar coordinates making
use of two commands, PLACE and REPLACE, which place the TURTLE with
reference to the center of a circle and return it to the.center.

1 7
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TO PLACE :RADIUS :ANGLE
10 PENUP
20. RIGHT :ANGLE
30 FORWARD :RADIUS
40 PENDOWN
END

and

A

TO REPLACE :RADIUS ;ANGLE
1 D PENUP

20 BACK :RADIUS
30 LEFT :ANGLE
40 PENDOWN
END

TO BEAR2
10 OUTSIDE2
20 INSIDE2
END

TO NOSE2
10 CIRCLE 10
END

TO EARS2
10- PLACE 100 ( -60)
20 -CIRCLE 20
B0 REPLACE 100 (-60)
40 PLACE 100 60
50 CIRCLE 20

.

60 REPLACE 100 60
END

TO MOUTH2
10 PLACE 50 180
20 CIRCLE 10
30 REPLACE- 50 180
END

TO OUTSIDE2
10 CIRCLE 100
20 EARS2
END

Figure 5.9

TO INSIDE

10 EYES2
20 NOSE2
30 MOUTH2
END

TO EYES2
10 PLACE 50 (-60)
20 CIRCLE 10
30 REPLACE 50 (-60)
40 PLACE 50 60
50 CIRCLE 10
60 REPLACE 50 60
END

IC8

Figure 5.10
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CIRCLE 1Q0
Figure 5.11

NOSE2
Figure 5.14

EARS2

Figure 5.12

MOUTH2
Figure 5.15

EYES2
Figure 5.13

EIEAR2
Figure 5.16

5.1.3 Qrewi the Beer Usin Cartesian Coordinates

The use of Cartesian coordinates involves locating points according to their
x-and v-coordinates. Because of the circular_symmetry of the bear's head,
cartesian coordinates would be a less likely choice.. If cartesian coordinates
were uiad, the x-and-y-coordinates of the eyes and ears would most likely
be determined by trial and error, rather than by simple 'angular relationship&
The? drawing of a bear, making use, of SETXY, might look slightly different as a

1C9
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result.

TO BEAR3
10 OUTSIDE3
20 INSIDE3
END

TO EARS3
5 PENUP
10 SETXY--(90) 50
15 PENDOWN
20 CIRCLE 20
25.-PENUP._

30 SETXY 90 50
35 PENDOWN
40 CIRCLE 20
END

TO MOUTH3
5 PENUP
10 SETXY 0 (-25)
15 PENDOWN
20- CIRCLE 10
25 PENUP
30 HOME
END

TO OUTSIDE3
10 CIRCLE 100
20 EARS3
END

TO INSIDE3
10 EYES3
20 NOSE3
30 MOUTH3
END

TO EYES3
5 PENUP
10 SETXY (-45) 25
PENDOWN_

20 CIRCLE 10
25 PENUP
30 SETXY 45 25
35 PENDOWN
40 CIRCLE 10
END

170

TO NOSE3
5 PENUP
10 HOME
20 CIRCLE 1
END
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CIRCLE 100
Figure 5.17

EARS3
Figure 5.13

NOSES

Figure 5.20

EYES3
Figure 5.19

BEHAVIORS OBSERVED:

5.2 Student Use of Domain S ecific Coordinate 5 stems.

Sometimes in the course of a pSrticular project, a'student will develop a way of
structuring the geometry, to aid in solving the problem. The student is not usually
aware that s/he is using a "coordinate system," but merely feels they have
figured out a kind of "trick" to help with one aspect of a problem.
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EXAMPLES:

5.2.1.Kevin's Intrinsic "Arc Coordinates" -*

Intrinsic doordinateS

Kevin's major project was to draw a picture of a "turtle" on the graphics display
screen. He was shown an arc procedure which allowed both radius and angle as
inputs. The circle procedure that he used to draw the outline of the "turtle's"
shell made use of 10 degree steps, and had a radius of 9a At the end of each
step, a tiny dot appeared on the screen. Kevin could maneuver the TURTLE along
the "turtle's" shell, by counting dots, and using the appropriate input to ARCR.
For example, after drawing the "turtle's" head, Kevin wanted to place four feet
and a tail on the "turtle's" shell. He simpy oriented the TURTLE along the shell,
counted three dots between where the TURTLE was, and where he wanted to
start drawing the first foot, and used the command ARCR 90 30, to move tha
TURTLE there. The first input, 90, was the radius of the circle, and remained
constant. The second input was the angle. Since Kevin knew that three dots
represented three 10 degree steps, he used the second input, 30, to move that
far along the circle."

Figure .5.22

SHELL HEAD LT 70
ARCR 90 30

LT 90
FOOT

5.2.2 The "Hat" on Donald's "Head"

Donald's extended project was to have the computer draw a complex head,
complete with beard, hair, hat and flower: At one point, he had to figure out
where to locate the "hat" on the head, and how large to make it, so that it would
appear symmetrical. Since Donald had difficulty estimating sizes, end solving
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problems visually (see a summary of Donald's work in section chapter 5 of this
report, and a full profile in Chapter 6 of Part ill), he often resorted to analytical
strategies to help solve his, problem. In this case he made use of the "hairs
which he had already drawn as part of his heed. By counting hairs, from each side
of the head, he was able to determine when the hat was sufficiently symmetrical
to satisfy him. A drawing in his notebook was used as part of the process.

Figure 5.24

Figure 5.26

Figure 5.25

Fie 5.27
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5.3 Student Use of Cartesian Coordinates

The cartesian coordinate system is the most commonly usedglobe' geometric
structure in most courses on analytic geometry, trigonometry, calculus, etc.
In LOGO activities, cartesian coordinates have a more limited applicability,
because of the compellirT immediacy of local Turtle Coordinates as a way of
solving the simplest geometric problems which arise in Turtle Geometry. The
cartesian description of a.circle, for example, x2 + y2 = r2, requires the user
to understand algebra, the use of exponents, and possibly the pythagorean
theorem. It specifies the radius of the circle, and gives a for. ula enabling
the user to find any number of points on the circle, relative to the center.
The LOGO descri,,7tion, FORWARD 1, RIGHT 1, ... on the other hand, tells
exactly how to draw the circle, without specifying how large it is, or where
the center is, or where any particular point is located

LOGO is designed to simplify the use of cartesian coordinates for specific
applications. Every point on the display screen has an x- and-y- coordinate.
The LOGO comands XCOR. and YCOR output the x-and-y-coordinates of
wherever the TURTLE happens to be SETXY is a command two
inputs, will move the TURTLE directly to the point on the scre,,,-: which has
the x-and-y-coordinates given To totally specify a TURTLE position, it's
nrientation or "heading" must also be given The LOGO commands HEADING
and SETHEADING are analagous to XCOR, YCOR and SETXY.

The LOGO command HERE outputs a list of three numbers, the x, y and
heading coordinates of the TURTLE The command, HERE, allcws a user to
give a name to a point on'the screen, by moving the TURTLE to that point
and using the MAKE comand, as in MAKE "POINT1 HERE To return the
TURTLE to that point later the user types SETTURTLE :POINT!. Points on
the screen can also be named without moving the TURTLE as in the command
MAKE "POINT2 ( 00 100 01 "POINT2 then represents a TURTLE position
whose x-coordinate and y-coordinate are both 100, and whose orientation is
straight up on the screen.

Many students who do not use cartesian coordinates explicitly do make use
of a sort of implicit grid system in moving the TURTLE from one place to

ianother on the display screen. Students are often introduced to the
coordinates in a situation in which the naming of a specific point, and the
later return of the TURTLE to that point are needed for a particular project
Cartesian coordinates may also be encountered in a situation in which the
user wants to know whether the TURTLE is inside or outside of a particular
regic the screen (as in an animated "race" or a "target game.") Another
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region of the screen (as in an animated " or a "target game.") Another
use of cartesian coordinates occurs when the student wants the TURTLE to
draw a grid on the screen -- for example, to draw a tictatoe board

EXAMPLES:

5.3.1 The Use id" In Movin the TURTLE

Many students find it easier to move the TURTLE around the dfsplay screeen In
horizontal and vertical "steps", than to accurately estimate both the distance and
direction of a point to which the TURTLE is to be moved. To move the TURTLE to
one corner of the. screen, for example, many students spontaneously learn to use
this set of commands: RIGHT 90, FORWARD" 200, LEFT 90, FORWARD 200 (rather
than RIGHT 45, FORWARD 282, which would move the TURTLE directly to the
same spot.)

Figure 5.28 Figure 5.29

Albert 'used this approach for almost all TURTLE moves (other than drawing
curves or triangles). Using a sAries of alternating FORWARD and RIGHT 90 or
LEFT 90 commands, he could move the TURTLE anywhere on the screen. His
inputs to FORWARD usually started with multiples of 50 or 100, which "fit" nicely
into the total screen size of 400 TURTLE steps.

tudent who uses this approach is not using "coordInatesTM, but is in a sense
wing a mental grid," creating a structure in the mind which will later make a
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5.3.2 Naming Points Without Coordinates

There are a few different ways that a student might make use of the capability to
name point and set the. TURTLE to that point in the context of a -particular
project, a target gar, The idea is that a target is drawn on the screen. The
TURTLE is then placed at the center of the screen (or another point), aimed at
the target, using RIGHT and LEFT \commands, and then "shot" at the target. The
computer has to tell the player if the target has been hit.

First, the student might use point naming to draw a state transparent circle that
starts from the center of the circle:

TO TARGET
10 MAKE "P1 HERE
20 PENUP FORWARD 40
30 PENDOWN RIGHT 90
40 RCIRCLE 40
50 PENUP SETTURTLE :P1
END

The student must now draw the target at a particular point on the screen. The
TURTLE is first driven to the desired Point, and the point given a name, say "P2.
To set up the target for a game, the student can make a procedure.

TO SETUP
10 PENUP SETTURTLE :P2
20 TARGET
30 HOME
END

In a game, the TURTLE is aimed at the target, and fired by a procedure called
SHOOT, which checks to see whether the TURTLE has hit the target.

TO SHOOT .:D
10 MAKE "P3 HERE
20 FORWARD :0
30 IF DISTANCE :P2<40 PRINT [YOU'VE HIT THE TARGET!] STOP
40 SETTURTLE :P3 PRINT [YOU MISSED. TRY ANOTHER SHOT]
END

(DISTANCE :POINT is a LOGO procedure which calculates the distance between the
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TURTLE and any point, and which could be given to the student a "prim

5.3.3 Naming Points With Coordinates.

Involvement in a project such as the target game described above leads quite
naturally to the desire to select many different points for the location of the
target, and for tho initial position of the TURTLE before shooting. After gaining
some experience with points by using MAKE "POINT HERE, the student can
acquire some experience with the coordinates themselves by typing PRINT HERE.
S/he will then see that the comp_ uter keeps track of the TURTLE'S location by
means of a list of three numbers corresponding to its x and y coordinates and its
heading. Instead of moving the TURTLE to a particular point, 132, in order to
define it, the student can define it \by giving its coordinates, MAKE '1122 [50 50
45]; or by having the computer choose coordinates for the point in a random

_,wsy:_

MAKE "P2 (SENTENCE 10*RANDOM 10*RANDOM 20*RANDOM)

5.3.4 constructing a Grid_UsinkCartesian 'Coordinates

A student could .easily construct a simple grid, a TicTecToe
using x and y coordinates, and the command SETXY:

for xample,
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TO TICTACTOE
10 PENUP SETXY (-75) '150
20 PENDOWN SETXY (-75) (-150)
30 PENUP SETXY 75 150
40 PENDOWN SETXY 7'S (-150)
50 PENUP SETXY 150 75
60 PENDOWN SETXY (-150) 75
70. PENUP SETXY 150 (-75)
80 PENDOWN SETXY (-150) (-75)'
90 PENUP HOME
END

5.51 Polar Coordinates

Figure 5.30

The same result could be achieved in a straightforward manner Using FORWARD,
BACK, RIGHT and LEFT, but would require many more steps.

5.4 Thi! Use of Polar Coordinates

In a polar coordinate system any point; is located by specifying its distance
from a fixed origin and its angle of orientation with respect to a fixed line
through the origin To use the TURTLE with a polar coordinate system, one
can set the orientation of the MIME to the desired heading with respect to
the vertical, and move it font and the desired distance F'olar coordinates can
be useful in LOGO projects in which the TURTLE always returns to a fixed
point, but changes its orientation, to carry out a sequence of actions.

Students who make use of this kind of approach as part of a LOGO project,
do not consider it a formal coordinate system For them, a structure based
on the TURTLE'S orientation can be thought of as another form of "intrinsic"
or "implicit" coordinate system, a "trick" developed for its usefulness in a
particular case. Students who make use of this particular approach develop
an intuitive understanding that may later help them understand a more formal
use of polar coordinates.

4
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5.4_1 Creating a:Bearcr for Donald's Head

Donld used a procedu're like the following to draw a beard for his head project.

TO BEARD TO STRING
10 RIGHT 15 10 PENUP
20 REPEAT [STRING] 15 20 FORWARD 80
END 30 PENDOWN

40 FORWARD 10
50 PENUP
60 BACK 90
70 LEFT 2
END

The fixed point from which each "string" emanated was located near the top o
the head, by trial and error.

Figure 5.31

PENUP

ENDOWN Figure 5.32

5.4.2 Angular Coordinates:WithSpinning Designs

Many students create spinning designs which end with a HOME command, to
complete the design and "undo" the spin. Karl called his design, N_O, A "flower-
like" design he made by repeating NO, was called XX78055.-

TO NO TO XX78055
10 SPIN 10 NO
20 FORWARD 20 RIGHT 10
30 SPIN 30 NO
40 FORWARD 40 RIGHT 20
50 SPIN 50 NO
60 FORWARD 60 RIGHT 30
70 HOME etc.
END, 1 79
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If NO had not contained a HOME command, Karl's XX 78055 procedure would have
been of the shape, rotation, shape, rotation... type of design, and would not have
involved polar coordinates. Since NO ends with a HOME comand, the TURTLE ends
up at the origin, in a vertical orientation every time NO is executed. Therefore,
the TURTLE's rotation had to be increased before each succest4ve NO, in order to
produce the design Karl wanted.

5.4.3 Polar Coordina es in a Symmetrical "Face"

The "bear's head" described in Section 5.1, is an example of a project which
lends itself readily to Polar coordinates.
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6. Thew s and Heuri Towards Formal Mathematics

In formal mathematics classes, students are generally taught that a "theorem"
is a mathematical proposition, already known to be "true" that has to be
"proven" by a series of logical statements based on axioms and previously
proven theorems. The task of a working mathematician, on the other hand, is
to formulate propositions, to try to discover the predictable regularities of a
particular "world"; then to test, extend and revise or discard such
propositions based on the tests; and only finally, after a theorem and Its
usefulness is quite well established to attempt to prove or disprove it in a
logical sense.

Students learning LOGO have the opportunity to function like a mathematician,
rather than like a student in a mathematics class.*

While solving their own problems, students begin to discover some of the
regularities of the mathematical world in which they are functioning. Such
regularities may be used by the so 'ants as "heuristics" -- strategies or
"rules of thumb" that may be help! problem solving. Heuristics used by
LOGO students include general approaches to problem solving, such as
breaking a large problem in small easily solved parts, specific techniques
such s "playing TURTLE" to understand which way to move the TURTLE in a
specific instance or to plan a shape like a and specific geometric
design ideas such as "keep repeating a eihtrvil &v.! an interesting design will
occur.'

When a student who has discovered and used a heuristic such as "repeat a
shape" begins to be aware of certain regularities that occur whenever that
heuristic is applied, s/he is on the track of a "theorem". For instarce, the
student may realize that "all repeated designs eventually close;" that is, the
TURTLE begins to retrace its path, if a sequence el steps repeated often
enough. Some students become extremely interested in verifying such a
propositicm Although the formal "proof" of such a proposition is beyond the
interest or ability of an elementary school student, it might be an interesting
math project for a high school or college student studying LOGO.**-'

* *
*See "Teaching Children to be Mathematicians vs Teaching Children About
Mehematics," S Papert. LOGO Memo 4, MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory.

*See "Turtle Geometry" by Abelson and diSessa, to be published by
MIT Press, I080,

I I
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If the student shows further interest in this idea, s /he may begin to compare
specific shapes with the number of repeats required before they close. Such
an investigation could lead to another theorem: "any time the TURTLE has
completed a series of steps and returned to its exact starting position and
heading, it has rotated through 360 degrees, or an integer multiple of 360
degrees." This is such a common and useful LOGO theorem that it has been
given a name, the "Total Turtle Trip" theorem, or "TTT" for short. The TTT
applies to situations that do not involve repetition, but it is most commonly
discovered, and used in cases that do involve repetition of a series of fixed
steps.

In this section, we describe student behaviors involving theorems and
heuristics that arise in the context of Turtle Geometry. Many of these relate
in some way to the properties of the rotational group_ , described in Section 3.
Theorems and heuristics we will consider in some detail include repetition;
the Total Turtle Trip theorem and a special case, the POLY theorem; the
concept of similarity; and the use of symmetry.

BEHAVIORS OBSERVED:

6.1 The Use of Repetition

Once a student has written a first procedure to draw a shape on the display
screen, a teacher usually suggests that the student repeat the design. Students
quickly adopt this idea, and use it to create many fascinating and unexpected
designs.

EXAMPLES:

6.1.1 Repeating a square.

A very common early LOGO project is to draw a "box". Typically, a student
draws a box in seven steps:
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TO BOX
FORWARD 50

2 RIGHT 90
3 FORWARD 50
4 RIGHT 90
5 FORWARD 50.
6 RIGHT 90
7 FORWARD 50
END

Repeating BOX, produces this "surprising" result:
BOX BOX
BOX BOX

BOX

Figure 6.2 Figure 6.3

gyre 6.1

BOX
BOX
BOX
BOX

A fifth repeat of BOX retraces the first BOX, pfarting the cycle again.

6.4

6.1.2 Repeating Other Shapes.

Kathy enjoyed repeating shapes. Her TRIANGLE, repeated twice, became a
BUTTERFLY. BUTTERFLY, repeated until it closed, become 7BUTTERFLY.
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TRIANGLE

TO Till ANGLE
1 LEFT 90
2 ILIUM 109
3 RICHT 126
4 FORWARD 100
3 It I 4:11T 120
6 YOKWARD 100
LID

TRIANGLE

BUTTERFLY

TO Burrr.EILY
1 TRIANGLE
2 Tit (ANGLE
END

BUTTERFLY
Figure 6.5

Repeating Shapes

?BUTTERFLY

TO TB UTITILFLY
1 BUITERFLY
2 evriTEKFLY
3 ninTERFLy
4 BUTITRTLY
I EVI7TRILY
6 IMMIX
ZED

7BUTTERFLY
fi

When Kathy made a HOUSE procedure, using Fie TRIANG.E and BOX procedures,
she promptly repeated it four times to make

Figure 6.6
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6. 3 Re eatin "Miscellaneous" Sha e

Ray was one of many students who enjoyed 'seeing what would happen" if he
made up a miscellaneous set of commands, gave those commands a name and
repeated them an arbitrary number of times. His procedures, SAM, TIM, and JOE
are examples of this.

TO SAM
1 FORWARD 17
2 RIGHT 90
3 FORWARD 29
4 LEFT 56
END

REPEAT [SA ]30

TO TIM TO JOE
1 FORWARD 1 SAM
2 RIGHT 90 2 LEFT 150
3 FORWARD 36 3 TM
4 LEFT 61. END

REPEAT [TIM]30
Figure 6.7

6.1.4 -Repeating a Shape and a Rotation

REPEAT [JOE]30

Many students develop a process of repeating a shape and a a ior. :4 a
procedure is "state tiansparent" that is, the TURTLE returns to its orgi.,.al
position and heading when it completes the figure -- then repeating it causes it
to retrac,,- itself. One way to make a more complex design with such a al-fs-tpe is
to rotate the TURTLE a fixed amount after each, repetition of the snve.
used this approach with many of her basic shapes. Here are some of lie designs
Monica made, using her state-transparent TRI procedure, with different ofrtions.

1
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TO TRI4
1 TRI
2 LEFT 90
3 TRI
4 LEFT 90
5 TRI
6 LEFT 90
7 TRI
END

Figure 6.8

Repeating Shapes

TO TRI42 T0TRI442
I LEFT 40 1 TRI 4
2 TRI4 2 TRI42
END END

Figure J.9 Figure 6.10
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TO FAN
1 TRI
2 RIGHT 10
3 FAN
END

"FAN

Figure 6.11

6.2 Determining the Number of Repeats Needed to "Close " _a_ Particular Shape

Some students quickly realize that when ropeating "shape, rotation, certain
"special angles" produce fairly simple closed figures, while other angles Produce
complex figures which take a iong time to dose, or which "fill up the screen"
before closing. Focussing on the particular angles which ff:ake the simpler shapes
can be an important step, leading to understanding the significance of 360
degrees and to the TTT theor -rn. A particular case of this is the process of
milking the TURTLE draw a ctrcle by rer-sating FORWARC' actatethinga, RIGHT
somethieg a cevtain number of times.

EXAMPLES

5.2.1 this t; Without AnaitsA

Deb:Jrah Br ed most of her inputs tic turtle commands to the flumLors 3u, an
90. Therefore, when she been to use the ides of rotating a shape, was quite
natural for her to use RIGHT 60 as the etation to produce her FLOWER:
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TO FLOWER
1 CIRCLE
2 RIGHT 60
3 CIRCLE
4 RIGHT 60
5 CIRCLE
6 RIGHT 60
7 CIRCLE
8 RIGHT 60
9 CIRCLE
10 RIGHT 60
11 CIRCLE
END

Figure 6.12

Kathy iriade a star using a rotation of 45 degrees. Her procedure BUS4, achieved
by repetition, was the basis of her STAR procedure.

TO BUS
1 SO 40
2 LEFT 90
3 SC) 50
END

TO 4BUS
1 BUS
2 BUS
3 BUS
4 BUS
ENO

Figure 6.13

6.2.2 Analiglhe_Effects of Reuated Rotationv.

TO STAR
1 4BUS
2 RIGHT 45
3 4BUS
END

M- nice+, enjoyed rotating shapes, but had very little lilac of the relationship
b'lween the angle she chose, and the resulting shape. Her teacher suggested
using the angle of retailer, as a variable, and taking notes on the effects of
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different rotations. She was helped to writ
her procedure, WOW, a collection of nested squares.

TO WISHWOW ;ANGLE
10 WOW
20 RIGHT :ANGLE
30 IF HEADING s 0 STOP
40 GO 10
END

a 119iv 4W to rotate

Monica's notes show that although she was beginning to notice regularities and to
connect the number of repetitions with the rotation used, she did not have a
systematic understanding 'f these effects.

"WISH'WOW 160 looked the same as WISHWOW 40. It had thin cones
and there were 9 of them.

WISHWOW 165 had thin webbed cones and you couldn't really see them
that good. WISHWOW 190 had cones but they looked like they didn't
close up. And it was fatter than other ones. It had more squares and
cones. The cores were thin. And close together.

WISHWOW 45, WISHWOW 90. These 2 Inok almost the same but
WISHWOW 45 looks like it goes twice around instead of once. And the
cone shaped things on the sides are bigger than the WISHWOW 90
ones."
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6.3

5.64 Total TURTLE T i The m

env" and Use of the "Total Turtle i rip" Theorem

Most students make use of the "Total Turtle Trip" theorem in the context of a
concrete project rather than in complete generality. Once the student
understands the idea in a general way s/he can apply it to the solution of a
different specific problem.

EXAMPLES:

6.3.1 Constructing a LOGO Circle Using Repetition

Darlene had a systematic approach to problems that she encountered. She wee
always interested in exactly how many repeats :t took for a shape to 'doss'.
When she drew a "circle", using the REPEAT command, she experimentally
determined exactly how many repeats were required. With careful observation
she found that the command REPEAT [RIGHT 2 FORWARD 3] 180 would draw a
closed circle with no overlap. Once ihe'realized that the TURTLE had turned
exactly 360 degrees as it drew the circle she was able to draw smaller circles by
using the commands:

REPEAT [RIGHT 3 FORWARD 2] 120 a.,;41 'CAT [RIGHT 4 FORWARD 2] 90

Figure 6.15a
6.3.2 Ccnstreztin an E-uilateral Trian-le-anlerReule_rfi7Lytsi--eme.

. z. Figure 6.15b

Once a student has drawn a square using the TURTLE, ,t Is natural to attempt
the construction of a triangle There are many ways to construct a triangle
using trial and error approaches. Some of these have been discussed ?hove.
Another approach is to make use of information derived from the pry 2S9 of
constructing a square and apply it to constructing a triangle The reasoning
involved is far from trivial, and it is often the case that a student and a
teacher will work together on this process, rather than a student figuring it
all out independently.

The reasoning goes like this A square is constructed by repeating the same
"thing" four times. The "thing" that is repealed is the pair of steps,
FORWARD something, RIGHT SO. In doing so, the TURTLE has rotated' a total

1 Di
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of 360 degrees. The student also knows that a rotation of 360 degrees will
turn the TURTLE. all the way around In order to draw a triangle, the TURTLE
will also make a shape in which it turns all the way around, this time in three
steps. The amount of rotation needed for each step is thus 360/3 or 120
degrees. The student can now draw a triangle by repeating FORWARD
something, RIGHT 120 three times.

At this point, the student might explore the generality of this approach by
trying to construct a 6, 8 or 10 sided regular polygon. In each case, the
process as described above will lead to a successful result (The process
breaks down if t' student wants to construct a 7 sided polygon, however,
since 360 is not divisible by 7.)

6.3.3 Application Gf the TTT to Solvin a Particuiar Problem

A common student project is to draw o leaf" for a plant, using quarter

Figure 6.16

The student knows that the RARC and LARC procedures cause the TURTLE to
rotate a total of 90 degrees. In order to draw a leaf" and return to the point at
which it started (which is useful in getting the TURTLE back on the plant's "stern")
the stuo.:Int reasons that the TURTLE must draw an arc, turn some amount, draw
another arc any turn the same amount. Since the two arcs cause the TURTLE
rotate a total df 180 degrees, the TURTLE needs to turn a total of (360-180), or
180 degrees at both ends of the lr the TURTLE must turn 90 degrees at
each end of the leaf. This procedui draw the leat:

TO LEAF
10 RARC 100
20 RIGHT 90
30 RARC 100
40 RIGHT 90
ENO
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6.4 Calculatin the Number of Points in a Star or Pc! on Usin a POLY
Procedure.

Another way of approaching the "total turtle trip" is by analysing the results
of using different inputs for POLY (See section 2) A student might be asked
by a teacher to keep a chart showing be angle input for POLY, the number
of points in the resulting star or polygon, and the calculated total rotation
turned by the TURTLE in completing ne design. A student who has carefully
carried out a number of POLY experiments will find that for any polygon, the
turtle will turn through total rotation of 360 degrees, and that for any star,
the TURTLE will turn through a total rotation of a multiple of 360 degrees.
(A five pointed star, produced with an angle input of 144 degrees turns the
TURTLE a total of 720 degrees. An eight pointed star, produced with an
angle of 135 ckgrees turns the TURTLE through a total of 1080 degrees,
etc) This is one particular fA'srm of the Total Turtle Trip Theorem

6.5 The Use of Sinitigiti

There are a number of ways for students to encounter and make use of a
"LOGO Similarity Theorem". A proportional change in all the FORWARD and
BACK steps in a sequence of TURTLE commands, while holding the angles
constant, will change the size, but maintain the shape of the figure drawn by
those commands. While few students come to understand this principle in its
full generality, there .9t.;, many ways in which students encounter it in simpler
forms and use it ref k,r- LOGO projects. The desire to create similar designs
often provides students with their first use of variables, as they try to
create "different sized squares," for example.
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6.5.1 EXAMPLES:

6.5.1 Similarity In_Regular Shapes.

Almost every student encounters regular similar shapes when they work with
RCIRCLE and LCIRCLE commands, squares of different sizes, and the shapes made
by a POLY procedure. Since all the sides of a regular shape are the same, making
the length of that side a variable, rather than a fixed distance leads immediately
to similar figures.

Laura's design, AROUND was built of ra ircles:

TO AROUND
10 LCIRCLE 90
20 LCIRCLE 58
30 LCIRCLE 48
40 LCIRCLE 20
50 LCIRCLE 10
60 LCIRCLE 96
70 LCIRCLE 50
80 LCIRCLE 33
90 LCIRCLE 66
END

Monica's procedure, WOW, was created using a v

TO WOW
1 SQ 10
2 SQ 20
3 SQ 30
4 SQ 40

SQ 50
-6 SQ 60
7 SQ 70
8 SQ 80-
.9 SQ 90
10 SQ 100
11 SQ 110
END

abl
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Figure 6.17

procedure:

Figure 6.18
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Kevin's TUNNEL, using a POLY procedure wv a more general use of the same
idea.

TO TUNNEL :SIZE
10 POLY :SIZE 45
20 IF :SVE = 105 STOP
30 TUNNEL :SIZE + 5
END

Figure 6,19

Dennis' nested triangle procedure, Q, made use of similar triangles In a very'
different way:

TO Q :SIZE
10 IF :SIZE 10 STOP
20 THRI1 :SIZE
30 FORWARD :SIZE/2
40 RIGHT 60
50 Q :San
END

One of the m iaorate "regular figures" was
creating the =?I'valow--FUre with fixed sizes, Betsy m
which took a variable :SIZE as input:

Figure 6.20

oesign. After first
set of procedures
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TO SUN2 :SIZE
10 REPEAT (RAY2 :SIZE]
END

TO RAY2 :SIZE
10 BOX2 :SIZE
20 LEFT 180
30 RIGHT 20
END

TO BOX2 :SIZE
10 RARC :SIZE
20 LARC :SIZE
30 RARC :SIZE
40 LARC :SIZE
END

6.5.2 Si11ilaixit

SUN2 20

Use of Simila i

SUN2 30
Figure 6.21

The more general principal of similarity, in which all the sizes in a shape are
multiplied by a constant factor, occurred less frequently in our trial classes. One
noteworthy example was Kathy's pair of procedures WORM and WORMY:

TO WORM
1 RARC 30
2 LARC 30
3 RARC 30
4 LARC 30
5 RCIRCLE 10
END

TO WORMY
1 RARC 60
2 LAPr P-
3 R.1"

4 '\;
5 RCIRCLE 20
END

Figure 6.22
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6.6 TjiLLIata5nnmetry

The idea of symmetry is one which most students encounter as part of their
LOGO experience. A "LOGO symmetry theorem" rniOt be stated as follows:
"If all the right and left commands in a sequence of TURTLE commands are
reversed without changing any of the other. commands In the sequince, the
resulting design will be a mirror image of the original design" The reversing
of RIGHT and LEFT, is one approach which students use to create
symmetrical designs. Another is the use of an 7mlied axis of symmetry,"
usually a vertical line down the center of a design, in which both sides are
identical but in which the symmetry is produced by "working across from one
side" of the design rather than by starting from the middle and reversing
RIGHT and LEFT commands. Some students make use of one of these
approaches to symmetry in connection with a design that is not fully
symmetrical, or in a design that is mostly symmetrical, but which has one or
two dramatic asymmetries. Finally, many students carry out projects
involving rotational symmetry, examples of which have been considered
above.

EXAMPLES:

6.6.1 Symnmtryby_Right /Left Raver l

Symmetry by.right/left reversal is usually preceded by the realization.that a
RIGHT turn can be eliminated by an equal LEFT turn, and reversed by a double
LEFT turn. This involves the use of right and left as inverses of each other, and
was discussed in Section 4 of this chapter. The most common example of designs
which make use of right/let reversal are those made by using arc and circle
primitives, RARC, LARC, RCIRCLE and LCIRCLE, since these immediately produce
symmetrical designs.

Two simple examples of this type of symmetry were Deborah's procedure called
EYES, drawn using RCIRCLE and LCIRCLE, and the NOSE procedure she used for
her "rabbit" in wh'Jh she used RARC and LARC as inverses of each other.

1' 7
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TO EYES
1 RCIRCLE 90
2 LCIRCLE 90
3 RC lCLE 40
4 LCIRCLE 40
END

TO NOSE
1 RARC 30
2 RIGHT 90
3 RIGHT 90
4 LARC 30
5 RIGHT 90
6 RIGHT 90

LARC 30
B RIGHT 90
9 RIGHT 90
10 RARC 30
END

Figure 6.23

Figure 6.24

A somewhat more elaborate example was Karl's ACE procedure which involved
vertical symmetry produced by using FORWARD/BACK reversals, as well as
right/left symmetry.

TO ACE
1 RCIRCLE 50
2 LCIRCLE 50
3 BACK 100
4 RCIRCLE 50
5 LCIRCLE 50
6 FORWARD 100
7 FORWARD 100
8 RCIRCLE 50
9 LCIRCLE 50
END

Kathy's BIRDMAN procedure was en elaboration of t
inverse arcs as well as RCIRCLE and LCIRCLE.

Figure 6.25

pronn, using
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Figure 5.26

Gary regularly made use of the "LOGO symmetry thei rem in his work. An
example discussed fully in Section 5.5 of Chapter 4, was his STAB procedure,
in which right /left symmetry was built into the entire process.

6.6.2 Projects lnvolvina an Implied Axis of S meietrt

Fin e 6.27

Many students created 6vrimetrical designs without reversing right and left
commands. Such d design is likely to be a drawing of a face, a rocket, a house,
etc Such designs may also have one or iwo dramatic asymmetric feature%

When Kathy added a hat on her BIRDMAN design (Figure 6.26), she mode use of
an implied axis of symmetry.

Figure 6.2b

Gary's first major project was a FACE which looks as though it was constructed
using right/left symmetry. Actually Gary used a more elaborate approach which
involved estimating the sizes of circles and placing the TURTLE so that it could
draw the circles starting from the outside. The "Nose" is the only asynwnetric
feature.
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Figure 6.29

Dormid'r WAD was also worked out without the use of right/left symmetry.
Although his symmetrical placement of i.ne "hat" was not exact, it was clearly
intended to he so. Once again the "nose" is deliberately asymmetic, as is 'he
flower.

Figure 6.30

2O
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6.6.3 The Use of Symmetry in Non- Symmetric Desi

Dennis used the "LOGO symmetry theorem" to create windcria for his car. Once
he had drawn the rear window, WIN1, he reversed all the angles to draw the
front window, WINS.

TO W'N1 TO WINS
2 FORWARD 60 1 LEFT 30
3 RIGHT 60 2 FORWARD 60
4 FORWARD 20 3 LEFT 60
5 RIGHT 90 4 FORWARD 20
6 FORWARD 40 5 LEFT 90
7 RIGHT 90 6 FOKWARD
8 FORWARD 50 7 LEFT 90
END 8 FORWARD 50

END
Figure 6.31 Figure 6.32
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Figure 6.33

As a final example of student use of symmetry we exart,!ne Kathy's procedure
MONSTER. MONSTER was produced by an exploration in olving arcs and circles.
When Kathy divided this into subprocedures MO, NS, and TER, MO and NS were
symmetrical, while MO and TER were identical Although Kathy probably used a
symmetric process in working out her design, the asymmetry of the design as a
whole obscured this aspect of it.
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TO MO TO NS
1 RARC 40 1 LARC 40
2 RARC 20 2 LARC 20
3 LARC 40 3 RARC 40
4 LARC 20 4 RARC 20
5 LCIRCLE 20 5 RCIRCLE 20
6 RCIRCLE 20 6 LCIRCLE 20
END END

76

MO (and TER) NS
Figure 6.:14a Figure 6.34b

Implied Axis of Sy

MONSTER
Figure 6.35
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F. Dynamics: Learning Physics with a Dynaturtle

During the last two weeks of the second round of classes, students were given an
option of extending their LOGO world with a new kind of TURTLE, dynaturtle.
With the exception of Tina who was deliberately encouraged to stay with her
other work, the students found dynaturtle attractive to choose to spend a
significant amount of their remelting time with it.

1. Deccri tion of Dynaturtle:

A dynaturtle, like the ordinary LOGO TURTLE, is a graphics entity which can be
moved around on the computer display with commands typed at the keyboard.
Like the geometry TURTLE, dynaturtle responds to commands, RIGHT of LEFT, by
instantly turning in place. While motion for the geometry TURTLE is caused by the
command FORWARD, a dynaturtle never changes position instantly, but can acquire
a velocity with a KICK command which gives it an impulse in the direiction the
dynaturtle is currently facing. To effect real time control, one normally directs a
dynaturtle with keystroke commands, R, L, and K which stead for RIGHT 30, LEFT
30 and KICK 30. Provisions were made to allow students to augment this small set
of instant commands at their pleasure.

Two model games were provided for the students. The one of relevance here
was called TARGET. Its goal was simply to direct a dynaturtle with K's, R's, and
L's to hit a target, but to do so with a minimum speed at impact. A qualitative
scoring together with impact speed was printed out when the target was reached.
The initial configuration had the dynaturtle at rest aimed directly up the screen,
and the target, as indicated is Figure 1.1, positioned at a bearing of 45 degrees
from the dynaturtle. A single K command would cause dynaturtle to travel the
distance between initial position and target in about 15 seconds. The introduction
to dynaturtle given to students was a brief description of commands together with
an illustration, applying a few "kicks" to a tennis bell on a table using a small
wooden mallet.
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velocity new velocity

Vector Addition

Figure 1.2

It was expected that after initial familiarity with the system was gained, :students
would modify the model games, or use the dynaturtle in more flexible ways to suit
their own purpose% This did indeed happen, but the initial Period of coming to
understand dynaturtle was so rich and suggestive by itself that we decided to
concentrate in this report only on that aspect of the students' encounter with
dynaturtle. In particular, we have chosen to look carefully et the data to try to
answer two questions:

1) What and how are the students learning from dynaturtle?
2) How might that elate with more curriculum centered notions of learning

physics?

2 Overview of Results:

To set a perspective on students experience with dynaturtle we will first make a
brief oversimplified sketch of the experimental results. In a sentence, almost
everybody did essentially the same thing. This was particularly surprising in view
of the, striking differences in abilities and style which the students exhibited in
their other work, and it is the basis for the suspicion that there is a fundamental
phenomenon at work here.

In more detail the dominant theme of these students' encounters with the
dynaturtle is their exposure to, and learning to control, a Newtonian object. This
in turn, without much interpretation; can be seen as the confrontation of an
essentially Aristotelian theory of physics with a Newtonian reality. For our
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pOrposee...here we use the term "Aristotelian -physics," to mean that objects simply
themove, in the:-direction you puSh them. In similar terms NeWtonian'.physics states

;-that .--..pOeheeechange The .:conflict Whether force correlates -with
changes velocity (NeWton) or with changes in position (Aristotle).

The germ- of :the conflict resides in a Simple-situation--which, all tips dents
encountered and all regarded.. 09 problematic. , Supper
*v*4 and one wants it . to. move to the right (Figure- The Aristotelian
.sfrategy:' s simply to -aim- to the.right, then -kick-in..that direction, and the
expeCtation is as shown in Figure. "Kick-to t_ he- right means move to the
right." In contrast, the NowtoniondyniittirthiniciVing upward hasmomentUmin the
uPWard ,direction which I. not affected by the sideways kick end thus takes a
"cornPrOrnitio".Peth following the kick to shown in Figure Zk.

6.4 Aristotelian Ex ectations

Figure 2.1a

Moving Upward

Ei gUre 1 b

Expected Result

of a sideward kick

Figure 2.1c

Actual Result

All the students spontaneously generated the sideways kick as a means of making
a right turn and expressed surprise and consternation at the result Complaints
that the machine was not working right at this point were commonplace. The
robustness of the, students' theory is attested to by thelact that, though many of
the students had made significiint progress in the two weeks of exposure, none
proved to completely shed the Aristotelian disposition. We are thus led to
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consider this as a situation potentially involving significant learning and cognitive
restructuring.

. Detailed Observations of Two Students

3.1 Jimmy's E)<wmeVMID naturtle

The following gives more detailed account of our observations of two of the
students who were observed at greatest length. It is interpreted principally in
suggesting a frame for appreciating the importance of the observations both in
terms of knowledge (cognitive) structure and in terms of physics pedagogy.

Jimmy's early work with the dynaturtle was typical in the sequence of strategies,
successes and failures. His initial strategy with the target game was a simple AIM
and SHOOT, the almost universal starting place of all subjects:

(1) Turn the dynaturtle with Rs and Ls until it's facing the target
(2) Shoot using Ks

AIM and SHOOT is one of the principal strategies involved in playing with the
geometry TURTLE, and it may therefore be straightforward transfer to find it
immediately and clearly implanted in this slightly different environment. Though it
seems, very natural to the situation, one should remember that children this age
are notorious for simply "messing about". A clearcut and essentially instantaneous
use of a strategy, no matter how simple, is not the general state of affairs.

This strategy fails as it stands: the target is at a 45° bearing and i and I cause
the dynaturtle to turn in 30° increments, thus AIM and SHOOT necessarily carries
the dynaturtle off to the left or right of the target Once Jimmy saw the failure,
he summarily dropped the strategy. There is every reason to believe, especially
considering his experience with the geometry TURTLE, that Jimmy understood the
problem and simply looked for alternatives. This is in sharp 'contrast to what
happened with his next strategy.

The alternative plan Jimmy (and most others) adopted was to move straight up
the screen, then, when the dynaturtle was at the same height as the target, Make
a right hand 90° turn and run into the target. (Figure 2.1) It is possible that the
universality of this step with the students is due to the fact that they have
already had significant experience with the geometry TURTLE in as much as this
corner movement is a very frequently `observed strategy in that domain It Is
used to achieve accurate positioning (azt in positioning parts of a picture). On the
other hand that strategy had been neither taught nor even ,named or remarked

208
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It is only a slight abstraction to see this as achieving independence of
control of two degrees of freedom (horizontal and vertical positioning). Thus it is

important nproto-coordinatizing" with similar but somewhat different
implications in dynamics compared to the sproto-coordinatizine scussed earlier
in the geometric case. (See Chapter 5, Section 5.3.1, p. 5.48)

The CORNER strategy, of course, brought Jimmy quickly to the vary ry,heart df the
Aristotelian-Newtonian controversy. The Dynaturtle skipped diagonally way from
the target rather than toward it. His first instinct on failing was to try it spin and
again. Then he applied more kicks at the right angle turning point ;UM and
SHOOT had failed for an understandable reason -- he did not complain when it did.
But CORNER had no good reason for failure in his eyes, and he co laird and
appeared frustrated.

At this point an intervention was made discusag with him the
17atween TURTLE and dynaturtle. Out of the'discussion arose strategy
which was neither explicitly proposee to him nor entirely spontaneous his part:
at the corner, stop the dynaturtle with, kicks in the direction opposite to its
motion, then AIM and SWOT directly into the target (The stopping kicks which
canceled initial kicks were named anlikicks by another student, a"name which- we
appropriate.) Jimmy understood and quickly applied this strategy, which we will
call a Newtonian Corner (Figure 3.1).

Kick to Start Turn_ Kick

to stop

Figure 1

Turn & Kick

to finish



There are two significant points to make at this juncture. Jimmy never did exhibit
any confusion between turning and kicking; that they are independent actions
(perhaps modeled on the independence of forward and turn commands for the
geometry TURTLE) was taken for granted. Thus he began turning around
immediately after kicking to start the dynaturtle, without expecting to see any
change in motion until new kicks were applied. This is important as it shows that
he did not have trouble disassociating aiming from moving in his switch from
geometry TURTLE to dynaturtle. Without this fact one would be tempted to
attribute Aristotelian expectations to a simple carry-over of the fusion of
direction-pointed and direction-moved which characterizes the geometry TURTLE.
The lack of difficulty in differentiating direction of motion and direction of pointing
was true of the other students as well, and may indicate a transfer from the
qualitative structuring in Turtle Geometry noted in Chapter Five.

Secondly, Jimmy knew without being told and before experimenting that the
number of kicks he needed to give to stop the dynaturtle was the same as the
number he gave to start it ke did not worry about timing but only about number.
Again we do not know to what extent this is a carry-over of learning the power
of inverse operations in too As cited in earlier sections of this report, LOGO
Turtle Geometry students often give clear indication\of coming to grips with
inverses in a form we can exemplify with the equation RIGHT 90 LEFT 90 rr no
change. If kick-antikick inverses with the dynaturtle are due to previous LOGO



training, we have discovered in this a possible test for transfer of spontaneous
learning in the LOGO environment

Having developed a failproof strategy, which he understand,. Jimmy concentre
an extended time practicing and elaborating it.

3.2 Darlene's Ex eriornaturtle

Darlene started out with the same AIM and SHOOT as Jimmy but was,more patient
in trying to debug it Because of her care not to give too many kicks she in fact
succeeded in hitting the target, but not reliably. Trying to follow Jimmy's CORNER
path (she could see his screen) she fell into the same, Aristotelian trap. Again at
this point an intervention was made, illustrating iide kicks and the resultant
diagonal trajectory with the tennis ball and mallet This appeared to engender a
state of .disequilibrium. She made it clear with facial expressions that she was
quite dubious about this "experiment,",grabbing the mallet and, trying it herself
several times. "There must be a way," she said, twisting the mallet as she hit the
ball. She was shown Jimmy's Newtonian CORNER strategy of a hit to stop, re-aim
and new hit, but still' indicated a wish to see the corner accomplished with one
kick. A diagonal backward kick was suggested anddemonstrated (Figure 3.2), but
she refused even to consider that "I like Jimmy's strategy," whereupon she
returned to try it out on the computer.

Diagonal baCkWard. kick

turns the- corner-

Darlene was not content as Jimmy was to stay with one, method. Over the next
ew days she tried many others. In particular, the next day she fried the CORNER

strategy starting out horizontally rather than vertically (Figure 3.30. Of course it
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failed. She tried to correct an AIM and SHOOT by kicking at the target as the
dynaturtle passed a point on its trajectory perpendicular to the line to target
(Figure 3.3b). It failed as well She tried and failed at correcting the Aristotelian
Corner's defects with a second kick, but using the same "kick toward the target"
strategy (Figbre 3.3c). These are very interesting and crucial experiments.
Though to a "Newtonian"'she is merely rehashing a known result -- the CORNER
strategy fails -- a little. more detailed thought suggests some very important
developmental function in these activities.

rizontal Aristotelian b. Correcting AIM and SHOOT
Corner another Aristotelian Corner

Figure 3.3

c. Another Aristotelian_
Corner

Let us ask how Darlene (or we ourselves) could understand that these different
experimentS are ,really the same. There are two possibilities. One is that she
understands the set of operations (rotations and reflections) which leave the
experiments "the same". These are not much, different from those ,wich leave a
geometric configuration the same.-- a book remains perceived as a book
whatever its orientation. The gedanken experiment which makes the argument is
the observation: that turning something around is just like looking at it from a
different standpoint -- which shouldn't change anything substantial. On the other
hand, with motion and trajectories in the real world, gravity introduces a forceful
anisotropy. It seems quite plausible that someone would want to experiment to
really test the group of symmetries.

212



The second possibility for understanding the identity of, the experiments is that
they are described in an invariant language, That is to say, the description is
unchanged if a different poilit of view on the experiment is taken, a language.
which assumes frame of, rt 'ererxe (up, down etc) has no funrqonal significance.
Indeed, that's the sort, of description we have been using in phrases like, "kick
perpendicular to an established trajectory." [We do not mean to imply, that
Darlene's internal description is verbal, but for the sake of this short discussion
we will pretend that it is so.] It is quite likely that, though the geometry TURTLE
was a help, Darlene could not initially generate such a precise invariant
description. More likely her description would haVe been something like, "It
doesn't go straight when you kick it sideways," or even, "Sometimes it doesn't go
straight." In this frame of mind it's natural to try experiments of the sort that she
did.

Seen in this way Darlene's experiments make utterly clear scientific sense as a
way of developing and refining an invariant description. In fact, invariant
descriptive techniques along with a few paradgmatic phenomena and strategies
(the CORNER strategy's failure and jimmy's start and stop method are two; well
mention more shortly) could constitute the basis for a reasonably complete and
efficient understanding of dynaturtle.

The symmetry group versus invariant description routes to understanding the
conceptual integrity of the Aristotelian CORNER are probably not really
alternatives, but each valuable constructs for understanding part of Darlene's
growing understanding We expect that the intuitive roots for evenbeginning the
route to full appreciation of invariance and symmetry lie partially in both camps:
the feeling that rotating the thing (phenomenon) doesn't make much ciffference to
it interacts with the proto-invariant sensation that there ire thing (i.e invariant
object) to be studied

rlene was presented another workable refloement of the Aristotelian. CORNER
tegy in addition to Jimmy's start and stop Newtonian CORNER: "Cut the

corner," turn and kick ,sideways early. We call this the EARLY strategy (Figure
a4).- This makes good intuitive sense; just thinking of dynaturtle as being slow to
respond is a good heuristic



Kick Sideways EARLY

The strategy brought along with it, without prodding, the corrective feedback loop,
"If you miss by getting to the target too late, (meaning x-coordinate ,iosition "gets
to the target" after y-coordinate It is interesting that such a formal description
hides the trivial obviousness of kicking too early or too late as perceived by ths
students.) then .kick earlier," and vice versa. Kicking "too late" or "earlier" in fact
are expressions universally used by our subjects to describe the phenormee and
their own intent. It doesn't .seem difficult to understand the naturalness of such a
strategy. For example, in getting to school at a certain time one may employ the
early-late conceptualization and feedback loop with respect to the question of
when to leave home. But in any case, despite the fact that an intervention was
necessary to cue the EARLY strategy, it is important that EARLY found a natural
home in this situation. Contrast Darlene's refusal to consider a suggested diagonal
backward kick to enact a CORNER.

A episode of Darlene's experience with the dynaturtle is worth mentioning
here. After quite a bit of play (much of which has been described above) another
attempt was made to bring her to understand the single kick method for making a
CORNER (Figure 3.2). She was asked to-think. ausing Jimmy's Newtonian CORNER
method (two perPendicular kicks, one to stop, re-aim, another kick toward target)
but with the kicks coming very close together in time Now think of a single kick
having the same effect as.the two. "I know" she said "You want to kick at 45
degrees!" She meant a 1, degree turn ai belairei:evidaat at the computer.
She was in fact anxious at this stage to try out the method. This is a solid leap.
Now she was making 'explicit a new, develeOng intuition -- vector, addition of
kicks. 'This contrasts 'markedly with'her Pr&experinientation overt rejection of
this same suggestion, one which she can now.make on her own.

4 A Learninkfaths Chart f"reTARGf

Chart I summarizes the studeni development in understanding in terms of insights
and strategies. It is based on Work with a number of students, both children and
adults.- Generally speaking a lo point on the. chart indicates a later
development
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Learning Paths Chart for TARGET

Aim and -Shoot

Strategy

Aristotelian Corner.

-Strategy

Newtuaian Corner,

Strategy

Early S rategy
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Late ImOlies46

Many. Tries
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e ies and Phenomena

Aim and Shoot Strategy - "Turn the dynaturtle toward the target and kick" is the
universal starting point. Its failure, due to size of turns incommensurate with
45 degree bearing of the target, was accepted and never problematic.

Annotation of the Chart:

Learning Paths Chart

Aristotelian Corner Strategy - This is the classic non-Newtonian strategy
described earlier involving the assumption that the dynaturtle travels in the
direction of kick. Its failure always resulted in great surprise, repeat tries and
sometimes extended consternation. Note that while the interpretation made in
the last section might suggest Aim and Shoot and the Aristotelian Corner are
both expressions of the same theory, they are included as separate elements.
This is done because their different contexts provide strongly diffetent
strategic outcomes. One satisfies expectations; one does not.

Trajectory Strategy Thit strange strategy did not occur frequently, but often
enough to warrant including. To debug Aim and Shoot, some seemed to posit a
curved path approach and, as a mechanism for obtaining such, a systematic and
repeated pattern of K's and R's were used, e.g. K R K R K R. "Curving" and
"starting to curve" were frequent verbal accompanying descriptions. There
seemed to be the assumption of a simple relation between the turn-kick
combinations and the amount of curving. In any case, the rate and pattern of
keystrokes were the parameters varied in an attempt to refine this strategy
into a working one.

Aiming Independent of Motion The default assumption made naturally by
everyone was that turning would not affect the direction of motion until a kick
was given. Despite this, various circumstances called this hypothesis explicitly
into question. The most important of these circumstances was the context of
trying out the antikick idea (perhaps worrying about a presumed "minor" effect
interfering with exact cancellation of kicks). It is interesting to note that
despite Aiming Independent of Motion, students frequently associated reaiming
with the subsequent kick, and did reaiming just before the kick, even if there

as much empty wait time preceding the reaim-kick combination.

Antihick = The "kicking the opposite way to cancel a kick" phenomenon was a
spontaneous idea in most cases and an immediately accepted suggestion in the
rest. Perhaps its importance lies in the.function of achieving the stopped state.
Three subspecifications are important: 1 Kick-antikick starts and ends at rest,
superposition on an initial velocity is not conceptually possible at this stage. 2
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It is assumed that any number of kicks will be exactly canceled by the same
number of antikicks, the timing of the kicks not being an issue. 3 Interspersing
kicks in other directions between kicks and antikicks disqualified the antikick
strategy.

Newtonian Corner Strategy - The canonical debug of the Aristotelian Corner (see
Figure 3.1) was almost always associated with right angles (as the Aristote ian
Corner was).

The Early Strategy - (Figure 3.4) This appears to be a more sophisticated
strategy than the above as it did not occur in many of the children's prortocols.
The refinement of the Early Strategy marked Late Implies Harder, meaning if
you are late, you can kick harder (more)" notably did not occur simultaneously
with the principal Early S.rategy.

Many Tries - The overt trying over and over of the Aristotelian Corner Strategy
iremany orientations as carried out by Darlene's was not as frequent as it was
striking when it did occur. Usually students fell into trying the strategy in new
circumstances, seemingly by accident, without noticing initially that they were
doing the same thing again.

Combining Kicks Thought Experiment (See description in section 3.) This is
included not because it was universal, if fact it only occurred once, but because
it marks a striking advance over initial inclinations. This is the sort of
intervention result one would like to be able to produce reliably.

Links

The links shown on Chart I are a preliminary attempt to map relations between
strategies and phenomena, particularly those relations having to do with time
sequencing, though not explicitly including the latter. Time sequencing is not
included. explicitly since there were many small variations.

d: debug or find another plan - The failure of a strategy often seemed to have a
contextual influence on what was tried next. Most of these relations seemed
straight forward "minimal changes to effect success," i.e. debuggings a la
Aristotelian Corner -) Newtonian Corner. Some were more subtle such as Aim
and. Shoot .4 Trajectory, and may in fact be only the student's way of answering
the question "What else could I do?"
structural relation - When a phenomenon played, a key role in a strategy, or in
other cases when one element of the chart played the role of prerequisite to
nother, the relation is designated as structural. The relation of antikick to the
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Newtonian Corner Strategy is paradigmatic.
c: contextual Certain elements of the chart seemed to become active as a

result of concern in another element. These were designated as contextual
relations. Working out the idea of antikick not unexpectedly served as a
context for worry about the absolute.validity of the Aiming Independent of
Motion principle. The natural symbiosis of structural and contextual links is
evident in Chart I and is easy to understand; An element (strategy,
phenomenon) which is prerequisite for success in pursuing (or understanding)
another element is naturally cued to concern by that other element. However,
it is not at all impossible to imagine circumstances where contextual and
structural links are not dual to one another, in thig_way.

r; rehearse and refine - Running over a particular strategy, presumably in order
to solidify and improve performance, perhaps consciously changing parameters,
was a frequent occurrence. An interesting variation is the relation of Many
Tries to the failure of Aristotelian Corner, where rehearse and refine served to
elaborate understanding of the circumstance under which Aim and Shoot failed,
i.e. served to distinguish successful (in the sense of satisfying expectations)
Aim and Shoot Strategy from the unsuccessful Aristotelian Corner Strategy.
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5 Linkinro Physics

Pointing toward future work with dynaturtle, we speculate a bit in this section on
the relaUan of the student learning phenomena charted above with more standard
views of learning physics. The section consists of two plausibility arguments.

A. Controlling_Dynatertle is Physics:

One can make the case that learning to manipulate a dynaturtle is prima facie
learning physics. Certainty the students are learning to deal with (simulated)
physical phenomena and to the extent to which one does not insist that that
contact be mediated by symbols and formalisms, that is physics. Furthermore,
dynaturtle was designed to mirror at least 1 1/2 of Newton's 3 laws: 1 Straight
line constant velocity in the absence of interaction; 2 The Second Law wirAout
the effect of mass, i.e. change in velocity is proportional to strength of force
(number of kicks).

So for. the moment let's assume this point of view, that controlling dynaturtle is
physics and see what kind of perspective the charted student leaning behaviors
puts on !earning to control it For contrast let's initially consider a more a priori
point of view by first looking at dynaturtle from the perspective of an expert
physicist. Try to put aside one of the important experimental results implicit in
what has been said so far, that average sixth grade students can learn to drive
dynaturtles..

A parsimonious description of dynaturtle can involve a vector component of state
(velocity) and a state changer (KICK) which increments velocity. by vector addition.
The task analysis might quite reasonably begin with the notion of instantaneous
velocity and vectors (including vector addition, component decomposition, etc.).
Thus we see appearing a familiar list of prerequisite studies (for college
students!) including perhaps analytic geometry, trigonometry, etc. Can we
seriously think a fifth or sixth grade student can understand dynaturtles and
manipulate them without months or years of study_, or "et best" by learning by
rote incomprehensible algorithms?

Now contrast the following rich and realistic task analysis based on the TARGET
learning chart which we summarize in the form of a sequence of natural (and in
some cases trivial) abstractions of experience with dynaturtle.

(1) The remark that aimingdoes not affect motion

(2). The-Warning. that AIM and SHOOT fails when the n motion
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(3) The phenomenon of an antikick and its powerful use in producing a true
Newtonian CORN strategy

(4) The EARLY strategy and its refinement, Late Implies Harder

(5) The thought experiment of combining kicks as at the Newtonian CORNER (or
the reverse, thinking of a diagonal kick as a backward kick to cancel present
motion plus a sideways kick to establish a new direction)

(6) Establishing an invariant recognitico capacity of dynamical phenomena, as
Darlene seemed to be doing in rehearsing the Aristotelian Corner

ThiS list is essentially a path through the learning paths chart which happens to be
both a sort of "average" observed path, and a seemingly natural pedagogical path.
For reference we will call this particular path the modal path.

B. Physics beyond cor*cAllg_cyl naturtle

A small further abstraction brings the modal path experience much closer to
recognizable, textbook physics.

and (2) combined are a strong affirmation that force and direction of
are uncoupled.

(3) proposes a very special case of vector addition, v - v = 0 or v + v + + v
v - v - v e 0, which in the context of action and "undoing" counteraction
seems very intuitive. It is important to note that this intuition is lost if
confounded by intervening kicks or even if it Is superimposed on an established
velocity.

(4) The EARLY strategy and especially its refinement can easily be seen to
involve qualitative versions of vector addition, in this case vector addition of an
established velocity with an impulse. It is especially nice that students naturally
did this with right angle kicks so that the pedagogically important special case,
orthogonal composition, is exercised.

(5) Combining kicks at the Newtonian Corner is another step towtird understanding
the full implications of vector addition. In this case two kicks are added to each
other to produce a theoretically equivalent kick. (Note in Figure El how close a
series of combined kick Newtonian Corners is to the extremely counter-intuitive
circular motion caused by kicks toward the center of the circle.) Again the natural
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right angle context is pedagogically advE

Motion in a square path

caused by inward diagonal

kicks, mimics centripetal

acceleration of a circle.

Figure 5.1

(6) has already been abstracted to this level in our description of it.

By itself this modeling has proposed an interesting and detailed refinement of
what in a standard curriculum might go into a monolithic chunk .entitled vector
addition (of velocities, forces and impulses).. The list is refined in at least two
important respects. It singles out particularly "easy" and particularly "difficult'
special cases, both of pedagogical interest. It introduces context, e.g. vector
addition of kick-to-kick versus vector addition of kick-to-velocity, in cases where
context seems to make a difference to the students.

In incorporating an experience with dynaturtle one may establish a rich base of
phenomena and common experience with Newtonian physics in a open-ended
environment. Following that experience, students should have a great head start
in understanding the formalism of mechanics, principally through being able to
interpret the formalism in their own experiences. This latter stage may be
greatly enhanced by organizing the formalism phenomenologically, as suggested
above.

It is natural to ask, why can't the students' experience in the real world serve the
same purpose as an experience with dynaturtle? In the first instance, note that
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experience in moving things around did not suffice for Aristotle (or any other pre-
Galilean) to acquire the sense for the Newtonian laws of motion represented in
dynaturtle. In part this may be accounted for in the striking ability of humans to
held theories of their own actiorr which contradict what they do in fact.
Dynaturtle's advance over naive experience, then, lies n, the explicit and
unambiguous actions taken to control it Experience-with dynaturtle is mediated
by a very narrow channel of kick and turn commands as opposed to interpretation
of complex muscle actions actually used by humans in moving things around.

But a better exptanation why the real world doesn't teach Newtonian mechanics
probably lies in understanding h;.-,w good a non-Newtonian theory like "kicking in
the direction of intended motion" can be. Certainly it suffices for cueing up a
billiard ball and works whenever impulse dominates existing momentum. Further,
in many circumstances one simply arranges for the theory to work. Compare a
soccer player who stops a ball as a matter of course before kicking again, to the
Newtonian Corner strategy.

Finally, in the real world, friction has two confounding effects, one supporting
Aristotle and one denying Newton. By rapidly bringing velocities near zero it
allows an Aristotelian plan to be more generally effective, thus mitigating the need
for refinements. More fundamentally, friction denies Newton's First Law by its
very presence; the world is prima facie non-Newtonian. Since friction is
omnipresent and with no visible agent causing it, why should one either implicitly
or explicitly treat the "dying away" of motion, so much like other inescapable
things, as other than a primitive phenomenon (law) of nature? It is only by coming
to understand the Newtonian stance that one even acquires a reason to separate
friction as another force to be included in the analysis. And beyond the First Law,
of course, the Second Law doesn't work without frictional forces being explicitly
included. Summarizing this line of reasoning, a Newtonian frame of analysis seems
necessary to make sense, of the notion of friction as a force, rather than as a
fundamental and universal phenomenon intrinsic to motion. Yet a Newtonian frame
is only possible after one has separated out friction as a force to be added to the
analysis. In the present case, the bind is not inescapable, as we can simply
remove the confounding element from the (simulated) world. I ynaturtle is a pure
representation of Newton's Laws, unfettered by friction.

We note in closing this section that though it would be easy to think that the
qualitative understandings involved with dynaturtle are superfluous and in all
probability trivially implied by a university level physics course, the evidence
available suggests that, to the contrary, such qualitative reasoning as that
Involved in the relationship of force and velocity Is In many instances little
effected by physics teaching. Viennot [Viennot, 1978], for example, found
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clearcut confusion between force and acquired velocity in simple situations.
(Compare (1) and (2) at the beginning of this section.) This confusion occurred in
roughly 50 percent of students from last year of secondary school to third year
university' Thus another suggestion is made that learning in compuktional
environments like Turtle Geometry and dynaturtle can allow earlier and more
natural access to important mathematical and physical ideas, but, as well, provide
a dee er influence on the students' thinking patterns than conventional curriculum.
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